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Hot tearing is one of the most severe and irreversible casting defects for many metallic materials.
In 2004, Eskin et al. published a review paper in which the development of hot tearing of
aluminium alloys was evaluated (Eskin and Suyitno, 2004). Sixteen years have passed and this
domain has undergone considerable development. Nevertheless, an updated systematic descrip
tion of this field has not been presented. Therefore, this article presents the latest research status
of the hot tearing during the casting of aluminium alloys. The first part explains the hot tearing
phenomenon and its occurrence mechanism. The second part presents a detailed description and
analysis of the characterisation methods of the mushy zone mechanical properties and hot tearing
susceptibility. The third part presents considerable data pertaining to the mushy zone behaviour,
including those of the linear contraction and load behaviour during solidification, semi-solid
strength and ductility, and characteristic points related to hot tearing. The fourth part exam
ines the effect of the composition and casting process parameters on the hot tearing susceptibility
of aluminium alloys. The fifth part describes the hot tearing simulations and the associated
criteria and mechanisms. Finally, recommendations for the further development of hot tearing
research are presented.

1. Introduction
1.1. The casting of aluminium alloys
Aluminium alloys, as one of the most promising metallic materials second only to steel for modern societies, are being widely used
in many applications such as food packaging, transportation, construction, aerospace, and aircraft owing to their abundance and
unique material properties [1–3]. In recent decades, the production of aluminium alloys has increased considerably. From 2000 to
2019, the annual production of aluminium alloys worldwide increased steadily from approximately 25 to 65 million tons [4]. In
general, aluminium alloys can be divided into cast and wrought aluminium alloys. The wrought aluminium alloys can be further
subdivided into heat-treatable (such as the 2xxx, 6xxx, and 7xxx series) and non-heat-treatable aluminium alloys (such as the 1xxx,
3xxx, and 5xxx series), the mechanical properties of which can be enhanced by various heat-treatment processes and work hardening,
respectively [5,6].
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Nomenclature and Acronyms
2D
Two-dimensional
3D
Three-dimensional
AE
Acoustic emission
AM
Additive manufacturing
BTR
Brittle temperature range
CHT rig Cast hot tearing rig
CRC mould Constrained-rod casting mould
DC casting Direct chill casting
HCS
Hot cracking susceptibility
HIP
Hot-isostatic-pressing
HTS
Hot tearing susceptibility
LFEC
Low-frequency electromagnetic casting
LVDT
Linear variable differential transformer
NES
Non-equilibrium solidus
OM
Optical microscope
RDG criterion Rappaz-Drezet-Gremaud criterion
Ref./Refs. Reference/References
SDAS
Secondary dendrite arm spacing
SEM
Scanning electron microscope
SKK criterion Suyitno-Kool-Katgerman criterion
TCC
Thermal contraction coefficient
TEM
Transmission electron microscopy
UST
Ultrasonic treatment
UTS
Ultimate tensile strength
XRD
X-ray diffraction
ZDT
Zero ductility temperature
ZST
Zero strength temperature
The casting of aluminium alloys is generally carried out by shape casting methods or DC casting. The two casting technologies share
many fundamental theories pertaining to solidification, macroscopic heat transfer, flow, deformation analysis, and furnace/casting
equipment design and operations. Shape casting can be further divided into sand casting, permanent mould casting, die-casting, in
vestment casting (lost-foam, lost-wax), and so on. DC casting, which is currently the main commercial technology to produce wrought

Fig. 1.1. Vertical DC casting process: (a) schematic of a DC caster [8] and (b) an example of DC-cast billets.
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alloys in the form of extrusion billets and rolling slabs, can be classified into vertical and horizontal DC castings. At present, vertical DC
casting has become the backbone to produce wrought aluminium alloys. The schematic of this process is shown in Fig. 1.1(a). First, raw
materials are melted in a furnace. Subsequently, the melt is poured via a launder into a water-cooled mould (primary cooling) onto a
starter block, which is initially at rest. When the mould is filled and a sufficiently strong solid shell is formed, the block is moved
downwards at a certain casting speed, Vz . When the solidified metal exits the mould, it is directly sprayed and chilled by water jets, in a
process known as secondary cooling. The process is continued until the desired sample length is achieved. Finally, the DC-cast billets
are removed from the casting machine for subsequent processing, as shown in Fig. 1.1(b). The wide use of DC casting can be attributed
to its high productivity and casting quality [7,8], and this technology has undergone rapid advancement with the widespread
application of wrought aluminium alloys. In recent times, the AM technology specific to aluminium alloys has undergone rapid
development to satisfy the industrial requirements, due to its unmatched capabilities [9]. The cooling rates associated with AM
(104–106 K/s as reported in Ref. [10]) are considerably steeper than those related to casting, and thus, solidification defects such as
porosities/hot tears/distortion are often generated in the AM process, especially when printing wrought aluminium alloys [11–13].
Nevertheless, certain basic concepts of solidification and hot tearing for AM and casting processes are consistent, and thus, the authors
discuss several state-of-the-art studies pertaining to the hot tearing related to AM in the later sections.
1.2. Solidification behaviour
Different from pure metals, in which solidification occurs at one temperature, alloys exhibit certain solidification ranges depending
on the alloy compositions and processing parameters. In other words, over a certain temperature interval, the solid and liquid phases
co-exist (in a form known as a semi-solid state). As shown in Fig. 1.2, a semi-solid material generally undergoes a transition from the
slurry to mush during solidification. In the slurry zone, several floating solidified particles/phases exist in the liquid phases. At this
time, continuous solid skeletons have not been generated yet, and liquid feeding occurs without any resistance. During the subsequent
solidification, the solid grains start to contact each other, and the corresponding temperature is termed as the coherency point
(25–40% solid). Subsequently, a continuous solid network, which can transfer forces, is gradually generated, and liquid feeding be
comes more and more difficult. This material has a mushy structure. The transition point is known as the rigidity point [14,15]. The
rigidity point can be regarded as the upper boundary of the “effective solidification range” or “vulnerable part of the solidification
interval” [14]. The lower boundary is the equilibrium or non-equilibrium solidus depending on the solidification conditions.
The slurry and mushy structures exhibit significantly different thermomechanical behaviours. The slurry structure is generally
represented by viscosity-based constitutive models [16,17], derived through fluid dynamics concepts and modified to consider the
suspending solid particles. In comparison, describing the constitutive behaviour of the mushy structure is more challenging. Various
models have been proposed to this end, including modified creep law models [18,19], elastic-viscoplastic models [20,21], and threephase microstructure model [22], as discussed in Section 5.1.1.
According to the permeability of the solid network, the solidification process can be divided into four phases [7,15,23–25]. The
initial phase is known as “mass feeding”, in which the formed dendrites do not contact one another and the rigidity point has not been
reached. The semi-solid material is considered to have a slurry structure. The subsequent phase is known as “interdendritic feeding”. As
the mushy structure is established, a rigidity network begins to form through which the liquid flows. At this time, the permeability of
the mushy structure is sufficient to prevent the formation of pores. During further solidification, the dendrite arms connect, and the

Fig. 1.2. Solidification behaviour: characteristic points in the solidification range (left) and critical factors related to hot tearing (right) (the original
sketch comes from Ref. [23]).
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liquid phases are entrapped or immobilised through surface tension. This phase is known as “interdendritic separation”. At this point, the
permeability of the mushy structure is extremely low, and micro-pores or hot tears may occur if the solidification shrinkage and
thermal stresses are sufficiently large. Finally, the “interdendritic bridging or solid feeding” phase occurs in which only the entrapped
liquid phases exist and the semi-solid material exhibits a considerable strength and certain ductility. In this stage, solid phase creep is
the only mechanism to accommodate the solidification shrinkage and thermal stresses. In the first two stages, the semi-solid material
exhibits a sufficient feeding ability to avoid the generation of pores or hot tears. Consequently, it is crucial to focus on the latter two
stages in which micro-pores and hot tears can likely be generated, as discussed in Section 5.2.2.
1.3. Hot tearing
During solidification, various defects may occur due to several internal and external factors. One of the most severe and unre
coverable defects is hot tearing (also known as hot cracking or hot shortness). Hot tears are generated above the solidus or NES
depending on the solidification conditions and propagate along the grain boundaries. Consequently, an uneven fracture surface is
generated, covered with a layer of liquid (Fig. 1.3(a)), or, in certain cases, with solid bridges connecting the two sides of the hot tears
(Fig. 1.3(b)) [26,27]. The type of fracture surface is closely related to the alloying contents [7,27]. As shown in Fig. 1.3, the Al-1 wt%
Cu alloy exhibits a certain eutectic characteristic, and its surface is dominated by the fractured solid bridges; in contrast, the Al-3 wt%
Cu alloy exhibits notable eutectic characteristics and its fracture surface is completely covered with the solidified eutectic liquid.
Therefore, the complex fracture behaviour must be considered in an ideal hot tearing criterion, as described in Section 5.
The main factors pertaining to the occurrence of hot tearing are presented in Fig. 1.2. First, the permeability of the solid network
decreases as solidification proceeds; in this scenario, the liquid feeding is not sufficient to realise the healing of micro-pores, which
later transform into cracks. In general, the distribution of liquid films relies on the dihedral wetting angle, θ [15]. At a low angle, the
liquid films spread and cover the grain boundaries as much as possible. In contrast, at a high wetting angle, the liquid films are
concentrated on the triple grain boundary points and solid bridges may occur. The occurrence of solidification shrinkage and thermal
contraction due to the uneven thermal gradients can impose stresses and strains on the semi-solid network, which is another key factor
for the occurrence of hot tearing. Finally, the microstructure development and precipitation of secondary phases during solidification
can influence the hot tearing susceptibility of the material [28,29].
So far, many studies have been performed to investigate hot tearing behaviour, which has been reviewed by Novikov [30], Sig
worth [31], Lin [32,33], Eskin et al. [7,15], and Li et al. [31]. However, sixteen years have passed since the last detailed review on hot
tearing was published by Eskin et al. [15]. Therefore, it is necessary to review the state-of-the-art pertaining to the hot tearing of
aluminium alloys during casting. The first notable development corresponds to the improvement of the hot tearing devices and
characterisation techniques to measure the hot tearing susceptibility. The mechanical behaviour of the mushy zone related to hot
tearing has been better quantified and the internal mechanism of the initiation and propagation of hot tearing has been explored.
Second, over these years, considerable mechanical data of the mushy zone related to hot tearing have been obtained, such as those
pertaining to the linear solidification contraction, load behaviour during solidification, and semi-solid strength and ductility of various

Fig. 1.3. Fracture surfaces in DC-casting (a) Al-3 wt% Cu and (b) Al-1 wt% Cu alloys [27].
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aluminium alloys. Third, the effect of the composition and process parameters on the hot tearing susceptibility of aluminium alloys
during different casting processes must be further summarised and analysed based on the review paper published by Eskin et al. [15] in
2004. Fourth, the research front on hot tearing simulations and hot tearing criteria have been pushed forward, and thus a corre
sponding review on these aspects is necessary. In particular, the future research directions pertaining to hot tearing must be specified
based on the latest developments on hot tearing and the state-of-the-art materials informatics.
2. Methods to characterise the mechanical properties of the mushy zone and hot tearing susceptibility
2.1. Methods to characterise the mechanical properties of the mushy zone
The mechanical properties of the mushy zone refer to the ability to retain shape and transfer forces, which are critical to build the
constitutive equations of semi-solid materials and investigate hot tearing. It is accepted that the solidified grains are surrounded by
liquid films during the late stage of solidification, and consequently, the semi-solid materials exhibit quite low strength and ductility.
As a result, conventional mechanical testing machines cannot be directly applied to measure these properties. In recent decades, there
have been numerous attempts to measure the mushy zone mechanical properties of metallic alloys. Essentially, three types of me
chanical tests have been developed: tension, compression, and shear. Among the three types of tests, tensile testing is the most widely
used approach in the context of hot tearing. The history and development of semi-solid tensile tests before 2004 have been reviewed by
Eskin et al. [15]. Here we primarily focus on the developments after 2004. The semi-solid tensile tests can be divided into two cat
egories: tensile tests upon reheating and upon solidification [15,34]. Fig. 2.1 provides an outline of these testing techniques high
lighting the associated capabilities and limitations, as discussed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
2.1.1. Tensile tests upon reheating
In general, the UTS (or maximum stresses) and elongation to fracture (or diametric change) are two major focuses for semi-solid
tensile tests. To date, several types of tensile testers, e.g., Gleeble series thermo-mechanical simulators (1500, 3500, or 3800) and
Instron series tensile test machines have been applied to measure the semi-solid mechanical properties of aluminium alloys
[8,20,21,34–43]. A typical Gleeble series tester is shown in Fig. 2.2. The advantages of the Gleeble series simulator are the use of the
Joule heat to rapid melt the sample and the use of advanced stress-strain and temperature acquisition and control systems [15]. The

Fig. 2.1. An outline of semi-solid tensile tests.
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general testing procedure is as follows [34,36,41]: first, the central part of the sample is heated to the desired temperature according to
the scheduled thermal cycle and maintained at this temperature for a certain duration. Subsequently, a constant strain rate is applied.
After the specimen fractures completely, the two halves of the specimen are allowed to cool to room temperature and the fracture
surfaces are examined.
To conduct reliable semi-solid tensile tests, several problems should be addressed, as shown in Fig. 2.1. First, a suitable thermal
control must be realised, as small changes in the temperature or solid fraction can considerably influence the mechanical properties.
The radial temperature gradient in the testing zone can often be eliminated by reducing the cross-section of the samples, while it is
impossible for the axial gradient which needs to be controlled to make it symmetric and as low as possible [34,36,41,42]. Surfacewelded thermocouples are often used because embedded thermocouples can induce defects and affect the measured properties
[40,42]. In certain cases, the weld between the thermocouple and specimen may fail at high liquid fractions. Second, the employed
fixed steel grips (Fig. 2.2(b)) may generate compressive stresses due to the thermal expansion during heating. This will result in an
accumulation of the inelastic strains [40,42]. Third, because the temperature gradient along the axial direction cannot be eliminated,
the use of the longitudinal strain measurements may lead to a certain elongation, which is the average value based on a range of
temperatures instead of a specific value at a specific temperature. Therefore, instead of the longitudinal strain characterisations
[34,41,44], it is preferable to obtain diametric strain measurements [18,39,40,42] to characterise the semi-solid ductility. The dia
metric strain ε can be expressed as follows [18,42]:
(2.1)

ε = − 2ln(D/D0 )

where D0 is the initial diameter of the specimen and D is the instantaneous diameter. Note that a dilatometer cannot be used because
the compressive stress caused by the dilatometer jaws may be larger than the compressive strength of the material, thereby generating
inelastic strains. A failure to address one or more of these challenges can lead to reproducibility problems. For example, at a strain rate
of 10− 4 , the UTS of semi-solid AA5182 was measured to be 9 MPa at 560 ◦ C by Colley et al. [42]; the corresponding value measured by
van Haaften et al. [18] at a similar strain rate was 3 MPa.
To address the first challenge, a methodology called the “2TC technique” is often employed [40,43,45,46]. In this approach,
thermal control is realised using two thermocouples, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The process flow is as follows. In the first stage, the specimen
is rapidly heated until the reading of the first thermocouple (TC#1, in the centre of the gauge region) is 400 ◦ C. In the second stage, the
temperature of the sample is controlled using the second thermocouple (TC#2, just outside the gauge region) and increases gradually.
The difference in the temperature indicated by the two thermocouples, ΔT, is constantly recorded during the second stage. A linear
relationship for ΔT as a function of the temperature at TC#2 is established and continually refined until TC#1 does not work. The
temperature of the sample is increased until TTC#2 + ΔTis equal to the testing temperature. In this manner, the first problem can be
overcome. Another approach is to use a high-temperature adhesive to avoid the detachment of the thermocouple from the sample
[37,41,42]. The measurement approach to address the second issue is shown in Fig. 2.3 [40]. The deformation control can be improved
by adjusting the fixed grip carefully to offset the thermal expansion. After a 30 s hold at the test temperature to ensure thermal stability,
the fixed grip is displaced at a rate of 50 μm/s, in increments of 25 μm. After each increment, the force is recorded. If the force is 15 N or
larger, it is considered that the fixed grip is aligned with the end of the sample. In this manner, the second problem can be overcome. To
address the third challenge, a laser dilatometer or a high-resolution digital video camera can be used to measure the diametric change
[39,40,42]. The real semi-solid ductility may be underestimated because the use of a diameter measurement for strain does not
consider the occurrence of internal defects, which could have accumulated within the sample. Phillion et al. [47] highlighted that this
internal damage could be as large as 50% for a sample at very high solid fractions. The internal damage can be imaged and measured
using the synchrotron X-ray micro tomography technique (Section 2.2.2).
The reheating method is reasonably reliable when the mushy zone is close to the equilibrium state; however, the method exhibits

Fig. 2.2. (a) Example of a Gleeble 3500 thermo-mechanical testing machine for semi-solid tensile tests; (b) details of the tensile unit [42].
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Fig. 2.3. Flowchart outlining the “2TC technique” for performing the semi-solid tensile test in the Gleeble 3500 thermo-mechanical simulator [40].

certain limitations when the mushy zone is in a non-equilibrium state and the solid fraction of the mushy zone is high. At high
temperatures, the solid-state diffusion is fast close to the non-equilibrium solidus and the homogenization could dissolve the nonequilibrium phases, resulting in a decrease in the liquid fraction [42]. Unfortunately, the mushy zone in an alloy is often not in
equilibrium as in the case of DC casting, and hot tearing occurs at high solid fractions (more than 0.9). During the heating and holding
stages, the liquid fraction of the mushy zone in the sample decreases with time due to the back diffusion into the solid phase [43]. The
liquid may completely vanish in the case of a small amount of liquid and a sufficiently large heating and holding time. Moreover, the
grain size and morphology may change significantly at high temperatures. These variations in the semi-solid microstructure will make
the measured mechanical properties far deviate from the real values of DC-cast samples. Thus, the reheating method is not sufficiently
reliable to investigate the mechanical properties of semi-solid alloys with respect to DC casting. To be representative, the tensile test
must be performed upon solidification.
2.1.2. Tensile tests upon solidification
Great efforts have been made by scientists to develop the isothermal tensile testing technique upon solidification of aluminium
alloys [15]. Currently, the most common way to conduct isothermal tensile tests upon solidification is to use the modified Instron
mechanical testing machine connected to a Gleeble series thermo-mechanical simulator (Fig. 2.2) due to the same advantages as the
tests upon reheating (Fig. 2.1). In contrast to the tests upon reheating, this method involves cooling a specimen from the liquid state to
a certain temperature above the non-equilibrium solidus at a certain cooling rate. The general procedure is as follows
[8,20,21,34,41,43]: the sample is heated at a certain heating rate until the centre of the sample is completely melted in a mould, which
is coated to avoid the flow of liquid. Subsequently, the melt is cooled at a certain cooling rate until the desired testing temperature is
reached. After being maintained at this temperature for a short time to establish a homogeneous temperature field in the melted part, a
tensile test is conducted at a certain strain rate. Stress-strain curves are recorded by the module of the Gleeble device. Note that the
same three issues encountered in the tensile tests upon reheating also occur in the isothermal tensile tests upon solidification (Fig. 2.1)
and the above-mentioned solutions are equally applicable.
The isothermal tensile tests upon solidification can measure the mechanical properties of the samples in a non-equilibrium state,
but the measurement accuracy is affected by the interactions between the sample and mould and the non-uniform temperature dis
tribution in the sample. Although the measurement accuracy can be increased by slowly solidifying the melt to the testing temperature,
coarse grains may be formed in this process. This type of testing may lead to the underestimation of the mechanical properties of a DCcasting-produced sample with a fine-grained microstructure. Han et al. [43] proposed a reheating-cooling method to overcome this
problem. It consists of a reheating stage where the alloy is heated above the equilibrium solidus to partially remelt (the heating rate is
high enough to minimise the back diffusion in the solid phase), and a cooling stage where the grains grow back to their original size and
even recover the solute redistribution produced during solidification. This method has both the advantages of the traditional tensile
tests upon reheating and solidification and is suitable to test the mushy-zone mechanical properties of fine-grained castings, such as
7
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those produced by DC casting. Compared to the traditional tensile tests upon solidification, this method is experimentally easier to be
performed. All these advantages demonstrate the potential of this approach to measure the mushy-zone mechanical properties with
respect to DC casting.
Nevertheless, the determination of the mushy-zone mechanical properties of AM aluminium alloys has not been extensively
investigated until now. When performing semi-solid tensile tests for AM, a high cooling rate (104-106 K/s [10]) must be simulated
owing to its potential significant influence on the measured semi-solid mechanical properties (Section 3.3.1.3). Moreover, the material
state (such as powder form) and complex thermal history must also be considered. Fabrègue et al. [41] reported a tensile test upon
solidification with a cooling rate of 70 K/s satisfied during welding. However, this cooling rate is considerably smaller than that
required in AM and more efforts should be made to develop suitable semi-solid tensile testing methods for AM processes.
Considering Fig. 2.1, it can be concluded that tensile tests upon solidification, especially the reheating-cooling method, can
reproduce the situations of the mushy zone close to the non-equilibrium solidus, and are more suitable for determining the mushy zone
mechanical properties of DC-cast aluminium alloys compared to those upon reheating. The latter is more suitable for a casting process
that involves near-equilibrium solidification, such as sand casting. Using the improved testing technique based on the Gleeble or
Instron series mechanical measurements, a considerable amount of experimental data has been attained through the two tensile testing
methods. This information is valuable in developing the constitutive models of semi-solid materials and hot tearing predictions and is
summarised in Section 3.3. It should be emphasized that such data must be used with careful consideration of the type of casting
method; otherwise, incorrect hot tearing predictions may be generated.
2.2. Methods to characterise the hot tearing susceptibility
Apart from measuring the pure mechanical properties of semi-solid materials, various sophisticated devices have been designed to
evaluate the hot tearing susceptibility of different aluminium alloys with the final goal to determine whether a hot tear will occur or
not. The initial research activities, which were focused on rating the hot tearing susceptibility of aluminium alloys, were conducted
primarily using shape mould methods. Many of the designed approaches, regardless of their complexity, were developed considering
that the locations of occurrence of hot tearing were similar to those in real shape-mould casting applications. Such approaches included
the ring mould test [48], CRC mould test [49–53], cylindrical bar casting test [32], ball-bar casting test [32], and “U” shape casting test
[32]. These post-mortem tests for shape casting have been reviewed by Lin [32], Eskin et al. [15], and Li et al. [31], and the interested
readers may refer to these references for details. With the progress of the DC casting technology, the prevention of hot tearing during
DC casting has become increasingly crucial in commercial aluminium alloys, especially for 2XXX and 7XXX alloys. Indeed, industrial
trials or small-scale DC casting experiments are the most direct methods to evaluate the hot tearing behaviour [54,55]. However, such
methods are time-consuming and costly. In contrast, the use of dedicated hot tearing testing devices can save considerable time and
effort, and each influencing factor can be isolated to be investigated. The existing post-mortem tests in shape casting deviated from the
DC casting conditions, and the obtained data could not be applied to the DC casting practices (see Section 4.1). Therefore, in recent

Fig. 2.4. Schematic of a “cold finger” mould and the corresponding casting [56,57].
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years, a series of devices simulating the DC casting conditions were designed to evaluate the hot tearing susceptibility of different
aluminium alloys.
2.2.1. Dedicated hot tearing tests simulating DC casting
Warrington and McCartney [56,57] designed a “cold finger” mould to study the hot tearing problem in the shell zone during DC
casting. This device consists of a water-cooled tapered copper chill and a tapered steel crucible placed in an open furnace (Fig. 2.4(a)).
The taper angle of both the copper chill and steel crucible is 17.5˚. The diameters of the copper chill and steel crucible are chosen such
that the solidified sample has a thickness of 10 mm. The test procedure is as follows: the melt is kept in the crucible and held at a certain
temperature. Subsequently, the copper chill (cold finger) is inserted into the crucible to the desired depth. Solidification occurs along a
direction perpendicular to the surface of the copper chill. As shown in Fig. 2.4(b), a hot tear is first generated at the top of the casting
since it has the largest diameter, which stands the highest tensile stress. At this instance, the hot tear develops downward and finally
stops. When the casting completely solidifies, the sample is removed, and the crack length is measured. The hot tearing susceptibility is
rated according to the maximum length of the hot tears. The advantages and disadvantages of this device are summarised in Fig. 2.5.
First, this technique can be used for both low and high hot-tearing-susceptible alloys, such as Al-Cu (0.5–2.0 wt%) [56], AA7010 and
AA7050 alloys with columnar or equiaxed structures [57]. Using the device, the temperatures of the copper chill and the aluminium
melt can be controlled with a high precision, which allows the realisation of a controllable cooling rate. However, the development of
hot tears cannot be visualised, and the quantitative load/displacement information is not provided.
Subsequently, a dog-bone-shaped rectangular mould was designed to simulate the situation of DC-cast billets, as shown in Fig. 2.6
(a) [58]. In this mould, a hot spot was generated at the centre of the casting, and the axial contraction was constrained. The stresses
developed at the hot spot likely resulted in hot tearing. The two ends of the mould were cooled using water or air, and the mould could
be preheated to a certain temperature to allow the establishment of different thermal stress fields. A liquid feeder was applied to
reproduce more realistic DC casting conditions (Fig. 2.6(b)). The casting was examined after complete solidification. Usually, the
visible surface crack length was considered as a measurement for the hot tearing susceptibility [49,59]; however, this approach was
not effective because the presence of subsurface cracks was not considered. Clyne and Davies [60] combined the mould with an
electrical resistance method to more accurately evaluate the hot tearing severity of Al-Mg alloys. The measurement details for this
approach are described in Section 2.2.3. To obtain more quantitative information, the mould was recently combined with in situ
neutron diffraction [61] and in situ XRD [58] to measure the stress/strain evolutions in the solidifying alloys, as discussed in Section
2.2.3. As shown in Fig. 2.5, this apparatus inherits the advantages of the “cold finger” mould. In addition, this approach simulates the
effect of the liquid feeding occurring in DC casting and makes the hot tear measurement visible and quantitative.
To measure the strength development and strain accommodation during solidification, Instone et al. [62] developed a CHT rig
based on an Instron tensile testing machine to mimic the solidification conditions encountered in DC casting. A schematic of the device
is shown in Fig. 2.7(a). A feeder situated at the centre enabled liquid filling. Two test bars were used, one to record the load or

Fig. 2.5. An outline of the post-mortem tests simulating DC casting.
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Fig. 2.6. (a) Dog-bone-shaped mould: 1, steel mould; 2, water-cooled copper mould; and 3, water pipe; (b) experimental device including 1, dogbone-shaped mould; 2, feeder; and 3, rotating pouring system [58].

displacement development, and the other to measure the cracks. Ceramic fibre insulation was applied to the centre of each bar to form
a directional solidification pattern where two solidification fronts meet at the centre of the bar, with approximately uniform tem
perature fields in the cross-section direction. In the initial state, several thermocouples were installed in the right bar, as shown in
Fig. 2.7(a), to measure the temperature evolution. However, the introduction of these external bodies influenced the size of the hot
tears. To overcome this difficulty, the thermocouples were installed in the left bar, as shown in Fig. 2.7(a) [63]. Three kinds of ex
periments can be carried out using this device: (1) testing without constraining the movable end to measure the linear contraction [62];
(2) testing by constraining the two ends without moving the crosshead of the tensile testing machine [29,54,62,64–68]; and (3) testing
by constraining the two ends and moving the crosshead of the tensile testing machine at a constant displacement rate [69]. The CHT
test can provide considerable information pertaining to the linear contraction [62], load evolution during solidification
[29,54,62,64–68], semi-solid mechanical properties [69], and hot tearing susceptibility [29,54,62,64–68]. Thus, the device has been
widely applied to different alloying systems, such as relatively pure Al [62], Al-Cu [63,68], 3xxx [65], 6xxx [29,54,64–66], and 7xxx
[62,65] alloys. To capture the formation and propagation of the hot tears in situ, the CHT rig was further improved by installing an
observation system (Fig. 2.7(b) and (c)) [70], as described in Section 2.2.2. As shown in Fig. 2.5, the CHT rig can provide fruitful
quantitative information related to hot tearing through the various functional components. These aspects are the reasons for the
popularity of this system in hot tearing research in recent years.
Eskin et al. [14,71] developed an unconstrained T-shaped device simulating the DC casting process of billets to measure the linear
contraction during solidification. As shown in Fig. 2.8(a), it consists of a K-type thermocouple (A), a T-shaped graphite mould (C) with
one sliding wall (D), a water-cooled bronze base (E) that can yield similar cooling rates (5–10 K/s) as those employed in DC casting, an
LVDT (F), and a computer-based data acquisition system. The cross-section of the T-shape cavity is thinner than that of the main cavity,
which allows the melt to solidify more rapidly. Therefore, the solidifying sample is fixed on this side. On the opposite side, a metallic
rod is fixed in the moving wall to attach the solidifying metal, to ensure the position of the moving wall can be detected by the LVDT.
The thermocouple is placed vertically in the centre of the sample (B), 1.5 mm from the mould bottom. During the experiment, the
displacement of the sliding wall and temperatures are recorded simultaneously. Refractory materials are applied in the centre of the
mould to reduce the central cross-section temperature gradients and ensure that the solidification fronts encounter each other in the
zone in which the temperature is monitored. This device has been widely applied to measure the linear contraction behaviour of
different alloying systems, including binary [14,72–74] and commercial [14,26,71,75,76] aluminium alloys (see Section 3.1),
although this approach cannot provide information regarding the size of the hot tears and load development during solidification, as
shown in Fig. 2.5.
Li et al. [77] modified this T-shaped device to measure the size of the hot tears and load development of DC-cast billets. As shown in
Fig. 2.8(b), it consists of the following main parts: a T-shaped graphite mould (A) with a graphite block (B), water-cooled bronze base
(C), load cell (E), specific setup (D) to fasten the load cell, and data acquisition system. The load cell and fastening setup are used to
constrain the casting during solidification. A K-type thermocouple is inserted from the centre of the mould bottom to lower its adverse
effect on the measurement results. Thermal insulation materials are applied at the centre of the mould to ensure that the central crosssection temperature gradients are as uniform as possible; in this manner, the measured load development can reflect the stress
development in the hot spot zone. Two groups of tests are conducted, i.e., with and without a thermocouple. In the test group involving
a thermocouple, the load and temperature developments are recorded. In the test group not involving a thermocouple, the crack width
is determined by avoiding the cracking initiated by the thermocouple. The advantages and limitations of this device are summarised in
Fig. 2.5. Importantly, this device provides information on the hot tearing susceptibility and load developments, and it has been applied
to different AA7xxx alloys [26,76–78]. Recently, Pan et al. [79] replaced the T-shaped graphite mould with a bronze mould to obtain
higher cooling rates ranging from 11 to 24 K/s to further simulate the solidification during fusion welding. Compared with the CHT rig,
this T-shaped device does not contain a feeder to provide good liquid feeding to the critical region during solidification, and this aspect
10
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Fig. 2.7. (a) Schematic of the CHT rig developed by Instone et al. [62], (b) improved CHT rig with an observation system, and (c) cross-section of
the improved rig through section A-A in (b) [70].

can be improved in future work. Furthermore, the thermal contraction data can be easily achieved by replacing the load sensor with a
displacement sensor and removing the fastening setup. Note that the obtained load development from the CHT rig and load T-shaped
devices can be used to determine the rigidity point as an input for certain hot tearing criteria (Section 3.2).
The above-mentioned dedicated hot tearing tests simulating the DC casting are summarised in Fig. 2.5 to highlight their capabilities
and limitations. Many researchers have attempted to design a testing device to better simulate the process of DC casting and obtain
reliable measurements of hot tearing, for instance, by adding a feeder and controlling the cooling conditions. Additionally, a large
amount of quantitative data can be obtained through in situ load/displacement/temperature measurements, such as that of the rigidity
temperature, amount of linear contraction, and hot tear initiation temperature, which can help investigate the hot tearing phenom
enon. These data are summarised in Section 3. Note that these methods can be classified only as refined technological probe techniques
instead of pure mechanical tests because they provide only the tensile force at a certain temperature, and not the UTS. Nevertheless,
these approaches are valuable as the associated setup is considerably simpler than that of semi-solid tensile testing devices.
Furthermore, the CHT rig and load T-shape apparatus have been widely applied to different commercial aluminium alloys series, and
certain results have demonstrated a reasonable agreement with the DC casting practice. Thus, these approaches can be further opti
mised for future hot tearing research. Although various casting parameters can be studied based on these devices, the casting speed has
not been considered due to the limited size of the testing device. In this context, developing a small trial DC casting machine can allow
11
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Fig. 2.8. (a) T-shaped displacement testing device developed by Eskin et al. [71] and (b) modified by Li et al. with a load cell [77].

more casting parameters to be studied and bridge the gap between the dedicated hot tearing tests and industrial practice. In general, a
trial casting machine should be equipped with several functional components, such as load/displacement sensors, to obtain more
quantitative data. Finally, ensuring the precise melting and controlling the pouring procedures are key to ensure the reproducibility of
the experimental results.

Fig. 2.9. Schematic of the experimental setup used by Farup et al. [80].
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2.2.2. In situ observations
Traditionally, the castings in which hot tears occur are often examined or observed after complete solidification, i.e., post-mortem
or ex situ. However, in this scenario, the real-time solidification microstructure and defect evolution information, such as that of the
formation and propagation of pores and hot tears, may be lost. At present, the development of characterisation techniques has
facilitated in situ observation during casting and solidification. High-resolution digital cameras and the synchrotron X-ray micro to
mography technique have been employed to investigate hot tearing, thereby providing a deeper understanding of the mechanisms
behind hot tearing.
Farup et al. [80] used succinonitrile-acetone to study the initiation and propagation of hot tears. This material is highly similar to
aluminium alloys in terms of the solidification shrinkage, solidification morphology and creep behaviour close to and below the
solidus. The basic idea is to form a stable mushy zone, which only has one layer of forming dendrites to allow direct observation of the
initiation and propagation of hot tears and liquid feeding. As shown in Fig. 2.9, two glass layers are separated by a Teflon spacer, and a
K-type thermocouple and pulling stick are plugged in the cell together. The hot tearing is observed by a video camera connected to a
microscope. When the solidification fronts contact each other, the puller is moved to ensure that it does not move across a grain
boundary. The puller is pulled when it is surrounded by solids and the liquid forms continuous films only at the grain boundaries or
drops between the coalesced dendrite arms. This technique has enabled researchers to gain insight into several hot tearing mechanisms
such as hot tearing initiation and propagation. However, as shown in Fig. 2.10, these mechanisms are not fully applicable to aluminium
alloys due to the differences in the organic and aluminium alloys (for example, in the context of the formation of the last eutectics in
aluminium alloys).
To observe the hot tear nucleation and propagation in aluminium alloys, Davidson et al. [70] improved the CHT rig by imple
menting an observation system. Fig. 2.7(b) shows a plan view of the modified mould and Fig. 2.7(c) shows the associated cross-section
taken through section A-A. To allow direct observation, a new glass window is installed above the hot spot zone. A mirror inclined at
45◦ is placed above the glass window. Two K-type thermocouples are inserted into the mould through a hole and placed at the centre of

Fig. 2.10. In situ observation tests outline.
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the hot spot zone and in the ingate. A video camera is employed to record the imaging information in the hot spot zone upon solid
ification. The advantages and limitations of this improved device are summarised in Fig. 2.10. Firstly, the imaging system is simple and
can be easily extended to other hot tearing tests. Moreover, combining the visual observation with the load-temperature-time data can
enhance the understanding of the nucleation and propagation of hot tears. Mitchell et al. [67] further analysed the images by using a
digital image software to measure the displacement and strain by tracking the movement of the discrete points of the casting’s surface,
which can be correlated with the process of hot tear formation. However, this technique can only examine the casting surfaces, and
internal 3D images cannot be obtained.
In recent times, the synchrotron X-ray micro tomography technique has been considerably improved and applied to the research of

Fig. 2.11. 3D images obtained by semi-solid tensile testing in an Al-Cu alloy: (a) longitudinal sections of typical 3D damage evolutions during the
hot tearing, (b) the local strain field measured by digital volume correlation between continuous photos, and (c) the variation of void volume
corresponding to the original volume at the initial stage of hot tearing [86].
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hot tearing using fast imaging [8,81–85]. Specifically, a semi-solid tester was developed based on this technique to realise the in situ
observation of the hot tearing of aluminium alloys [85–87]. The specimen was heated to a specific temperature and maintained at this
temperature for a certain time. Subsequently, tensile testing was conducted isothermally, with the desired strain rate. During the
deformation, the sample was continuously rotated, and a complete 3D volume was obtained after a pre-specified time step. A sequence
of 3D volumes was recorded, from the non-deformed state to the complete rapture state to allow direct tracking of the initiation and
propagation of the hot tears. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the development of hot tears can be observed directly, related to the local variation
in the strain obtained by the digital volume correlation between continuous images and related to the variation of the void volume
corresponding to the original volume at the initial stage of the hot tearing. This 3D visualisation technique can be used to measure the
size distribution of hot tears to evaluate the hot tearing susceptibility by predefining the critical size of the pores to enable the gen
eration of hot tears. Moreover, the technique can be used to quantise the evolutions of the liquid distribution and grain bridging/
coalescence with solid fractions [88]. In situ studies have suggested that the observation of the development of the semi-solid
microstructure by the 3D synchrotron X-ray micro tomography technique is considerably different from that using traditional
quenching methods. Because the microstructure is considerably modified upon quenching, the results obtained by characterizing the
samples at room temperature may often be misleading [88].
The characteristics of these tests pertaining to in situ observations are summarised in Fig. 2.10 to provide a clear overview of these
techniques. In situ observations of the hot tearing phenomena by using a video camera is a simple and useful method. However, this
technique involves a major limitation that it can only observe the 2D phenomena occurred in the upper surface of the samples. The
synchrotron X-ray micro tomography approach can overcome this limitation, as it can generate 3D images in which the sample interior
is visible. This approach is also applicable to realise the in situ observation of the nucleation of hot tearing occurring in the welding and
AM processes, which can help optimise the corresponding process parameters [89,90]. The key limitation of this type of in situ
observation is that the sample is tested in isothermal conditions and not during continuous cooling. Owing to the limited time reso
lution and presence of abundant liquid phases, the sample cannot be rotated to acquire the 3D images during continuous cooling
[58,61,89], and this aspect must be considered in future work. The details of this advanced synchrotron X-ray micro tomography
technique can be found in Refs. [91,92], which can guide its improvement and application in hot tearing research. In the future, the
improved in situ observation technique can be combined with sophisticated hot tearing devices to enable the comparison of the visual
observations with other quantitative data, such as the load-temperature-time curves.
2.2.3. Measurement of physical properties
In addition to the combination of advanced visualisation techniques with hot tearing devices, certain physical methods can be used
to study the hot tearing behaviour. For example, the electrical resistance method [15,60] can be used to obtain the total crack area on
the surface and subsurface, a part of which cannot be directly observed through visual methods. The acoustic emission [48] technology

Fig. 2.12. Physical properties measuring tests.
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can be used to accurately detect hot tearing initiation and propagation. Moreover, the X-ray diffraction [58,93] and neutron diffraction
[61,94–96] techniques can determine the distribution of the stresses and/or strains of the castings. Fig. 2.12 presents an outline of
these tests including their capabilities and limitations. These special techniques are discussed in detail in the following text.
As shown in Fig. 2.12, the electrical resistance method can be used to measure the total crack area on the surface and subsurface by
determining the electrical resistance through different locations of a specimen. Clyne and Davies [60] applied this technique to the
dog-bone-shaped mould (Fig. 2.6). The electrical resistance setup is shown in Fig. 2.13. The reduction in the cross-section area from the
original value to the final value because of the hot tearing expressed as the effective area fraction of hot tearing, Xcr , is related to the
measured resistance. It is given by
Xcr = 1 −

Rav
40
av
2(Rav
100 − 2R40 )

(2.2)

av
where Rav
100 and R40 are the average resistance reading for 100 mm and 40 mm lengths, respectively. Xcr = 0 is given for the section
without hot tearing and Xcr = 1 is given for the completely broken section. The electrical measurement can be regarded to be a
sensitive indicator of the hot tearing susceptibility. However, this technique will overestimate the overall crack area (Fig. 2.12) as
certain voids below the critical size corresponding to the hot tearing initiation are included. As mentioned above, the synchrotron Xray micro tomography technique can overcome this problem by predefining the critical size of the pore for the formation of hot tears.
Another relevant method is the AE technique, where transient elastic waves (AE signals) are generated by a rapid release of stored
energy. These waves, which can be correlated with hot tearing or cold cracking, are detected using an AE sensor [48]. Pekguleryuz
et al. [48] used this technique to perform an in situ study of the crack formation in an AA1050 alloy. A typical result obtained from
their investigation is shown in Fig. 2.14. At the last stage of solidification (region II), two peaks with an AE energy of 1311 energy units
(ea.) and an average frequency of 136 kHz could be observed, attributed to the occurrence of hot tearing. An inverse relationship was
found between the HTS based on the criterion of Clyne and Davies [15] and the AE energy (Etotal ), i.e., HTS ≅ 167(Etotal )− 0.8 . The two
peaks in region III (below the solidus) were attributed to cold cracking. Note that the technique was sensitive even at high cooling rates,
and thus, it could be applied to investigate the welding [97,98] and AM [99,100] processes (Fig. 2.12).
It is crucial to know the distribution of the strains and/or stresses, although in situ measurements are considerably difficult to
perform because of the high temperatures. Recently, neutron diffraction techniques [94–96] and 2D XRD methods [93] have been used
to measure the distribution of the residual strains or stresses of castings. These were performed once solidification was finished and the
samples were removed from the mould, i.e., the actual measurement is ex situ. For example, D’Elia et al. [94] employed the neutron
diffraction technique to quantify the residual strain associated with hot tearing in a B206 Al-Cu alloy. A neutron beam from a nuclear
reactor is directed to a specific location within a stressed specimen. The angle of diffraction 2θhkl is obtained by measuring the DebyeScherrer ring spacings. The interplanar spacing dhkl is determined by the following equation:

(2.3)

nλ = 2dhkl sinθhkl
where λ is the wavelength, and n is the order of diffraction. The residual strain εhkl can be calculated using the equation:

Fig. 2.13. The setup of the measurement of electrical resistance [60].
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Fig. 2.14. AE average frequency and energy vs time plotted with the cooling curve [48].

εhkl =

dhkl − do−
do− hkl

(2.4)

hkl

where do− hkl is the interplanar spacing of the unstressed specimen. When a material is subjected to a tensile load, dhkl increases in the
tensile direction with respect to its stress-free value do− hkl , and εhkl is a positive value. Similarly, dhkl decreases for compressive loads
and εhkl is negative. Saito et al. [93] employed the 2D X-ray diffraction method to measure the residual stress tensor around the cracks
in Al-Sn alloys. In this approach, because the penetration depth of a single-direction X-ray is limited, tri-axial stress tensors are
measured. The measurement of the strain is similar to that when applying the neutron diffraction strain mapping. The stress of the
sample can be calculated using Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus based on Hooke’s Law. Note that the penetration of neutrons is
higher than that of single-direction X-rays.
Furthermore, the in situ measurement of the stress/strain evolution in solidifying metals has a higher significance than the mea
surement of residual stresses in as-cast samples. Drezet et al. [61] applied the in situ neutron diffraction technique in a dog-boneshaped mould (Fig. 2.6) to investigate the effect of the cooling rates on the coherency and rigidity points in grain-refined Al-13 wt
% Cu alloys. It was found that at high cooling rates the rigidity point was reached when eutectics formed and the grains did not
sufficiently coalesce. However, the time resolution was extremely small (11 s), requiring further improvement. Drezet et al. [58]
further applied the in situ XRD technique in a similar mould to investigate the effect of the cooling rates on the coalescence onset point
and micro-pores/hot tear formation in Al-6.2 wt% Zn alloys with a higher time resolution of 0.5 s. The hot spot zone was detected using
X-rays. The small deviations of the lattice parameter evolution at high solid fractions were attributed to the release of the accumulated
stresses/strains caused by the formation of the micro-pores or hot tears. Additionally, it was considered that the coalescence onset
temperature corresponded to the point where the decrease in the lattice parameter began to deviate from its linear relationship. In the
future, the in situ XRD technique should be applied to a higher variety of commercial aluminium alloys for faster cooling configu
rations at higher time resolutions (Fig. 2.12). The measurement in an unconstrained casting should be carried out to in situ determine
the lattice parameter of the unstressed specimen. Subsequently, the strain can be determined according to Eq. (2.4).
Although the above-mentioned methods can help enhance the understanding of hot tearing, the results from different devices
cannot be easily compared. Unlike the shape casting process, which involves different production technologies (Section 1.1), a
standard testing framework should be developed for DC casting. In this configuration, the researchers can collaboratively investigate
the hot tearing phenomenon occurring in DC casting. The testing framework to simulate the DC casting conditions must be able to
collect representative quantitative data, such as the load/thermal contraction-temperature-time curves combined with the real-time
3D morphology of the voids and hot tears. These data can later be applied to clarify the hot tearing mechanisms of aluminium al
loys and as an input to hot tearing simulations. The effect of the alloy compositions and process parameters should be evaluated using
this method including the grain refiners, melt temperatures, water flow rates, casting dimensions, and casting speeds. A detailed
description of this testing framework is presented in Section 6.2.
3. Mushy zone behaviour related to hot tearing
With the development of the above-mentioned hot tearing characterisation methods, the mushy zone behaviour related to hot
tearing, including thermal contraction, load development, and semi-solid mechanical properties, has been systematically investigated.
The aspects summarised in the following section are the essential inputs for the hot tearing criteria and constitutive equations.
3.1. Linear contraction behaviour during solidification
Three factors are often used to characterise the overall shrinkage: solidification shrinkage, thermal contraction, and linear
contraction [14]. A schematic of the three types of shrinkages is shown in Fig. 3.1. The solidification shrinkage is the volumetric
shrinkage resulting from the liquid-solid phase transformation. The amount of solidification shrinkage in aluminium alloys is about
6–8 vol%. The thermal contraction is the volumetric contraction of the solid phase because of the temperature dependence of the solid
density. The linear contraction is the horizontal variation in the linear dimension of the casting upon solidification. The amount of
linear contraction often changes from one thousandth to one percent. Before the onset of the linear contraction, a continuous dendrite
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic of the development of solidification shrinkage, thermal contraction, and linear contraction during solidification [7].

Fig. 3.2. An outline of the linear contraction behaviour, including the quantitative data obtained from the contraction curve during solidification.
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Fig. 3.3. (a) Example of the contraction curve upon solidification of AA7050 alloy; (b) the corresponding thermal contraction coefficient (TCC)
curve during solidification [26].

skeleton is not present. The solidification shrinkage and thermal contraction manifest as a decrease in the height of the melt in a shape
mould casting. This phenomenon cannot be observed during DC casting due to the continuous feeding of the liquid. When linear
contraction starts, continuous dendrite skeletons are formed and start to transfer tensile stresses. Those volumetric variations manifest
themselves as horizontal linear contractions. The temperature where linear contraction starts is identified as the rigidity temperature.
An outline of the linear contraction behaviour is presented in Fig. 3.2, and certain factors influencing the contraction behaviour are
clarified.
The technique to measure the linear solidification contraction is illustrated in Fig. 2.8(a). Fig. 3.3 shows an example of a contraction
curve during the solidification of an AA7050 alloy [26]. The pre-shrinkage expansion (Fig. 3.3(a)), which is mainly caused by the
release of gas (usually hydrogen) and the pressure drop over the mushy zone, occurs initially, and the expansion relies on the alloy
system and casting conditions. When the contraction onset temperature is reached, a skeleton of the solid phases is formed, which
allows the alloy to retain its shape, and the contraction initiation manifests the horizontal change in the linear dimension of the casting.
The linear contraction (εs ) is determined as follows [14]:

εs =

l0 + Δlexp − lf
× 100%
l0

(3.1)

where l0 is the original length of the cavity;Δlexp is the pre-shrinkage expansion, and lf is the length of the casting at the NES. The linear
TCC upon solidification is calculated as [26]:
TCC =

lT2 − lT1
l0 (T2− T1 )

(3.2)

where T2 and T1 are the temperatures (T2 > T1 ) during solidification; lT2 and lT1 are the positions of the LVDT at T2 and T1 , respec
tively. Fig. 3.3(b) shows an example of the TCC curve during solidification. The TCC rises rapidly to a peak value Q. Subsequently, the
TCC value decreases gradually. As shown in Fig. 3.2, these parameters can be used to reflect the hot tearing susceptibility, as described
in a later section.
Several factors affecting the linear contraction behaviour have been studied [14,72], as shown in Fig. 3.2. First, the gauge length
does not affect the contraction behaviour. Second, the linear contraction decreases as the friction force increases, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The contraction onset temperature remains unchanged. Third, a structure factor SF is defined as1
(3.3)

SF = V−c 0.33 /Dgr

where Vc is the cooling rate and Dgr is the grain size. The SF is adjusted by changing the cooling rate and melt temperature. Note that
grain refinement is not used in this study. It is found from Fig. 3.4 that the amount of linear contraction increases with the increase in
theSF, i.e., the smaller the grain and the coarser the dendrite arm, the larger the linear solidification contraction. This trend changes
when grain refiners are added, as shown in Figs. 3.8–3.10. This is because adding grain refiners has a significant effect on grain size but
little effect on SDAS. Finally, the melt level in the mould influences the linear contraction behaviour, owing to the combined effect of
the thermal gradients, dimensionality of the solidifying sample (plane or 3D casting), and mechanical and rheological properties of the
mushy zone [14].

1

Actually Eq. 3–3 can be read as SF= SDAS/Dgr
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Fig. 3.4. Effect of friction force and structure factor on the linear contraction of Al–4 wt% Cu alloys [72].

Particular melt processing methods can alter the thermal contraction behaviour. Zhang [71] investigated the effect of the addition
of Zr and Ti on the thermal contraction behaviour of Al-Cu alloys under ultrasonic processing conditions (Fig. 3.5). In this case, the preshrinkage expansion is not affected by the processing. This is different from that observed in AA7050 alloys (25 mm-height sample)
where a smaller pre-expansion was observed for ultrasonic processing [73]. The unaffected pre-shrinkage expansion in Al-Cu alloys is
attributed to the lower hydrogen liquid solubility and smaller sample height (12 mm). Fig. 3.5(a) shows the contraction onset tem
perature of different Al-Cu alloys. The application of ultrasonic processing decreases the onset temperature and increases the corre
sponding solid fraction. In addition, ultrasonic processing decreases the amount of linear solidification contraction, as shown in
Fig. 3.5(b). The decreased amount of linear contraction for ultrasonic processing decreases the hot tearing susceptibility, which has
been demonstrated for an AA7050 alloy [101]. The changes in the contraction onset and the amount of linear contraction are closely
related to the columnar-equiaxed transition under ultrasonic processing conditions.
Some binary and commercial aluminium alloys have been tested and an outline of their linear contraction behaviour is given in
Fig. 3.6. The details are as follows.
• Binary alloys

Fig. 3.5. (a) The contraction onset temperature and corresponding solid fraction and (b) amount of linear solidification contraction of different AlCu alloys without and with ultrasonic processing [71].
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Fig. 3.6. An outline of the linear contraction behaviour of some binary and commercial aluminium alloys. Dotted lines mean that there are sim
ilarities between the chosen items.

Fig. 3.7 shows the contraction onset temperature and the amount of linear contraction (εs ) of Al–Cu and Al–Mg alloys [14], which
are superimposed on their phase diagrams. The linear contraction onset point starts at a low temperature, close to or even less than the
equilibrium solidus. The amount of linear contraction during solidification, i.e., contraction to the NES, exhibits a strong compositional
dependence. For binary Al-Cu and Al-Mg alloys all the variation tendencies of the linear contraction, non-equilibrium solidification
range, and hot tearing susceptibility exhibit similar λ-type curves with the similar compositional range corresponding to the maximum
values. This maximum linear contraction is attributed to the largest interval between the contraction onset temperature and NES.
The solid fraction corresponding to the linear contraction onset temperature changes with the alloy composition and cooling rate,
and its value generally ranges from 0.8 to 0.9. For example, its magnitude varies from 0.95 at 0.3 wt% Cu to 0.8 at 4 wt% Cu at a
cooling rate of 3–4 K/s, [74]. When the cooling rate is increased to 8–15 K/s, the solid fraction is up to 0.9 at 4 wt% Cu [72,74].
The analysis of the contraction behaviour upon solidification is straightforward for binary alloys when the phase diagram is
considered. Nevertheless, the situation becomes more complex when investigating commercial multi-component alloys, because minor
composition changes can dramatically affect the solidification kinetics. Furthermore, grain refinement affects the contraction
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Fig. 3.7. Compositional dependences of (a) and (b) contraction behaviour, and (c) and (d) crack length of Al-Cu and Al-Mg alloys. Note that the
dotted line represents the NES [14].

Fig. 3.8. Effect of Cu contents and grain refinement on the expansion/contraction behaviour of 6061-type alloys [14]: ◇, ◆ = contraction onset
temperature; ○, ● = contraction to NES (assuming to be 500 ◦ C), %; and □, ■ = pre-shrinkage expansion. Open symbols correspond to non-grainrefined alloys and solid symbols correspond to grain-refined alloys.

behaviour of such alloys.
• Commercial multi-component alloys
The contraction behaviour of 6061-type alloys with different amounts of copper is illustrated in Fig. 3.8 [14] and the corresponding
results are summarised in Fig. 3.6. In this study, the effect of grain refinement was examined, and several tendencies are observed.
First, the maximum amounts of linear contraction lie between 0.2 and 0.3 wt% Cu. Second, the addition of Cu to non-refined 6061
alloys (increase in the Cu content from 0.2 to 3.8 wt%) decreases the contraction onset temperature from about 605 ◦ C to 585 ◦ C. Third,
adding grain refiners reduces the contraction onset temperature and the amount of linear contraction. Finally, grain refinement leads
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Fig. 3.9. Effect of grain refinement (GR) and alloying on the solid fraction at the onset of contraction and total linear solidification contraction for
some commercial aluminium alloys. NGR is the non-grain-refined alloys [72,75].

to a larger pre-shrinkage expansion, which partly compensates for the following linear contraction. The much larger pre-shrinkage
expansion for grain-refined alloys can be explained as follows. Grain-refined alloys consist of fine, equiaxed grains, which tend to
bridge at a relatively high solid fraction, i.e., they have a low linear contraction onset temperature. Consequently, more time is taken
before the linear contraction begins, which leads to higher expansion. Additionally, gas precipitates with relative ease from the melt
since small grains have a larger interfacial area. The larger pre-shrinkage expansion often corresponds to a larger porosity. Moreover,
the alloy that exhibits a smaller linear contraction during solidification often exhibits a larger interdendritic porosity [74].
Table 1 shows the contraction behaviour of different series of commercial aluminium alloys [72]. Thermal contraction does not
occur in the case of AA1050, which is expected owing to its extremely narrow solidification range. The AA5182 and AA6082 alloys
exhibit negligible contraction, which only starts at temperatures below the equilibrium solidus. The AA2024 and AA7075 alloys, which
are more prone to hot tearing, demonstrate the larger linear contractions during solidification.
Similar investigations have been performed to study the effect of grain refinement and alloying on the contraction behaviour of
several commercial alloys [72,75]. The results are shown in Fig. 3.9. Note that the solid fraction at the contraction onset and amount of
linear contraction is smaller and larger, respectively, than the corresponding results in Table 1. This is attributed to the effect of
different cooling rates (2–5.5 K/s in Fig. 3.9 and 12–18 K/s in Table 1). As can be seen from Figs. 3.6 and 3.9, grain refinement in
creases and decreases the solid fraction corresponding to the linear contraction onset and the amount of linear solidification
contraction, respectively, except for the AA7075 alloy. This unusual phenomenon for the AA7075 alloy has also been observed in the
case of the addition of a small amount of Zr and/or Mn to Al-Zn-Mg alloys [75]. One possible explanation is due to the measurement
errors. Further investigations are needed, especially since this alloy is highly sensitive to hot tearing [7].
The effect of grain refinement on the contraction behaviour of an AA7050 alloy and its hot tearing susceptibility was systematically
studied by Li et al. [26], as shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.6. With moderate additions of the Al-5Ti-1B master alloys, the microstructure
becomes finer and more equiaxed, which notably decreases the temperature corresponding to the onset of the linear contraction. In
addition, the amount of linear contraction, and hot tearing susceptibility of the alloy decrease with the addition of the grain refiner.
Excess addition of the Al-5Ti-1B master alloys will make the temperature of the contraction onset fluctuate, increase the linear
contraction slightly, and affect the hot tearing resistance detrimentally because of the agglomeration of the secondary phase particles
from the Al-5Ti-1B master alloys [26]. Zhang et al. [73] surveyed the effect of grain refinement on the contraction behaviour of
AA7050 alloys. In contrast from Ref. [26], the grain refiners used in this study were Al-Ti master alloys with no boron. It was observed
that grain refinement decreased the temperature corresponding to the linear contraction onset and the amount of linear contraction,
while the negative influence of the excess addition of grain refiners did not occur as no agglomeration of the inoculant particles
occurred.
Bai et al. [76] reported that the amount of linear contraction well corresponds to the hot tearing susceptibility in four commercial
7XXX alloys. It was found that AA7055 has the highest hot tearing susceptibility and the largest linear contraction. As shown in
Fig. 3.6, the orders of the hot tearing susceptibility and amount of linear contraction of four commercial alloys are the same, as follows:
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Fig. 3.10. Effect of the addition of Al-5Ti-1B on the contraction, load behaviour, and hot tearing susceptibility of AA7050 alloy: (a) the temperature
corresponding to the contraction and load onset; (b) the linear contraction (εs ) and the peak value of the TCC; (c) the maximum increasing rate of
load; (d) the hot tearing susceptibility [26].
Table 1
Linear contraction onset temperature (Tth ), corresponding solid fraction (fsth ), pre-shrinkage expansion (Δlexp ),
and linear contraction during solidification (εth ) for the five commercial aluminium alloys (the casting temper
ature is 720–730 ◦ C, and cooling rate is 12–18 K/s) [72].
Alloy

Tth / C (fsth )

Δlexp /%

εth /%

1050
2024
5182
6082
7075

657
515
528
563
525

0
0.035
0.08
0.025
0.03

0.03
0.2
0
0.02
0.27

◦

(0.38)
(0.875)
(0.93)
(0.95)
(0.87)

AA7055 > AA7085 ≥ AA7050 > AA7022.
Nagaumi et al. [102] and Li et al. [26] surveyed the relationship between the peak value of the TCC and the hot tearing suscep
tibility of some commercial 7XXX alloys, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Li et al. [26] found that the moderate additions of Al-5Ti-1B master
alloys decreased the peak value of the TCC and the hot tearing susceptibility of AA7050 alloys, while excess additions slightly increased
the peak value of the TCC but seriously harm the hot tearing resistance (Fig. 3.10(b) and (d)). Nagaumi et al. [102] found that AA7050
has the largest peak value of the TCC, followed by AA7075 and AA7022. This ranking is consistent with the hot tearing rating from
industrial DC casting practice.
As indicated in Fig. 3.6, many binary and commercial aluminium alloys have been investigated using the T-shaped displacement
testing device shown in Fig. 2.8(a). Thus, these data can be compared with one another. However, there is a lack of data on the effect of
minor elements on the linear contraction behaviour of different commercial aluminium alloys, like Fe and Si elements in AA7050
alloys. These minor elements primarily affect the morphology, distribution, and types of secondary phases precipitating at the late
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stage of solidification. This could change the development of solid bridges and thus the linear contraction behaviour. In the future, the
existence of an inverse relationship between the amount of linear contraction and hot tearing susceptibility must be examined.
The investigation of the linear contraction behaviour provides us three important parameters for a particular alloy, i.e., the amount
of linear contraction, peak value of the TCC, and contraction onset temperature (solid fraction). The former two parameters can be
used to rate the hot tearing susceptibility. As can be seen from Fig. 3.6, strong correlations exist between the two parameters and the
hot tearing susceptibility for various binary and commercial aluminium alloys.
The third parameter enables the establishment of a constitutive equation pertaining to the thermal strain development upon so
lidification [74,75] to be included in a hot tearing criterion [63]. The constitutive equation, relating the macroscopic thermal strain
rate ε̇th to the solid fraction fs and temperature T, is expressed as [74]:
1
3

(3.4)

ε̇th = ψ (fs )βT ṪI, with
⎧
0
⎪
⎪
⎨(
)n
fs ≤ fsth ,
ψ (fs ) =
for
fs − fsth
⎪
fs > f th
⎪
s
⎩ 1 − f th
s

where βT is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, I is the identity tensor,Ṫ is the cooling rate, and n is a material parameter. The
( )
function ψ fs shows that no thermal strain is present above the contraction onset temperature. Below this critical temperature, the
macroscopic thermal strain tends towards the thermal strain in a fully solid state as the solid fraction approaches unity. Furthermore,
the value of n is determined as zero for most commercial aluminium alloys with the help of computer simulations of their thermal
contraction behaviour [74,75]. This value indicates that the semi-solid materials exhibit complete solid behaviour as soon as the
contraction onset point is reached. However, the value of n changes with an increase in the cooling rates or grain refinement for binary
alloys [74,75]. The higher cooling rates and grain refinement in the case of Al–4 wt% Cu alloys are expected to decrease the contraction
onset temperature and render the transition from the viscous (liquid) to elasto-plastic (solid) mechanical behaviour more gradual, as
shown in Fig. 3.11.
3.2. Load behaviour during solidification
Using the devices shown in Figs. 2.7(a) and 2.8(b), the profiles of load vs time and temperature vs time can be obtained, and an
example is shown in Fig. 3.12 [78]. Initially, no load response is observed because of the predominant presence of the liquid. With the
evolution of solidification, the dendrite arms start to impinge. With further solidification, more dendrites appear close to one another
so that the semi-solid materials achieves certain strength to transfer tensile stresses, which was confirmed by in situ observation by the
improved CHT rig [70]. This load onset point is marked in Fig. 3.12. When solidification is completed, the load at the NES can be
measured. In fact, a force drop is often observed in the obtained curve during solidification [26], which is attributed to the occurrence
of hot tearing.
As shown in Fig. 3.13, the study on the load development behaviour generates two key parameters, i.e., the load onset temperature
(solid fraction) and the load value at the NES. The load onset point can be applied to some hot tearing criteria [49,78]. The point is
closely related to alloy compositions, grain size and grain morphology. For example, Li et al. [77,78] found that the load onset
temperatures and corresponding solid fractions of non-grain-refined and grain-refined Al-xZn-2 Mg-2Cu alloys vary with the change in
the Zn contents, as shown in Fig. 3.14(b). In addition, it was found that grain refinement notably decreases the load onset temperature
for the AA6061 (Fig. 3.15) [66] and AA7050 alloys (Fig. 3.10(a)) [26]. Grain-refined alloys consist of finer and more equiaxed grains in
which continuous dendritic networks are more difficult to form sufficient strength compared to that of non-refined alloys. Note that the
measured load onset temperature is always lower than the linear contraction onset temperature using the same apparatus for the alloy
having the same grain refiner level [26,103]. This is possible because the LVDT can move freely in the horizontal direction and can

( )
Fig. 3.11. Function ψ fs in Eq. (3.4) for Al–4 wt% Cu alloys. NGR = without grain refinement; GR = with grain refinement; cooling rates and the
material parameter n are shown [7].
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Fig. 3.12. Load evolution curve of grain-refined Al-2Zn-2 Mg-2Cu alloys [77]. The corresponding cooling and solid fraction curves are given. “A”:
load onset. “B”: load value at the NES.

detect the start of movement due to shrinkage; nevertheless, the solid coalesced network, which can transfer tensile forces, is more
difficult to form. This phenomenon has been observed for AA7050 (Fig. 3.10(a)) [26] and Al-Cu alloys [103].
Another key parameter, the load value at the NES, can be used to evaluate the hot tearing susceptibility, as shown in Fig. 3.13. If the
load value at the NES is high, the hot tearing susceptibility is also high. This has been observed in Al-Cu [63], Al-Mg-Si [64,66], and AlZn-Mg-Cu (Fig. 3.14(a), (c), (e), and (g)) [77,78]. As mentioned previously, the hot tearing tendency relates to the linear contraction
during solidification, and similarly the hot tearing susceptibility increases when the applied load increases. Li et al. [77] explained that
a higher load value at the NES results in a smaller critical pore size above which hot tears will occur, resulting in a higher hot tearing
susceptibility. The same explanation can be applied to the relationship between the linear contraction during solidification and hot
tearing susceptibility. However, a contradicting conclusion was reported by Li et al. using a CRC mould [59,103]. It was found that the
alloy having a higher hot tearing susceptibility exhibits a much lower load value at the NES [59,103]. It is thought that the occurrence
of large hot tears releases more load, which leads to a lower load value at the NES in Refs. [59,103], while the occurrence of minor hot
cracks does not release a notable load, as indicated in Refs. [63,64,66,78]. It is concluded that the higher load values at the NES
indicate a higher hot tearing susceptibility in the absence of serious hot tears.
One special example is that in Al-0.52 Mg-0.34Si-xFe alloys [29], as shown in Fig. 3.13, the reduction in the hot tearing suscep
tibility with the addition of Fe content corresponds to a decrease in the solid fraction of load onset and an increase in the load at the
NES, although no serious hot tears occur. This is explained as follows: a three-dimensional network of Fe-based intermetallics is
generated at a higher Fe content, accelerating the earlier formation of the coherency and coalescence points, and leading to the higher
load values at the NES and lower hot tearing susceptibilities at higher Fe contents. In Li et al.’s work on the addition of Si elements to
Al-9Zn-2 Mg-2Cu-xSi alloys exhibits, a similar phenomenon was observed [104]. It was speculated that the addition of Si could
promote the formation of solid bridges and coalescence of grains and thus lead to higher load values at the NES and lower hot tearing
susceptibilities. However, the above-mentioned explanation lacks more reliable in situ observations and quantitative bridging
development data. These can be realised by the 3D synchrotron X-ray micro tomography approach (Section 2.2.2) to directly observe
the development of grain bridges or by the tensile tests upon solidification to indirectly determine the amount of grain boundary area
covered by the liquid.
Furthermore, the load development can reflect the hot tearing susceptibility. Cao et al. [105] reported that the load dropping in an
alloy with a low solute concentration corresponds to severe hot tearing. The occurrence of hot tears leads to the release of tensile
stresses and thus the drop of the measured load. In contrast, for an alloy with a high solute concentration, the increase in the load is
smooth, and no obvious drop can be observed, thereby indicating that hot tearing does not occur. This rating method has been used in
other studies, such as Refs. [26,103,106].
The load behaviour characteristics during solidification are summarised in Fig. 3.13. Unlike the linear contraction behaviour shown
in Fig. 3.6, the effects of minor elements have been investigated, although more efforts are needed. However, these load data were
often obtained from different load testing devices so that they cannot be directly compared with one another. Thus, the development of
a unified load testing device is recommended. Due to the functionality and simplicity of the linear contraction and load testing devices,
such devices have been widely applied since 2004 and used to investigate the effect of the compositions (Figs. 3.6 and 3.13). However,
the effect of different process parameters has not been studied due to the limited structure and configuration of these testing devices. A
potential breakthrough is to develop a larger trial DC displacement/load testing machine to investigate more influencing factors and
more closely mimic actual industrial conditions.
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Fig. 3.13. An outline of the load behaviour during solidification, including the quantitative data obtained from the load curve during solidification
and influence factors on the load behaviour.

The thermal contraction and load development upon solidification due to non-uniform cooling induce thermo-mechanical con
ditions that may promote the formation of hot tears. The mechanical strength of a semi-solid material may be sufficient to prevent
failure. These physical properties, which are summarised in the following section, considerably influence the accuracy and ultimate
success of the semi-solid constitutive models [18,20,21,41] and hot tearing criteria [15,23]. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the mushy
zone mechanical properties obtained using different tensile testing methods must be distinguished when simulating different casting
processes. Most relevant is to assess whether near-equilibrium solidification occurs during the investigated casting process. The
isothermal tensile test upon solidification is preferred for non-equilibrium solidification such as the DC casting process.
3.3. Mushy zone mechanical properties of aluminium alloys
For the semi-solid materials, strength means the resistance of the mushy zone to deformation or fracture. Fig. 3.16(a) exhibits a
typical semi-solid tensile curve, which describes the relationship between the UTS (i.e., the maximum stresses to fracture) and solid
fraction. The UTS initiates from a low solid fraction or high temperature termed as the ZST and develops gradually upon solidification.
In contrast, the ductility represents the amount of deformation that the mushy zone can undertake before complete fracture. The curve
of the semi-solid ductility versus the temperature/solid fraction has a typical U-shape like Fig. 3.16(b) with a specific temperature or
solid fraction range where the ductility is considerably lower than its neighbours [15,34,41]. This can be considered as a ductilebrittle-ductile transition. This range is defined as the BTR. At low solid fractions, a large amount of liquid exists to prevent the for
mation of hot tears and the ductility is large. This mechanism has been observed by in situ 3D X-ray micro tomography [83]. At high
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Fig. 3.14. Load behaviour during solidification of non-grain-refined Al-xZn-2 Mg-2Cu alloys (a, b) as well as grain refined Al-xZn-2 Mg-2Cu alloys
(c, d), Al-9Zn-yMg-2Cu alloys (e, f), and Al-9Zn-2 Mg-zCu alloys (g, h): (a, c, e, and g) maximum crack width and load measured at the NES; (b, d, f,
and h) load onset temperatures and the corresponding solid fractions [77,78].
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Fig. 3.15. Load development of AA6061 alloys during solidification with different Ti contents. Corresponding solid fraction curve and phase
formations as a function of temperature are given [66].

Fig. 3.16. Variations of (a) peak stress (i.e., UTS) and (b) post peak ductility (post peak ductility is the displacement from peak stress to fracture) of
AA6061 alloy versus solid fraction under different testing methods; variations of peak stress versus strain rate under (c) melting and (d) solidifi
cation conditions [34].

solid fractions, the mushy zone behaves similar to a solid and exhibits a large ductility. In the BTR, the solid bridges have not been
formed sufficiently to prevent crack propagation and the remaining liquid phases are limited to heal cracks. In Refs.
[36,39,42,45,107,108], a shape like Fig. 3.17(b) with a ZDT was reported. It is believed that the ZDT point should correspond to the
lower boundary of the BTR. The disappearance of the upper boundary is because the insufficient liquid is present to accommodate the
deformation in the tensile testing cases [41].
The strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys are mainly influenced by the grain size and morphology, cooling rate,
strain rate, initial state, and alloy composition. The reported studies on these factors are summarised sequentially in the following text.
Unless indicated explicitly, the testing device is a Gleeble or Instron series tensile tester.
3.3.1. Factors influencing the strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys
3.3.1.1. Effect of the testing method on the strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys. First, it should be reiterated that the semisolid mechanical properties of the same alloy are often different under the reheating and solidification conditions. For example, Giraud
et al. [34] measured the semi-solid tensile strength and ductility of AA6061 alloy under the melting (i.e., reheating) and solidification
conditions as shown in Fig. 3.16. A transition point, where the peak stress increases rapidly under the melting condition, is observed at
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Fig. 3.17. (a) Maximum stress (i.e., UTS) and (b) displacement at fracture of Al-Cu 206 cast alloys containing 0.3 wt% Si and 0.3 wt% Mn (“Alloy
333”) versus liquid fraction (1, no refiners; 2, adding 0.4 wt% Al-5Ti-1B alloys); comparison of (c) maximum stress and (d) displacement at fracture
of “Alloy 333” and “Alloys 311” (Al-Cu 206 cast alloys containing 0.1 wt% Si and 0.1 wt% Mn) versus liquid fraction [36]. The tests were performed
upon reheating.

the solid fraction of 0.93 in Fig. 3.16(a). This transition point is delayed to 0.97 under the solidification condition and the corre
sponding peak stress values are smaller. It is believed that the point corresponds to the transition between discontinuous (pockets) and
continuous (films) liquid distributions. Above the transition point, only liquid pockets are present and numerous solid bridges begin to
form, which leads to the rapid increase in the mushy zone strength. Under the melting condition, the liquid phases spread along grain
boundaries only when solid bridges begin to re-melt. Under the solidification condition, the liquid films initially exist along grain
boundaries and only vanish with the formation of solid bridges. Obviously at the same solid fraction more liquid films are present in
partially solidified materials than in partially remelted materials. Hence, the transition solid fraction is higher under the solidification
condition. The transition points where the strength rapidly increases for various commercial aluminium alloys are listed in Table 2.
They are closely related to the grain bridging/coalescence phenomenon, which are the essential input for hot tearing simulations and
hot tearing criteria. It has been pointed out that the value of the coalescence point significantly affects the final hot tearing predictions
[64,78].
Additionally, the peak stresses are always larger under the melting condition than under the solidification condition for the same
solid fraction (Fig. 3.16(a)), as also reported by Fabregue et al. [41]. This can be attributed to the shift of the transition point from 0.93
(melting) to 0.97 (solidification), which suggests that solid bridges occur earlier under the melting condition [34,41]. In terms of the
ductility (Fig. 3.16(b)), the BTR is delayed from between 0.9 and 0.94 under the reheating condition to between 0.94 and 0.97 under
the solidification condition because continuous liquid films last for a shorter period and solid bridges occur earlier under the reheating
condition.
In summary, a reliable semi-solid mechanical property testing method must able to reproduce the microstructure evolutions
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Table 2
Tensile properties of some commercial aluminium alloys.
Alloy

Zero strength temperature and/or
solid fraction

Zero ductility temperature and/or solid fraction

Point where strength rapidly
increases

Ref.

2XXX
2618
2024

610 ◦ C
fs = 0.76

–
–

~545 ◦ C
–

[15]
[15]

2024

–

495 ◦ C (as-cast)
530 ◦ C (deformed)

–

[15]

610 ◦ C

–

~530 ◦ C

[15]

Al-Cu-Li
Al-6 wt% Cu-1.2 wt
% Li
3XXX
3004

f s = 0.81(0.003 s− 1 )

–

–

[15]

3104

600 ◦ C (f s = 0.93)

–

–

[18]

3104

615 ◦ C (f s = 0.95) (~10−
620 ◦ C (~10− 3 s− 1 );

CA31218

630 ◦ C (f s = 0.88) (10−

5XXX
5456
5182

4

4

s− 1 );

and 10− 3 s− 1 )

570 ◦ C(as-cast and deformed)
580 ◦ C (f s = 0.93) (~10− 4 s− 1 );
575 ◦ C (f s = 0.94) (~10− 2 s− 1 )

615 ◦ C (f s = 0.95) (~10−
610 ◦ C (~10− 3 s− 1 )

4

s− 1 );

–

[39]

630 ◦ C (f s = 0.88) (~10−
610 ◦ C (~10− 3 s− 1 )

4

s− 1 );

–

[39]

4

s− 1 ) to 562 ◦ C (f s =

–
575–570 ◦ C (f s ≈ 0.95)

[15]
[42]

–

–

[18]

–
570 ◦ C (f s = 0.94) (~10−
0.97) (~10− 2 s− 1 )

5182

580 ◦ C (f s = 0.93) (~10−
s− 1 )

5182

570 ◦ C (as-cast)
570 ◦ C (HIP) (10− 3 s− 1 )

548 ◦ C (as-cast)
565 ◦ C (HIP) (10− 3 s− 1 )

–

[40]

5182

570 ◦ C (0.02 mm s− 1 )

–

548 ◦ C (f s = 0.94)

[20]

6XXX
6111

580 ◦ C (f s = 0.98) (10−

–

[39]

6061

4

4

and 10−

3

and 10− 3 s− 1 )

560 ◦ C (f s = 0.985) (~10−
530 ◦ C (~10 − 3 s− 1 )

4

s− 1 );

f s = 0.8, 20 K/s
f s = 0.9, 1 K/s

–

f s = 0.97(1 and 20 K/s)
f s = 0.93 (reheating)

[34]

HS50

620 ◦ C (f s = 0.7)

612 ◦ C (f s = 0.77)

–

[107]

HS60

620 ◦ C (f s = 0.69)

610 ◦ C (f s = 0.77)

557 ◦ C (f s = 0.9)

[45]

7XXX
7075
7075
7075 (extruded
state)
7064
7039
7005
7475
7050

f s = 0.92

–

f s = 0.95

[15]

570 ◦ C
550 ◦ C (f s = 0.98)

–
519 ◦ C (f s = 0.997)

480–500 ◦ C
–

[15]
[37]

545 ◦ C
600 ◦ C
630 ◦ C (L) (reheating)
600 (ST)-610 (L) ◦ C (reheating)
535 (L)-550 (ST) ◦ C (solidification)
550 ◦ C (f s = 0.85) (0.2–2.0 mm/min)

–
–
610 ◦ C (L) (reheating)
530 (ST)-550 (L) ◦ C (reheating)

470 ◦ C
–
–
–

[15]
[15]
[15]
[15]

475 ◦ C (f s = 0.94) (0.2–2.0 mm/min)

475 ◦ C (f s = 0.94) (0.2–2.0
mm/min)

[38]

occurring at the last stage of solidification as much as possible, especially in terms of the grain size and morphology, liquid distri
butions at the last stage of solidification, as well as the grain bridging/coalescence. Thus, different data from different tensile testing
methods cannot be applied to different casting processes.
3.3.1.2. Effect of the grain refinement on the strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys. Adding grain refiners is mostly used to
achieve fine equiaxed grains while it has little effect on the SDAS [109]. Generally, adding grain refiners increases the strength and
ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys. The increased strength is attributed to the increasing numbers of solid bridges between fine
grains, while the improved ductility occurs mainly due to the easier intergranular slide and grain rotation among fine grains. For
example, Bolouri et al. [36] studied the effect of grain refinement on the strength and ductility of semi-solid Al-Cu 206 cast alloys upon
reheating. As shown in Fig. 3.17, grain refinement notably improved the UTS and displacement at the liquid fractions between 2.2%
and 3.6%. The positive effect of grain refinement on the UTS was also observed in Al-10 wt% Mg and low-copper (Al-1.5 wt% Cu)
alloys (Fig. 3.18(a) and (b)) [15]. However, a contrasting tendency was observed at high-copper alloys (Al-7 wt% Cu), as shown in
Fig. 3.18(c) [15]. A convincing explanation is that continuous liquid films exist at grain boundaries in high Cu contents, and the grainrefined alloys having more grain boundaries will form a weaker solid skeleton to withstand tensile forces compared to that in the case
of non-refined alloys, i.e., the formation of grain bridging/coalescence is delayed. In other words, grain refinement is beneficial in
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Fig. 3.18. Variance of UTS with temperature of (a) Al-10 wt% Mg alloys (1, no refiners; 2, adding 0.1 wt% Ti, 0.1 wt% Be, and 0.1 wt% Zr), (b) Al1.5 wt% Cu alloys (1, no refiners; 2, adding 0.1 wt% Ti), and (c) Al-7 wt% Cu alloys (1, no refiners; 2, adding 0.3 wt% Mn and 0.1 wt% Ti) [15]. Note
that a tensile testing device in Fig. 1a from Ref. [15] was used under the reheating condition.

improving the mushy zone tensile strength for most aluminium alloys, although the opposite phenomenon may occur when large
amounts of liquid film exist at grain boundaries for some specific aluminium alloys.
Grain refinement has little effect on the ZST (Figs. 3.17(a) and 3.18), while the change of grain morphology and grain size affects
the boundaries of the BTR and ZDT. A columnar structure or coarse grains have a higher upper boundary temperature in Al-Cu alloys
(Fig. 3.19). By comparison, the change of the lower boundary and ZDT is complex. Mostly, columnar or coarse grains shift this
boundary to higher temperatures (Fig. 3.19(c)) because an intergranular fracture occurs with a higher resistance in this kind of

Fig. 3.19. Effect of grain size and morphology on semi-solid elongation (δ) of (a) Al–4 wt% Cu (1, coarse grains; 2, fine grains), (b) Al–1.5 wt% Cu
and (c) Al–5 wt% Cu (1, equiaxed grains; 2, columnar grains) alloys [15]. The testing method is the same as that used in Fig. 3.18.
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structure. Nevertheless, a contrasting tendency is observed when the surface of the columnar or coarse grains is smooth (Figs. 3.17(b)
and 3.19(b)).
In the future, attention should be focused on investigating the effect of fine granular grains on the strength and ductility of semisolid materials. It is worth investigating whether the fine grain sizes and smooth surfaces will delay the formation of bridging/coa
lescence and thus harm the material’s semi-solid tensile strength. The aggregation of inoculant particles due to excess additions of
grain refiners needs to be noticed particularly in this survey.
3.3.1.3. Effect of the cooling rate on the strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys. Tensile tests must be performed upon
solidification to investigate the effect of the cooling rate. Giraud et al. [34] measured the semi-solid tensile strength of AA6061 alloy at
cooling rates of 1 and 20 K/s. As shown in Fig. 3.16(a), the higher the cooling rate, the larger the UTS. Moreover, the solid fraction
corresponding to the ZST is shifted to a lower value, while the cooling rate does not influence the solid fraction point where the ZST
starts to increase rapidly (Table 2). Generally speaking, increasing the cooling rate will refine grains and decrease SDAS [110]. The
higher the cooling rate, the finer the grain size, and thus there are more grain boundaries to form a stronger solid skeleton. Moreover,
the SDAS becomes finer at higher cooling rate. Thus, the distribution of the liquid films becomes more homogenous and thinner
between grains, favouring the development of strength.
As compared to the strength, it is more difficult to measure the semi-solid ductility at a high cooling rate. However, there are still
some reports about the effect of the cooling rate on the semi-solid ductility in binary aluminium alloys[15]. The effects of the cooling
rate on the semi-solid ductility in Al-Cu and Al-Si alloys are shown in Fig. 3.20. Slower cooling shifts the lower boundary of BTR to a
lower temperature. The slower cooling rate makes the surface of grains smoother, and the transition from intergranular to intra
granular fracture occurs at a lower temperature. In Al-1.5 wt% Cu and Al-0.7 wt% Si alloys with a small amount of non-equilibrium
eutectic liquid, the lower boundary of the BTR is well above the NES under the low cooling rate (Fig. 3.20(a) and (c)). With the increase
in the cooling rate, grains become more dendritic, and the lower boundary of the BTR is close to the equilibrium solidus. For Al-5 wt%
Cu and Al-5 wt% Si alloys with large amounts of non-equilibrium eutectic liquid, the alloys are brittle during the entire solidification
range, and the lower boundary of the BTR even is below the NES (Fig. 3.20(b) and (d)) due to the extremely weak Al/Al2 Cu or Al/Si

Fig. 3.20. Effect of cooling rate on the semi-solid elongation (δ) of (a) Al-1.5 wt% Cu, (b) Al-5 wt% Cu, (c) Al-0.7 wt% Si, and (d) Al-5 wt% Si. te.s. is
the equilibrium solidus, and the NES is 548 and 577 ◦ C for Al-Cu and Al-Si alloys, respectively [15]. The testing method is the same as that used
in Fig. 3.18.
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interfaces. Although the position and range of the BTR depend on the cooling conditions, the elongation in the BTR remains virtually
unaffected (Fig. 3.20). It can be explained as follows: on one hand, with the cooling rate decreasing, the liquid layers thicken, which
impairs the elongation. On the other hand, the liquid layers become less continuous, which improves the elongation. Finally, the two
opposing factors counteract each other. These two factors (testing upon solidification and high cooling rates) make relevant semi-solid
studies highly challenging, especially in terms of the investigation of the semi-solid ductility of commercial aluminium alloys. Future
work should be focused on improving this situation.
3.3.1.4. Effect of the strain rate on the strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys. Apart from testing methods and cooling rates,
Giraud et al. [34] measured the semi-solid strength of AA6061 alloys at different strain rates. These data have been used to obtain
relevant parameters for two semi-solid constitutive models (Section 5.1.1). As shown in Fig. 3.16(c), the UTS increases with an increase
in the strain rate under the melting condition. The strain rate sensitivity can be derived from the slope of the curves as being equal to
0.13. The same tendency can also be found under the solidification condition (Fig. 3.16(d)) which the strain rate sensitivity is 0.17,
except at a solid fraction of 0.97. Similar phenomena at the same solid fraction were found in AA6056 alloys upon reheating (Fig. 3.21
(a)) [41]. The unique behaviour at the solid fraction of 0.97 corresponds to the point where the strength increases rapidly (Fig. 3.16(a))
with a minimum ductility value (Fig. 3.16(b)). At this solid fraction, grains come into contact by the grain bridging, and consequently,
the elasto-plastic mechanical behaviour of the semi-solid body becomes dominant. Moreover, different authors have reported on the
correspondence of the higher strain rates to higher semi-solid UTS at high solid fractions, such as AA5182 (Fig. 3.22(a)) [42], AA3104
and AA5182 (Fig. 3.23) [18], AA3104, AA6111, and CA31218 (Fig. 3.24) [39], and AA7050 (Fig. 3.25) [38] alloys. This phenomenon
occurs because the liquid concentrates at the triple junctions at higher strain rates, leading to more solid bridges and higher strength.
At lower strain rates the liquid film spreads over the grain boundaries resulting in fewer bridges and thus a lower strength [42].
However, it can be observed from Figs. 3.22–3.25 that the alloys exhibit a nearly zero strain rate sensitivity at low solid fractions. In
particular, the change in the strain rate has no obvious effect on the ZST for most aluminium alloys (Table 2). This is due to the ex
istence of continuous liquid films along grain boundaries at such high liquid fractions regardless of the change in the strain rate.
The effect of the strain rate on the ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys is closely related to the amount of final eutectic liquid
and the occurrence of creep. Novikov [15] reported the elongation of semi-solid Al-Cu and Al-Si alloys at different strain rates, as
shown in Fig. 3.26. The variation in the strain rates does not notably influence the two boundaries of the BTR; however, as the strain
rates increase, the elongation in the BTR decreases for semi-solid Al–5 wt% Si and Al–6.5 wt% Cu alloys, which have a large amount of
eutectic liquid. This is because the strain accommodation by the eutectic liquid occurs more easily at low strain rates. A similar
tendency was observed in the AA5182 [42]. In contrast, no obvious change in the elongation in the semi-solid Al–0.7 wt% Si and
Al–1.5 wt% Cu alloys can be observed due to the limited amount of eutectic liquid. Interestingly, Giraud et al. [34] reported that in
AA6061, upon solidification, the ductility in the BTR increases with an increase in the strain rates. A similar tendency was observed in
the Al-Cu alloys by Qingchun et al. [15] and Wisniewski [15]. This difference can be attributed to the occurrence of creep and strain
accommodation by the redistribution of the liquid. In the latter scenario, creep does not take place and some micro-cracks are
generated in the castings, which leads to less localised deformation and high ductility at high strain rates. Moreover, Colley et al. [42]
found that the increase in the strain rate decreases the ZDT in AA5182 alloys, as shown in Fig. 3.22(b) and Table 2. The ductility at high
solid fractions is more sensitive to the strain rate. A similar phenomenon was observed in the case of AA3104, AA6111, and CA31218
alloys [39] (Fig. 3.24 and Table 2).
In summary, the effect of the strain rates on the semi-solid strength and ductility, to establish the constitutive equations, has been
widely reported to realise hot tearing simulations. The strength is mainly related to the distributions of the liquid among grain

Fig. 3.21. (a) Maximum stress (i.e., UTS) versus strain rate at different solid fractions (fs ) for AA6056 alloys upon reheating, (b) maximum stress
versus strain rate at the solid fraction of 0.9 for AA6056 alloys and the alloys with 2 wt% Si [41].
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Fig. 3.22. (a) Variation of the maximum stress and (b) ductility (diametric strain) with the solid fraction at different strain rates upon reheating for
AA5182 alloys [42]. The tests were performed upon reheating.

Fig. 3.23. Strain rate versus UTS under different temperature for (a) AA3104 and (b) AA5182 alloys. Hollow symbols: data above solidus; solid
symbols: data below solidus. Lines represent predictions below solidus (—) and above solidus (- - -) [18]. The tests were performed upon reheating.

boundaries. The ductility, however, is more complex and influenced by the amount of final eutectic liquid and the occurrence of creep.
3.3.1.5. Effect of the initial state on the strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys. The as-cast and deformed materials exhibit
different behaviours when it comes to semi-solid mechanical properties. The deformed and homogenised materials have a fine,
equiaxed grain structure with few secondary phases at grain boundaries compared to the as-cast materials. The deformation process
reduces the porosity, and consequently, the number of pores, which are the pre-existing nucleation sites for hot tears. These phe
nomena lead to a higher solidus temperature and UTS close to the solidus. The contrary tendency may occur close to the liquidus
because grain bridging is easier between dendrites than between equiaxed grains. These phenomena are shown in Fig. 3.27.
In terms of the ductility, deformed alloys frequently exhibit a lower ductility in the BTR, as shown in Fig. 3.28. This tendency is
attributed to two factors: the smaller amount of eutectics and fine grain structure in the deformed material decrease and increase the
semi-solid ductility, respectively. The two opposite factors lead to a lower ductility in deformed materials. The lower boundary of the
BTR and ZDT is shifted to a higher temperature in deformed alloys, likely because of the increased solidus temperature. Several ex
amples are shown in Figs. 3.28 and 3.29. It should be noted that the deformed samples can be used to measure the semi-solid me
chanical properties of welded joints and heat-affected zones, while they cannot be used to investigate the semi-solid mechanical
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Fig. 3.24. Peak stress (σ UTS ) and failure strain (diametric strain) (ε) as functions of solid fraction for (a) AA3104, (b) AA6111, and (c) CA31218 (an
alloy similar in composition to AA3003) alloys at different strain rates (ε̇) [39]. The solidus and the temperature corresponding to the solid fraction
of 0.9 are given. The tests were performed upon reheating.

Fig. 3.25. Variation of peak forces with the temperature at two displacement rates. The corresponding solid fraction curve is given [38]. The tests
were performed upon solidification.
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Fig. 3.26. Variance of semi-solid elongation (δ) with temperature during solidification (1, 2) and reheating (3, 4, 5) in different deformation rates
(1–4: 2, 5, 8, and 80 mm/min, respectively; 5: dynamic loading) of (a) Al–5 wt% Si, (b) Al–0.6 wt% Si, (c) Al–6.5 wt% Cu, and (d) Al–1.5 wt% Cu
[15]. The testing method is the same as that used in Fig. 3.18.

Fig. 3.27. Variation of UTS with the temperature of (1) as-cast and (2) hot-rolled and homogenized alloys: (a) Al–7 wt% Mg and (b) Al–10 wt% Mg
[15]. The testing method is the same as that used in Fig. 3.18.

Fig. 3.28. Variance of semi-solid elongation (δ) with temperature in (a) as-cast and (b) deformed Al-Mg alloys [15]. The testing method is the same
as that used in Fig. 3.18.
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Fig. 3.29. Temperature dependence of the UTS and strain-to-failure of as-cast and HIP AA5182 alloys [40]. The tests were performed
upon reheating.

properties of DC-cast materials.
3.3.2. Effect of the composition on the strength and ductility of semi-solid aluminium alloys
Eskin et al. [15] summarised the strength and ductility of some semi-solid binary, ternary, and commercial cast and wrought
aluminium alloys. Since 2004, considerable attention has been focused on the mechanical properties of commercial aluminium alloys,
which are summarised in the following text according to the alloy series. Moreover, the effect of impurities on the mechanical
properties of semi-solid aluminium alloys is described. Note that for many commercial alloys, the effect of different factors has been
mentioned previously and thus these alloys are described only briefly in the following text. The zero strength/ductility temperature/
solid fraction data of different commercial aluminium alloys, extracted from the relevant references, are presented in Table 2.
3.3.2.1. 3XXX alloys. Phillion et al. [39] measured the semi-solid strength and ductility of as-cast AA3104, AA6111 and CA31218
(alloy similar in composition to AA3003) alloys upon reheating at different strain rates (Fig. 3.24). The effect of the strain rates on the
strength and ductility of these alloys has been described above. Additionally, the difference in the ZST and ZDT is defined as the
“vulnerable temperature range” [39,108], where the material can still withstand certain stress but with low ductility. The vulnerable
temperature ranges of the three alloys match well with their hot tearing susceptibilities, as obtained from industrial practice (Table 2):
AA3104, CA31218, and AA6111 exhibit the least, intermediate, and highest tendency to undergo hot tearing, with a vulnerable
temperature range of less than 10 ◦ C, less than 20 ◦ C, and between 20 and 50 ◦ C, respectively. This is because an alloy with a small
vulnerable temperature range spends less time within the critical temperature range and is thus less prone to hot tearing. Note that van
Haaften et al. [18] also studied the semi-solid strength properties of as-cast AA3104 alloy (Fig. 3.23). The stress results for AA3104
measured by Phillion et al. differ by about 50% as compared to those given by van Haaften et al. under the same solid fraction and
strain rate. This is attributed to the difference in the compositions between the samples, causing different solid fractions at the same

Fig. 3.30. Comparison of semi-solid UTS for AA5182 alloys measured by Colley et al. [42], van Haaften et al. [18], and Phillion et al. [40].
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temperature. The solidus temperature reported by Phillion et al. [39] is 565 ◦ C, which is 30 ◦ C higher than the corresponding mea
surement of van Haaften et al. [18].
3.3.2.2. 5XXX alloys. Both Colley et al. [42] and van Haaften et al. [18] measured the semi-solid strength properties of AA5182 alloys
upon reheating, as shown in Fig. 3.22(a) and Fig. 3.23(b), respectively. The effect of the strain rate on the strength properties of
AA5182 alloys has been described above. The results of both experiments for strain rates of ~10− 4 and 10− 3 s− 1 are replotted in
Fig. 3.30. The data are qualitatively similar since the UTS decreases with the increasing temperature and the ZST occurs at around
580 ◦ C as listed in Table 2. The UTS measured by Colley et al. [42] below the temperature of ZST is two to three times larger than that
measured by van Haaften et al. [18], likely because of the different experimental conditions. The tested specimens were oriented
vertically in Colley et al.’s study but oriented horizontally in van Haaften et al.’s study. This could affect the measurement results since
the horizontally loaded specimens will be affected by gravity. Phillion et al. [40] measured the semi-solid strength properties of
AA5182 alloys upon reheating at a strain rate of ~10− 3 s− 1 by using the “2TC technique” described in Section 2.1.1, and the data are
shown in Fig. 3.30. The tested specimens were oriented vertically. Their results are intermediate to those reported by Colley et al. [42]
and van Haaften et al. [18]. The data from Phillion et al. are likely more accurate because their experimental method effectively
addressed the three inherent challenges (Fig. 2.1) encountered in semi-solid testing. Moreover, both Colley et al. [42] and Phillion et al.
[40] measured the semi-solid ductility (diametric strain) of AA5182 alloys upon reheating, as shown in Fig. 3.22(b) and Fig. 3.29,
respectively. Colley et al. [42] reported the effect of the strain rates on the ductility, and Phillion et al. [40] studied the effect of the
initial state, both of which have been described above. The ZDT points from these two reports are listed in Table 2. One can find that
the results are different at the same strain rate of about10− 3 s− 1 . As mentioned above, the data from Phillion et al. [40] should be more
accurate due to the more accurate testing technique.
Ludwig et al. [20] measured the semi-solid tensile properties of AA5182 alloys at a displacement rate of 0.02 mm s− 1 upon so
lidification. As illustrated in Fig. 3.31(a) and Table 2, the maximum tensile stress increased sharply when the solid fraction was beyond
0.94 and the same point was observed by Ludwig et al. [21] for Al-2 wt% Cu and Al-4 wt% Cu alloys upon solidification (Fig. 3.31(b)).
As listed in Table 2, the characteristic points of different aluminium alloys lie in the range between 0.9 and 0.97, which are related to
the compositions and testing conditions. The point is delayed to a higher solid fraction when testing under the solidification condition
with regard to reheating. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1.1, this characteristic point is closely related to the grain bridging/coalescence
phenomenon. These semi-solid data have been used to obtain the relevant semi-solid constitutive parameters for a viscoplastic model
(Section 5.1.1).
3.3.2.3. 6XXX alloys. Fabregue et al. [41] measured the semi-solid tensile properties of AA6056 alloy upon reheating and solidifi
cation under different strain rates. The effects of different testing methods and strain rates have been described above. Moreover, it was
found that the higher Si content in AA6056 alloy leads to the higher maximum stress at the same solid fraction, as shown in Fig. 3.21
(b), because the grain bridges consisting of eutectic structure in the 2 wt% Si alloy are stronger than that in AA6056. As Si is added, the
solid fraction where the eutectic structure begins to form is shifted from 0.98 to 0.9. The formation of more eutectic phases enhance the
semi-solid network resulting in higher tensile strength.
Nagaumi et al. [45,107] reported the semi-solid tensile properties of two 6XXX alloys upon solidification: HS50 (1.1 wt% Mg, 1.2
wt% Si, 0.8 wt% Cu, 0.42 wt% Mn, 0.42 wt% Cr, 0.18 wt% Fe) and HS60 (1.12 wt% Mg, 1.23 wt% Si, 0.79 wt% Cu, 0.39 wt% Mn, 0.38
wt% Cr, 0.16 wt% Fe), as shown in Fig. 3.32 and Table 2. Although their compositions and liquidus temperatures are quite close, the

Fig. 3.31. (a) Tensile curves of AA5182 alloy at different temperatures or solid fractions (experimental (thick curves) and predicted results (thin
curves)), and (b) variation of UTS with the solid fraction of two Al-Cu alloys [20,21]. The tests were performed upon solidification.
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Fig. 3.32. Tensile strength and elongation versus temperature of (a) HS50 and (b) HS60 alloys. Solid fraction, ZST, and ZDT are also given
[45,107]. The tests were performed upon solidification.

Fig. 3.33. Variations of UTS and failure strain with temperature for extruded AA7075 alloy [37]. The tests were performed upon reheating.

solidus temperatures and semi-solid tensile properties (both strength and ductility) are notably different. This could be attributed to
the different DC casting parameters. By comparing the fracture morphology of the tensile sample with that of a DC billet, it is confirmed
that the obtained tensile properties can be used to simulate the occurrence of hot tearing in the DC casting process.
3.3.2.4. 7XXX alloys. Chen et al. [37] reported the strength of the extruded AA7075 alloys upon reheating at a strain rate of 10− 3 s− 1 ,
as shown in Fig. 3.33. Although the tested UTS is still about 20 MPa at 550 ◦ C due to the influence of a high-temperature adhesive, the
alloy is thought to have lost the tensile strength and the ZST is approximately equal to 550 ◦ C (Table 2).
Subroto et al. [8,38] measured the tensile behaviour of AA7050 alloy at different displacement rates upon solidification (Fig. 3.25).
The effect of the displacement rates has been described above. The data were used to obtain relevant semi-solid constitutive pa
rameters for a viscoplastic model to simulate the DC casting process (Section 5.1.1).
In summary, since 2004, more commercial aluminium alloys have been investigated to obtain reliable semi-solid strength prop
erties. Some data have been used to build constitutive models for semi-solid aluminium alloys (see Section 5.1.1). However, as listed in
Table 2, only a few studies for 2xxx and 7xxx alloys (like AA7055 and AA7085) were carried out after 2004. As cracking in 2xxx and
7xxx alloys is a notable practical problem during DC casting, adequate data are required to prevent the occurrence of cracking defects.
3.3.2.5. Impurities. Although the impurity levels are generally very low, their effect on the mushy zone mechanical properties should
not be underestimated, and it is necessary to control the impurity content to avoid hot tearing in industry
Nagaumi et al. [108] investigated the effect of the Fe content on the semi-solid tensile properties of HS65 alloys (0.83 wt% Mg, 1.0
wt% Si, 0.4 wt% Cu) upon reheating. It was found that needle-shaped α(AlFeMn) intermetallic particles, which were formed early
during solidification, could bridge the gap between the primary dendrites. As a result, the ZST increased from 623 ◦ C (fs = 0.79) to 631
◦
C (fs = 0.63) with the Fe contents increasing from 0.15 to 0.25 wt%. Meanwhile, the ZDT increased from 613 ◦ C (fs = 0.82) to 617 ◦ C
(fs = 0.78) with the addition of Fe. It is found that the vulnerable temperature range is wider with the increase of Fe content. And the
vulnerable temperature range was found to be a good indicator of the hot tearing susceptibility, consistent with the reports of Phillion
et al. [39] and Yang and Ou [15]. With the increase in the Fe content, the needle-shaped particles made grain boundaries more brittle,
and hot tears occurred easily during solidification.
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The effect of iron-rich intermetallics on the semi-solid tensile properties near the solidus for Al-Cu 206 cast alloys with different Si
and Mn contents was evaluated by Bolouri et al. [36], as shown in Fig. 3.17(c). Alloy 311 contains 0.1 wt% Si and 0.1 wt% Mn and
forms plate-like β-Fe(Al7CuFe) intermetallics, whereas Alloy 333 contains 0.3 wt% Si and 0.3 wt% Mn and forms Chinese script-like
α-Fe(Al15(FeMn)3(SiCu)2) intermetallics. As shown in Fig. 3.17(c), the maximum stress of the alloy dominated by the α-Fe in
termetallics is generally higher than that dominated by the β-Fe intermetallics over the liquid fraction range from about 0.6% to 2.8%.
This finding indicates that the structure with the Chinese script-like α-Fe intermetallics facilitates the formation of solid bridges. As can
be seen from Fig. 3.17(d), the solid fraction corresponding to the ZDT in Alloy 333 is lower than that in Alloy 311, because the
interdendritic liquid films flow more freely within the semi-solid structure with Chinese script-like α-Fe particles compared to that in
the case of plate-like β-Fe particles.
To summarise, the presence of impurities can change the morphology, distribution, and types of secondary phases, which often
occur in the late stage of solidification, thereby affecting the formation of the solid bridges. Consequently, the semi-solid tensile
properties are altered together with the hot tearing susceptibility. However, these studies on the impurities were performed rarely
upon solidification. The different testing methods have a significant effect on the evolutions of the secondary phases during the last
stage of solidification and thus their semi-solid strength properties Future work should be focused on clarifying the influence of the
impurities on hot tearing.
The following conclusions can be derived from Section 3.3: the tensile strength and ductility of semi-solid materials depend on the
as-cast microstructure (solidification conditions, structure modification by addition of alloying elements, grain refiners, etc.), alloy
composition (amount of eutectics), behaviour of solid bridges, and wetting conditions at the liquid/solid interface. Accurately
determining the tensile properties of semi-solid aluminium alloys is essential to establish the constitutive equations for hot tearing
simulations. Although the semi-solid tensile properties of many aluminium alloys have been measured, some data still need to be
validated due to their low values and measurement errors. Particularly, reliable data of semi-solid AA2xxx and 7xxxx alloys need more
attention in future. The use of powerful machine learning algorithms, including classification and regression aspects, can play an
important role in comparing, classifying, and predicting semi-solid mechanical property data. These algorithms and their possible
applications in hot tearing research are discussed in Section 6.3.
3.4. Characteristic points related to hot tearing
A schematic of the solidification behaviour is shown in Fig. 1.2. A critical transition point is known as the rigidity point [14], where
a continuous solid network is formed enabling the transfer of forces. Its value is related to the linear contraction onset temperature
(Section 3.1), load onset temperature (Section 3.2), and ZST (Section 3.3.1). The related data of some aluminium alloys have been
presented in the corresponding sections. The rigidity point is closely related to the alloy composition, grain size, and morphology. Its
value varies for different testing methods. Hence, the data measured using the same type of apparatus should be used when comparing
the effect of different compositions or casting parameters. For example, Li et al. [77] regarded the load onset temperature as the ri
gidity point for the hot tearing predictions in Al-xZn-yMg-zCu alloys. The RDG criterion indicated that this point does not considerably
influence the predicted hot tearing susceptibility for aluminium alloys because of the relatively small pressure increase at low fraction
solids [64,77,78]. However, this point becomes critical when predicting the effect of the grain refinement on the hot tearing sus
ceptibility [66]. Because the same curve of the solid fraction versus temperature is often used as an input to the RDG criterion, the
rigidity point and grain size are two key parameters to predict the hot tearing susceptibility.
As solidification proceeds, solid bridges begin to form above a certain solid fraction, i.e., grain coalescence occurs. It is related to the
transition from a continuous liquid film network to a fully coalesced solid skeleton. The bridges make grains combine so closely that
the formed solid skeleton can transfer higher stresses and withstand larger deformations. Note that grain coalescence occurs in the last
stage of solidification. A specific solid fraction (like 0.98 or 0.99) is often used to roughly consider the effect of the grain coalescence in
hot tearing criteria (Section 5.2). Bai et al. [111] modified this approach by introducing two important parameters in their revised SKK
criterion, namely, the fraction of the grain boundaries covered by the liquid and solid energy. For more details, the readers may refer to
the corresponding text on the hot tearing criteria, presented in Section 5.2.2.1.
Many researchers have attempted to investigate grain coalescence. By applying the quenching method, Ju et al. [112] found that Al
– 1–5 wt% Cu alloys exhibited significant grain coalescence in the solid fraction range of 0.9–0.97. Through semi-solid tensile testing,
Ludwig et al. [21] found a similar grain coalescence onset solid fraction of 0.94 for two Al-Cu alloys where a sharp increase in strength
is observed (Fig. 3.31(b)). Similar transition points where the strength increases rapidly in various aluminium alloys can be found in
Section 3.3. The obtained semi-solid tensile strength have been used in the exponential creep law constitutive equation to derive the
evolution of the grain coalescence with the solid fraction for hot tearing simulations (see Section 5.1.1). By combining semi-solid
tensile testing with fracture observations, Mathier et al. [113] reported on a similar grain coalescence onset solid fraction of 0.92
in an Al-1 wt% Cu alloy. Using in situ XRD in a dog-bone-shaped mould to measure the strain evolution during solidification, Drezet
et al. [58] found that the coalescence onset solid fraction in Al-6.2 wt% Zn alloys increased from 97.4% % to 98.4% as the solidification
was reduced from 363 s to 86 s, respectively (Section 2.2.3). For the Al-Mg-Si-Fe system with a large amount of eutectics, based on the
load development during solidification and microstructure examination, Sweet et al. [29] found that the morphology, prevalence, and
solidification sequence of the intermetallic and eutectic compounds considerably influenced the grain coalescence. In short, grain
coalescence, which occurs in the last stage of solidification, is affected by the composition, grain size and morphology, process pa
rameters, and secondary phase features. An accurate hot tearing prediction should include the effect of the grain coalescence on the hot
tear nucleation and propagation.
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4. Effect of the composition and process parameters on the hot tearing susceptibility
4.1. Effect of the composition on the hot tearing susceptibility
Eskin et al. [15] published a comprehensive review of the effect of alloying elements on the hot tearing susceptibility for many
aluminium alloy systems, such as Al-Cu, Al-Mg binary systems, Al-Cu-Mg, Al-Cu-Si, Al-Fe-Si, Al-Mg-Si and Al-Cu-Li ternary systems,
and AA2XXX (Al-Cu-Mg), AA6XXX (Al-Mg-Si) and AA7XXX (Al-Zn-Mg) commercial alloys systems. However, since 2004 many new
data for the effect of the composition on the hot tearing susceptibility have been reported. Among many results obtained from two
different post-mortem tests including shape casting and DC casting, it is necessary to clarify their differences and indicate which results
are more appropriate.
4.1.1. Al-Cu system
Suyitno et al. [110] investigated the effect of the Cu contents and casting speed on the hot tearing susceptibility of non-refined AlCu alloys. Several Al-Cu alloys were tested upon casting 200-mm round billets in a DC caster. An experimental scheme with casting
speed ramping was chosen, as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). The hot tearing susceptibility was quantified as the area affected by the cracks in
the horizontal cross-section divided by the area of the billet cross-section. The result is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). At a certain casting speed,
a typical “lambda” curve can be observed, and the compositional range of the maximum hot tearing susceptibility is between 0.5 and
1.5 wt% Cu. A compositional dependence on hot tearing is observed for DC casting. The higher hot tearing susceptibility at lower Cu
contents can be explained by the presence of coarser grains, extent of the mushy zone, less residual liquid available for feeding

Fig. 4.1. (a) Experimental scheme of DC casting with ramping up and down the casting speed, (b) effect of Cu content and casting speed on the
measured hot tearing susceptibility in Al–Cu alloys during DC casting [110].
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Fig. 4.2. (a) Hot tearing susceptibility (Xcr ) from Spittle and Cushway at 50 and 250 ◦ C superheat [114], and (b) hot tearing index from Viano et al.
[68] at 100 ◦ C superheat (the data at 50 ◦ C superheat from Ref. [114] is replotted). ‘NGR’ represents non-grain refined, and ‘GR’ grain refined.

(represented by the amount of non-equilibrium eutectics, see Fig. 4.8), and a larger linear contraction (Fig. 3.7(a)).
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, some devices have been designed to simulate the DC-casting conditions and employed to investigate
the hot tearing susceptibility of Al-Cu alloys. Viano et al. [68] examined the hot tearing susceptibility of Al-Cu alloys by using the CHT
rig (Fig. 2.7(a)) at 100 ◦ C superheat. The hot spot zone was radiographed and the size of the hot tears was measured. The obtained
result was compared with that from Spittle and Cushway [114] based on a cylindrical dog-bone-shaped mould at 50 and 250 ◦ C
superheat. These results are shown in Fig. 4.2. A typical “lambda” shape is observed in all the curves. For the 50 ◦ C and 100 ◦ C su
perheat, the most susceptible ranges are similar and observed at about 1 wt% Cu content regardless of the addition of grain refiners,
although the data are from two different moulds. A higher superheat (250 ◦ C) increases the peak of the lambda curve and makes the
curve broader, because increasing superheat makes the hot tearing susceptibility at a fixed composition rise and thus expands the
composition range over which hot tears are readily detectable. Moreover, grain refinement reduces the hot tearing susceptibility at a
high superheat (100 and 250 ◦ C), but has little effect at a low superheat (50 ◦ C). The influence of the grain structure on the hot tearing
susceptibility reduces with decreasing superheat, because at higher superheat the stronger intergranular liquid flow and finer grains
lead to an enhanced liquid feeding, thereby preventing the formation of hot tears. In addition, Warrington and McCartney tested the
hot tearing susceptibility of non-refined Al-Cu alloys by using the “cold finger” mould (Fig. 2.4) at a 60 ◦ C superheat. It was found that
the hot tearing susceptibility reached a maximum value at a copper content ranging between 0.5 and 2 wt% [56].
Table 3 summarises the compositions corresponding to the maximum hot tearing susceptibility in Al-Cu alloys from different
testing moulds. The results obtained using post-mortem test moulds in shape casting (ring mould and sand mould) do not match well
with the DC casting practices. By comparison, the results from the “cold finger” mould and CHT rig are quite similar to the DC casting
practices. This is mainly attributed to the similarity with the DC casting conditions of the used testing moulds.
4.1.2. Al-Mg system
Clyne and Davies [31] investigated the hot tearing susceptibility of Al-Mg alloys by using a dog-bone-shaped rectangular mould
(Fig. 2.6), and the hot tearing susceptibility was evaluated by using the electrical resistance method (Fig. 2.13). A typical “lambda”
shape curve with the maximum hot tearing susceptibility at 1 wt% Mg was found at a 200 ◦ C superheat, which matches well with the
linear contraction measurements (Fig. 3.7(b)). Moreover, the effect of the superheat on the hot tearing susceptibility of Al-Mg alloys
Table 3
Comparison of compositions corresponding to maximum hot tearing susceptibility in Al-Cu alloys using different test moulds. ‘NGR’ represents nongrain refined, and ‘GR’ grain refined.
Alloying
system

Maximum hot tearing susceptibility at this concentration (wt.
%)

Condition

Device

Ref.

Al-Cu

0.5–1.5
~1.0
0.5–4.0
~1.0
0.5–1.0

70 ◦ C superheat, NGR
50 ◦ C superheat, NGR and GR
250 ◦ C superheat, NGR
250 ◦ C superheat, GR
100 ◦ C superheat, NGR and
GR
60 ◦ C superheat, NGR
NGR and GR
20 ◦ C superheat, NGR
100 ◦ C superheat, NGR

DC casting practice
Dog-bone-shaped cylindrical
mould

[110]
[114]

CHT rig

[68]

“Cold finger” mould
Sand mould
Ring mould

[56]
[31]
[15]

0.5–2.0
5.0
0.5
0.5; 3.0–3.5
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with minor impurities (0.29 wt% Fe, 0.44 wt% Si) was investigated. When the superheat is increased from 50 to 150 ◦ C, the maximum
hot tearing susceptibility increased and the Mg content corresponding to the maximum value shifted from about 1 wt% to 0.5 wt%. A
similar trend was reported in Ref. [15] using the ring mould. This explanation regarding the effect of the superheat is similar to that
mentioned in the above Al-Cu system [68]. Rosenberg et al. [31] investigated the hot tearing susceptibility of Al-Mg alloys but using a
sand mould. It was found that hot tearing susceptibility reaches a maximum value at about 5 wt% Mg, which is significantly different
from the above-mentioned results due to the difference in the testing moulds.
Thus, the Al-Cu and Al-Mg systems exhibit similar “lambda” shape composition-hot tearing susceptibility curves and the effect of
the superheat is consistent. Increasing the Cu/Mg content extends the solidification range and thus increases the amount of linear
contraction and the hot tearing susceptibility, while further alloying beyond the solid solution limit generates more eutectics, thereby
reducing the hot tearing susceptibility. Similar to that in the case of the Al-Cu system, it is predicted that the data from Clyne and
Davies [31] are more consistent with the DC casting practice since the used mould can better reproduce the DC casting conditions.
4.1.3. Al-Mg-Si system
Similar to binary alloys, ternary alloys also follow the lambda-type regularity, i.e., at certain compositions, the hot tearing sus
ceptibility reaches its maximum value. Easton et al. [64] investigated the hot tearing behaviour of grain-refined Al-Mg-Si alloys by
using the CHT rig (Fig. 2.7(a)) as a DC casting simulator. The maximum hot tearing susceptibility occurred at approximately 0.1 to
0.25 wt% Si and 0.1 to 0.2 wt% Mg (Fig. 4.3). As mentioned in Section 3.2, the maximum load value at the NES occurs in the same
composition. This composition is lower than that from Jennings et al. [15] by using ring moulds (0.5 wt% Si and 0.25 wt% Mg). This is
attributed to the application of grain refiners and different devices. Similar to the explanation for the lambda curve for binary alloys,
the increased hot tearing susceptibility is attributed to a decrease in the amount of the final eutectic. For the Al-Mg-Si system, small
amounts of the ternary eutectic Al + Mg2Si + Si lead to a higher hot tear susceptibility.
Sweet et al. [65] investigated the dependence of the hot tearing susceptibility on the Mg content for various AA6xxx alloys using the
CHT rig (Fig. 2.7(a)). As shown in Fig. 4.4, the hot tear susceptibility of all the tested 6xxx alloys decrease with the addition of Mg.
When the Mg content exceeds a certain value, the hot tears are eliminated. This is because the higher-solute alloys produce more
eutectics and hence exhibit a lower hot tearing susceptibility due to the excellent liquid feeding ability. The beneficial effect of high Mg
contents on decreasing the hot tearing susceptibility was also observed in other systems, including 3XXX and 7XXX alloys [65].
Furthermore, Sweet et al. [29] studied the effect of the Fe content on the hot tearing susceptibility of AA6060 alloys using the same
mould. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5(a). At low Fe contents (0.04–0.17 wt%), the alloy exhibits a high hot tearing susceptibility. No
hot tearing occurrence is observed above 0.2 wt% Fe. At Fe contents between 0.2 and 0.3 wt%, the amount of the β-Al5FeSi phase
increases, leading to earlier grain bridging and coalescence and thus a lower hot tearing susceptibility. For Fe contents above 0.3 wt%,
the hot tear susceptibility is still low mainly due to the significant increase in the eutectic feeding originating from earlier precipitation
of other Fe-based phases.
In addition to the Fe content, Sweet et al. [54] reported the effect of Cu and Mn on the hot tearing susceptibility of AA6060 alloys
using the same device. The hot tearing susceptibility is insensitive to the Cu content between 0 and 0.22 wt%, but increases with the Mn
content above about 0.04 wt% (Fig. 4.5(b)). The data from DC casting practices confirmed this tendency [54]. The presence of Mn
changes the volume fraction of α-AlFeSi and β-AlFeSi in the as-cast microstructure and thus affects the grain bridging and intergranular
liquid flow.
The above-mentioned investigations can be applied during DC casting. In a vertical DC casting where a start-up off-cut length is
permissible, it is feasible to add an excess of Fe or Mg to AA6XXX alloys in the start-up stage to prevent the occurrence of hot tearing.
Hot tears often start at the start of casting and rarely at the steady state [65]. This addition can be achieved e.g. by adding extra Mg or
Fe in the launder in the start-up stage. As Mg is easier to dissolve in aluminium alloys than Fe, it is preferred to add Mg to prevent the

Fig. 4.3. Hot tearing susceptibility of refined Al-Mg-Si alloys [64].
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Fig. 4.4. Variance of hot tearing susceptibility with Mg content in various AA6xxx alloys [65].

Fig. 4.5. (a) Effect of Fe content on the hot tearing susceptibility of AA6060 (0.34 wt% Mg, 0.52 wt% Si, 0.05 wt% Ti); (b) effect of Mn content on
the hot tearing susceptibility of another AA6060 alloy (0.35 wt% Mg, 0.53 wt% Si, and 0.18 wt% Fe) [29,54].

hot tearing at the transient stage for commercial applications.
In terms of the AM, Li et al. [115] investigated the hot tearing susceptibility of Al-xMg(-Si)-0.2 Sc-0.1Zr (x = 1.5, 3.0, and 6.0 wt%)
alloys. In the absence of Si, the hot tearing susceptibility increases with increasing Mg content. Adding 1.3 wt% Si effectively inhibits
hot tearing, which is attributed to the refined microstructure and formation of Al-Mg2Si interdendritic eutectics. In the future, the
effect of the Fe content can be investigated for the additive manufacturing Al-Mg-Si systems.
4.1.4. Al-Mg-Zn-Cu system
In the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu quaternary system, the hot tearing susceptibility exhibits a more complex behaviour and does not follow the
typical “lambda” curve. Li et al. [77,78] systematically investigated the hot tearing behaviour of non-refined and refined Al-Zn-Mg-Cu
model alloys by using the T-shape device (Fig. 2.8(b)). These compositions fall within the common commercial 7xxx alloy range. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.14. For non-refined Al-xZn-2 Mg-2Cu (x = 2–12) alloys, the minimum and maximum hot tearing suscep
tibility values occurred at a Zn content of 4 and 12 wt%, respectively. For refined Al-xZn-2 Mg-2Cu alloys, the minimum value occurred
at 4 wt% Zn, although the maximum value is shifted to 9 wt% Zn. The Zn content shift corresponding to the maximum hot tearing
susceptibility is attributed to the tensile stress development and liquid feeding ability. First, the grain-refined Al-12Zn-2 Mg-2Cu alloy
is subjected to lower tensile stresses than the grain-refined Al-9Zn-2 Mg-2Cu alloy, in contrast to the case in the non-grain-refined
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condition. Moreover, the Al-12Zn-2 Mg-2Cu alloy has more non-equilibrium eutectics than the Al-9Zn-2 Mg-2Cu alloy, suggesting its
enhanced liquid feeding ability. The addition of Mg and Cu decreases and increases the hot tearing susceptibility of refined Al-9Zn-2
Mg-2Cu alloys, respectively. The complex tendencies of these main elements are attributed to the interaction of the tensile stresses
(Fig. 3.14), melt feeding, and final eutectics. The SKK criterion introduced in Section 5.2.2.1 considers these factors and thus makes
good predictions on the hot tearing tendencies. Furthermore, the effects of the main alloying elements on the hot tearing susceptibility
of refined Al-Zn-Mg-Cu model alloys (Fig. 3.14) were successfully applied to rate four commercial 7xxx alloys: the hot tearing sus
ceptibility rises from AA7022, AA7050, AA7085, to AA7055, which matches well with the DC casting practice and linear contraction

Fig. 4.6. Propagation and stop of a hot tear in a DC-casting AA7075 billet: (a) macro photo showing the transition zone from non-refined to refined
structure; (b) propagation of the hot tear along grain boundaries in the non-refined zone; (c) stop of the hot tear in the refined zone [117].
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data upon solidification (Fig. 3.6). This is explained as follows: first, AA7022 has the lowest Cu content and the highest Mg content, and
its Zn content is closer to 4–6 wt%, all of which lead to its lowest hot tearing susceptibility according to the influence rules of the main
alloying elements. AA7055 and AA7050 exhibit similar compositions except for the Zn content. AA7055 has a higher hot tearing
susceptibility than AA7050 because its Zn content is close to 9 wt% and other compositions are similar. Moderate Zn content as well as
lower Mg and Cu content makes the hot tearing susceptibility of AA7085 lie between AA7055 and AA7050. Thus, the effects of the
alloying elements can be used as a guideline to evaluate the hot tearing susceptibility when developing new 7xxx aluminium alloys.
Ellingsen et al. [55] reported on the effect of the Fe and Si contents on the hot tearing susceptibility in AA7075, based on the DC
casting practice. No obvious relationship was observed between the Fe content and critical casting speed (representing the hot tearing
susceptibility) because Fe-based phases form early and have no influence on the last stage of solidification. In contrast, the alloy with a
higher Si content exhibits a higher hot tearing susceptibility due to the formation of low-melting S(Al2CuMg) and Al7Cu2Fe phases.
Recently, we investigated the effect of Fe and Si contents in the Al-9Zn-2 Mg-2Cu model alloys by using the T-shape device (Fig. 2.8(b))
[104]. The same regularity with respect to Fe was obtained because the Fe-based intermetallics are generated in the early stage of
solidification in which hot tearing likely does not occur, but interestingly the addition of Si decreases the hot tearing susceptibility of
the Al-9Zn-2 Mg-2Cu-xSi alloys. Unlike in the case of Ref. [55], no Fe addition is performed when studying the effect of Si and the lowmelting S(Al2CuMg) and Al7Cu2Fe phases are not formed. The decrease in the hot tearing susceptibility in the higher Si content occurs
because the Si addition promotes the formation of grain coalescence and leads to earlier grain bridging, as discussed in Section 3.2. In
the future, the effect of the co-additions of Fe and Si on the hot tearing susceptibility of 7XXX alloys should be further investigated, and
the relevant semi-solid tensile tests should be performed to clarify the evolutions of the grain coalescence with the solid fractions under
different Fe and Si levels. These investigations can help to define the addition level of Fe and Si required to prevent the occurrence of
hot tearing in DC casting, such as in the AA6XXX alloys.
The effect of Si on the hot tearing behaviour of AA7XXX alloys subjected to AM has also been investigated. Montero et al. [116]
reported that the addition of Si decreased the hot tearing susceptibility of AA7075 mainly because grain refinement occurred as the Si
content increased. But Stopyra et al. [12] observed the opposite phenomenon in AA7075 because grain refinement did not occur in
their study, and the Si segregated to the grain boundary, which increased the stability of the liquid film. Compared with that in the
above-mentioned as-cast sample, the grain refinement effect of Si in AM is the main reason for the reduction in the hot tearing sus
ceptibility. However, the detailed grain refinement mechanism is still unclear and must be further examined.
In summary, the results obtained from the devices simulating DC casting conditions are closer to casting practice and often different
from those obtained using post-mortem test moulds in shape casting. For the main alloying elements, the compositional dependence of
hot tearing exists in DC casting and a typical “lambda” curve still occurs in binary and ternary systems but is absent in quaternary
systems. For minor elements, the hot tearing susceptibility is affected by the change in the type, morphology, amount, and distribution
of the secondary phases. The presence of secondary phases affects the load development during solidification, semi-solid strength and
ductility, hot tearing characteristic points, and permeability of the mushy zone. For commercial aluminium alloys, the compositional
range of the main elements is often fixed to a narrow band, but adjusting the contents of the minor elements is a practicable way to
reduce the hot tearing susceptibility as described previously [54,55]. The researchers should attempt to clarify the effect of the
addition of minor elements on the hot tearing susceptibility of commercial aluminium alloys in DC casting by combining the advanced
hot tearing tests, in situ observations, semi-solid tensile tests, and hot tearing simulations.
4.1.5. Grain refiners
A common approach to improve the microstructure and properties of as-cast material is grain refinement. Nadella et al. [117]
investigated the effect of grain refinement on the hot tearing susceptibility in DC-casting AA7075 billets. Two methods of adding grain
refiners were investigated. First, the billet was cast without adding grain refiners, and Al–3Ti–1B rods were added into the melt in the
launder (Fig. 1.1(a)). As shown in Fig. 4.6, a hot tear occurred in the start-up phase of the casting at a speed of 80 mm/min and
propagated along the grain boundaries. The hot tearing process stopped when grain refiners were added. A hot tear reoccurred when
the casting speed increased to 120 mm/min. The second test was conducted with a similar processing sequence, albeit with a refined
melt grain prepared in the furnace. No hot tears occurred in the entire billet. In the two cases, the grain size was reduced significantly
from 1080 to 165 µm with the addition of the grain refiners; this aspect depended slightly on the casting speed (165 and 95 µm at 80
and 120 mm/min, respectively) but not on the approach through which the grain refiners were added. No notable difference was
observed in the dendrite arm spacing (approximately 23 μm) in the centre of the non-grain-refined and grain-refined billets. Thus, the
grain refinement can efficiently decrease the hot tearing susceptibility of DC-cast aluminium alloys, because the grain refinement often
results in a smaller linear contraction and slower load development owing to the delay in reaching the rigidity point (Figs. 3.6 and
3.13), higher semi-solid tensile strength and ductility (Section 3.3), and lower permeability of the mushy zone. The complex inter
action of these phenomena often results in a decrease in the hot tearing susceptibility. The fact that the hot tear re-occurs at a higher
casting speed in the first test and does not occur at all in the second test can be explained by the absence of the micro-cracks as the
initiator of hot tears in the second test.
The positive effect of grain refinement on preventing the development of hot tears was also observed in post-mortem tests during
DC casting. In the “cold finger” mould (Fig. 2.4), Warrington and McCartney [57] found that grain refinement reduced the severity of
hot tearing in AA7010 and AA7050 with a moderate addition of grain refiners. The minimum hot tearing susceptibility occurred at
0.005 wt% and 0.03 wt% Ti, respectively. Easton et al. [66] used the CHT rig (Fig. 2.7(a)) and found that grain refinement delayed the
load onset point and load development during solidification (Fig. 3.15) and reduces the hot tearing susceptibility in AA6061. The
above-mentioned reasons in terms of DC casting can explain these positive effects of grain refinement in these post-mortem tests during
DC casting.
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Grain refinement through the addition of Sc, Zr or Ti to form L12-type Al3M intermetallics is also widely applied to AM to eliminate
the hot tears, and the solidification microstructure often changes from columnar to equiaxed grains [118–122]. Martin et al. [118]
controlled the AM solidification microstructure by adding hydrogen stabilised Zr nucleants to AA7075 and AA6061 and successfully
avoided the occurrence of hot tearing. The formed Al3Zr phase provided a high density of nucleation sites for the generation of finegrained microstructure. Similarly, Spierings et al. [120] and Zhou et al. [119] added Sc and/or Zr to Al-Mg and Al-Mg-Zn alloys to
eliminate the occurrence of hot tears through the formation of Al3(Sc, Zr) particles, which contributed to grain refinement. Tan et al.
[123] added 0.7 wt% Ti to AA2024 in situ to form Al3Ti nanoparticles for grain refinement. Similar additions using different filler
materials have also been implemented in the welding process to avoid hot tearing, as summarised in Ref. [124].
However, some experimental data have indicated that alloys with extremely fine grains or globular structures may exhibit a higher
hot tearing susceptibility, as observed in Al-6 wt% Cu [56], AA7010 and AA7050 [57] alloys. When the microstructure changes from
columnar or equiaxed dendritic grains to globular grains, the structure parameter that determines the permeability shifts from the
SDAS to grain size and results in the decrease in the permeability of the mushy zone. The negative effect due to the decreased
permeability exceeds the above-mentioned positive effects from grain refinement and thus the hot tearing susceptibility increases in
the case of a globular grain structure. This has been confirmed by the predictions from the RDG model [66,125]. Nevertheless, globular
structures are not always harmful. One of the technical ways to obtain globular structures is ultrasonic melt treatment. The casting
practices using this technique did not show an increasing hot tearing susceptibility in globular structures for the studied 2XXX and
7XXX alloys [7]. And Li et al. [59] found that the hot tearing susceptibility still decreases in Al-Cu alloys when the grain morphology
shifts from dendrite to globular grains. Whether the hot tearing susceptibility will increase with the occurrence of a granular structure
is still an open topic, and the inherent mechanisms need to be investigated. Several factors including the tensile stresses, semi-solid
mechanical properties, and permeability of the mushy zone should be considered comprehensively. Excess additions of grain re
finers do not necessarily produce granular grains. The aggregation of the inoculant particles due to the excess additions of grain re
finers will deteriorate the hot tearing resistance, as observed in AA7050 with excess amounts of Al-5Ti-1B refiners [26]. These particles
block the feeding channel and act as stress accumulators, causing the formation of voids.
Other special phenomena were also found in terms of the effect of grain refinement. From Clyne and Davies’ study [26], it was
found that for the Al-2 wt% Mg alloy with a low hot tearing susceptibility, an increased cracking tendency occurs over a narrow range
of Ti contents although the grain structure is fine and equiaxed. For the Al-1 wt% Mg with a high hot tearing susceptibility, the hot
tearing susceptibility is unaffected by the Ti additions except at high levels (>0.2 wt% Ti) even though the grain morphology
transforms from columnar to equiaxed grain. The reason is still unclear and further investigations are required.
In summary, grain refinement often decreases the hot tearing susceptibility. When excess amounts of grain refiners are added, the
aggregation of the secondary phase particles and the presence of globular grains deteriorates the hot tearing resistance. Especially for
grain sizes below 50 μm, the alloy likely exhibits a high hot tearing susceptibility due to the lower permeability. However, the ag
gregation of inoculant particles may be a reason for the increased hot tearing susceptibility in the alloy with a globular structure, which
needs to be further investigated. In addition to Al-Ti-B grain refiners, many other types of grain refiners exist, like Al-Ti-C, Al-Ti-B-C,
and Al-Sc-Zr master alloys. It is desirable to examine the effect of different grain refiners on the hot tearing susceptibility. More in
formation regarding grain refiners and their refining mechanism can be found in Refs. [7,126–128].

Fig. 4.7. Schematic of stress distribution in (a) a round billet and (b) sheet ingot in the steady-state stage of DC casting [7]; typical hot tears in (c) a
round billet and (d) a flat ingot from DC casting [189].
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4.2. Effect of the process parameters on the hot tearing susceptibility
For a commercial aluminium alloy, its composition range is often limited to be adjusted to decrease the hot tearing susceptibility.
The more commonly used method to avoid hot tearing is to set appropriate DC casting process parameters. The effect of relevant
process parameters on the hot tearing susceptibility during DC casting is discussed in the following subsections.
4.2.1. Dimension and geometry of ingots
DC-cast ingots can be divided into round billets and rectangular sheet ingots. These two basic shapes have different stress distri
butions resulting in different hot tearing susceptibilities. The thermo-mechanical behaviour of round billets is much simpler than that
of the sheet ingots.
For round billets, hot tearing usually appears in the central section because of the high stresses and lack of available feeding liquid
at the end of solidification. First, the stress distribution of a round billet is demonstrated in Fig. 4.7(a). A region of compressive stresses
occurs in the periphery of the billet, while the centre of the billet experiences tensile stresses. The centre part has a slower cooling rate
than the surface and wants to contract but is constrained by the solid shell. Consequently, tensile stresses occur at the centre, while the
surface is under compression, which is confirmed by measuring the residual stresses and strains in a DC-cast AA6063 billet by using the
neutron diffraction technique [96]. The amount of eutectic structure is an important structural indicator of hot tearing. It decreases
towards the centre of the billet (Fig. 4.8). The stress and small amount of eutectic phases often result in a hot tear at the centre of the
round billets (Fig. 4.7(c)).
For sheet ingots, the tensile stresses are located close to the short-side surface (along with the a’ − c’ direction in Fig. 4.7(b)) and
corners. Note that tensile stresses in the centre of the ingot may still exist, but their values are much smaller than those at the short-side
periphery (area a’ − c’ − c − a in Fig. 4.7(b)). Because of this stress distribution, the short side of the ingot is prone to hot tearing. The hot
tear often occurs in the short-side periphery (area a’ − c’ − c − a in Fig. 4.7(b)). A typical hot tear occurring in the sheet ingot is shown in
Fig. 4.7(d). Moreover, it was observed that the amount, distribution, and types of non-equilibrium eutectics change along with both the
thickness and length directions in a DC-cast sheet ingot [129]. Note that the width-to-thickness ratio often has a big effect on the hot
tearing susceptibility in sheet ingots. Livanov [8] early reported the correlations among the ingot thickness, casting speed, and
occurrence of hot tears or cold cracks based on various experimental data. When the casting speed is too fast or slow, hot tears or cold
cracks will occur (Fig. 4.9(a)). There exists an appropriate casting speed zone for the corresponding ingot thickness (b1 in Fig. 4.9(a)),
although ingots thicker than a certain value appear not to be feasible (b2 in Fig. 4.9(a)). Fig. 4.9(b) shows similar curves for various
width-to-thickness ratios. When the ratio increases, the desired no-crack zone shifts to higher casting speeds and lower thicknesses of
the ingots. The changes in the stress/strain fields and distribution of the eutectic structure under different width-to-thickness ratios
should be investigated in detail to explain this phenomenon.
4.2.2. Casting speed
The casting speed, as one of the most important casting parameters, must be accurately controlled during the DC casting of

Fig. 4.8. Effect of compositions and process parameters on the amount and distribution of measured non-equilibrium eutectics in the Al–Cu system:
(a) Al–4.3 wt% Cu, water flow rate 150 l/min, melt temperature 715 ◦ C; (b) Al–4.3 wt% Cu, casting speed 200 mm/min, melt temperature 715 ◦ C;
(c) Al–2.8 wt% Cu, water flow rate 150 l/min, casting speed 100 mm/min; (d) Al–2.8 wt% Cu, water flow rate 150 l/min, casting speed 200 mm/
min; (e) water flow rate 150 l/min, casting speed 200 mm/min [7,110,133].
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Fig. 4.9. Correlation between the thickness of an ingot, casting speed and occurrence of hot tears or cold cracks: (a) constant and (b) variant widthto-thickness ratios (n) [8].

aluminium alloys. Its effect on the hot tearing susceptibility of Al-Cu alloys has been studied systematically by Suyitno et al. [110], as
shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Obviously, increasing the casting speed facilitates the occurrence of hot tearing in the centre of the billet
[69,130,131] where the high stresses and strains occur with high casting speeds. The calculated dependence of the stresses and strains
on the casting speeds is given in Section 5.1.2.2. The amount of eutectics tends to decrease from the surface to the centre of the billet

Fig. 4.10. Casting setup and the positions of thermocouples [133].
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with the increase of casting speed (Fig. 4.8). Note that almost no hot tears are present at any given casting speed when the Cu content is
above 4 wt% (Fig. 4.1(b)). This is attributed to the sufficient amount of eutectics under a high Cu content (Fig. 4.8(e)), suggesting
sufficient liquid feeding.
An interesting fact was observed from Fig. 4.1(b) that the maximum hot tearing susceptibility corresponds not to the maximum
casting speed but to a certain speed during the deceleration stage of casting. A similar phenomenon was observed elsewhere [131].
This is because the deepening of the sump (from the bottom of the hot top to the solidus, see Fig. 4.6(a)) with increasing casting speed
occurs with a certain delay due to the thermal inertia. Thus, the maximum hot tearing susceptibility in fact corresponds to the deepest
sump for DC casting, rather than the highest casting speed. Fig. 4.1(b) also indicates that the casting speed required for the initiation of
a hot tear is higher than the casting speed at which a hot tear is healed. Similarly, this is due to the delayed development of the depth of
sump originated from thermal inertia. This matches well with the experimental results as reported in Refs. [131,132].
4.2.3. Melt temperature
Unlike the casting speed, there are not too many investigations on the effect of the melt temperature on hot tearing in DC-cast
billets. Only limited data on this subject are available, which is attributed to the technological difficulties of the high pouring tem
peratures during DC casting. The effects of the melt temperature on the microstructure evolution and hot tearing tendency have been
studied in shape castings [7,15,103]. Some common phenomena occur with increasing superheat in these reports: the formations of
coarser grains and even columnar structures, and the accompanying higher hot tearing susceptibility. Direct investigations of the effect
of the superheat on the hot tearing susceptibility in DC casting are limited.
Such effort was made by Eskin et al. [133] by studying this effect in DC-cast Al–2.8 wt% Cu alloys. According to Fig. 4.1(b), this
composition has a moderate hot tearing susceptibility. Fig. 4.10 shows the casting setup and the positions of the three thermocouples.
The melt temperature in the furnace, T1, was 700, 720, 740, and 760 ◦ C corresponding to the superheat of 47, 67, 87, and 107 ◦ C,
respectively. The temperature drop over the melt delivery system was detected by using a thermocouple situated in the entrance to the
hot top, T2. The third thermocouple was installed in the centre of the bottom edge of the hot top, T3.
Table 4 gives the widths of the transition zone and mushy zone, and the sump depths under different melt temperatures. The only
obvious difference is that the width of the transition zone in the centre of the billet decreases with the increase in the melt temperature.
This is attributed to a faster downward movement of the liquidus isotherm compared to that of the solidus isotherm. The slight
variations in the sump depth suggest that there should not too many differences in terms of hot tearing susceptibility. However, the DC
casting practice exhibits a smaller hot tearing susceptibility at a higher melt temperature. This is contrary to those obtained using shape
mould devices [7,15,103]. Several reasons are given based on liquid feeding ability and tensile stress/strain developments. First, with
the increase in the melt temperature, the mushy zone keeps its dimension, but the transition zone becomes slightly thinner in the centre
of the billet (Table 4), suggesting that the alloy spends less time during solidification. The fully liquid area (difference in the sump and
mushy zone) becomes slightly deeper with the increase in the melt temperature, leading to a larger metallostatic pressure in the mushy
zone, and a higher liquid feeding ability to potential pores and micro-cracks. This is verified by the observation that several microcracks have been healed by the eutectics spreading along grain boundaries. It has been pointed out in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 that
the amount of eutectic structure is an important structure indicator for the hot tearing susceptibility, i.e., the larger the amount of
eutectics, the lower the hot tearing susceptibility. Fig. 4.8 shows that the amount of eutectics increases with the increase in the melt
temperature, which matches well with the reduced hot tearing susceptibility. With the increase in the melt temperatures, a coarser
dendritic structure is formed resulting in wider liquid flow channels and a stronger melt flow due to the macro-segregation further
facilitates the liquid feeding in the centre of the billet. Therefore, more eutectics are generated.
In addition to the feeding behaviour, the tensile stresses and strains in the centre of the billet are crucial. As shown in Fig. 3.3(a), the
expansion occurs before the thermal contraction, which can compensate for the contraction [73] and reduce the hot tearing sus
ceptibility. Note that even a small increase in the hydrogen solubility at a higher melt temperature will result in more gas evolution at
the early stage of solidification and the induced pre-shrinkage expansion can reduce the hot tearing susceptibility of the billet [73]. In
short, the effect of the melt temperature on the hot tearing susceptibility in DC casting is different from that in shape casting due to the
effect of the higher liquid feeding capacity and more gas evolution at a high DC-casting temperature.
4.2.4. Water flow rate
The water flow rate in DC casting contributes to the heat transfer coefficient at the surface, h. The equivalent heat transfer coef
Table 4
Effect of melt temperature on temperature distribution, width of transition zone (from liquidus to solidus) and mushy zone (from 30% solid fraction to
solidus), and sump depth in DC-cast Al–2.8 wt% Cu billets [7].
Practice

Casting speed (mm/min)/
T1 (◦ C)

T2/T3
(◦ C)

Width of transition zone (mm) centre/
periphery

Width of mushy zone (mm) centre/
periphery

Sump depth
(mm)

Steady
Transient
*
Steady
Transient
*

200/700

675/675
695/675

145/13
100/13

24.5/7
11/7

166
123

200/760

725/725
750/725

138/13
92/13

23/7.5
11/7.5

169
125

*

Ramping rate in the transition mode 113.2 mm/min2.
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ficient, heq , of the DC billets can be expressed as [134]:
√̅̅̅̅
1
1
πt
= +
heq h εth

(4.1)

where εth is the thermal diffusivity of the cast materials. This equation corresponds to the overall thermal resistance, which consists of
the thermal resistance at the surface and that within the billet. The relative contribution from the thermal resistance at the surface,
Rsurf , is expressed as [134]:
Rsurf =

1/h
1/heq

(4.2)

It was found that Rsurf is high in the start-up phase, but then it drops to less than 5% in the steady phase. This means that above 95%
of the thermal resistance is provided by the heat transfer within the billet. Increasing the water flow rate is meaningful only during the
start-up phase of DC casting. At this stage, the water flow rate is rather low and stable film boiling occurs to form a vapour layer to
insulate the billet surface [135]. Once this vapour layer breaks down at the Leidenfrost temperature [134,136], Rsurf becomes below
5% and the thermal resistance at the surface becomes negligible.
As reported in Section 4.2.2, the sump depth is a crucial parameter for the development of hot tearing. Prasso et al. [7] found that
the water flow rate exerts only a small influence on the sump depth, i.e., a decrease in the water flow rate by 20% causes the deepening
of the sump by only 4%. Eskin et al. [137] demonstrated that the water flow rate can affect the depth of the sump, but only at low
casting speeds. It is concluded that the water flow rate influences the hot tearing susceptibility only during the start-up phase of the DC
casting and its effect is limited.

Fig. 4.11. (a) Schematic of DC casting setup with UST; (b) distribution of grain size in the horizontal section of a DC-cast AA7050 billet with and
without UST [71].
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4.2.5. Ultrasonic and electromagnetic treatments
The application of UST to the DC casting can help refine grains, alleviate the macro-segregation, and improve the surface quality in
large billets/ingots [138,139]. Zhang [71] systematically investigated the effect of the UST on the grain size and morphology in a DCcast AA7050 billet. A schematic of the laboratory scale DC casting setup with UST is shown in Fig. 4.11(a). Ultrasonic processing in the
launder makes the grains finer and eliminates columnar grains (Fig. 4.11(b)), which decreases the linear contraction during solidi
fication (Fig. 3.5). This results in a lower hot tearing susceptibility, as confirmed experimentally by Zhang et al. in a laboratory-scale
DC-cast AA7050 billet [101]. For more information regarding the UST technology, the readers can refer to Ref. [138].
In addition to the UST, the LFEC is another efficient way to reduce the grain boundary segregation, refine the grain size, and
improve the surface quality of DC-cast billets, especially in high-alloying 7xxx alloys. Researchers [140–142] have investigated the
effect of LFEC on the hot tearing susceptibility in some 7xxx alloys in laboratory-scale DC casting. Under the LFEC condition, the
alloying element distributions become uniform, the grains become finer and have a uniform spherical shape, and the sump depth
reduces. Therefore, the centre of the billet is subject to lower tensile stresses compared to that in conventional DC casting. The LFEC
decreases the size and fraction of the eutectics along grain boundaries, and a thinner liquid film exists at grain boundaries, which can
increase the semi-solid tensile strength. All these factors help decrease the hot tearing susceptibility of a DC-cast billet.
5. Hot tearing simulations, criteria, and mechanisms
5.1. Hot tearing simulations
Determining the optimal casting recipe through trial and error to produce sound cast aluminium products without hot tears is a
time-consuming and expensive process. With the development of computer and software technology, the fluid-flow velocities, stresses,
strains and temperatures during DC and shape casting are being widely modelled. At present, many commercial multi-physics
simulation packages are available, including ANSYS, ABAQUS, MSC Marc, and ALSIM [8]. The key to successfully simulate the hot
tearing process is the application of an appropriate constitutive equation to describe the complex deformation behaviour of the mushy
zone. The relevant work is discussed in the following subsections.
5.1.1. Constitutive models of semi-solid aluminium alloys
Section 3.3 has summarised the mechanical properties of different semi-solid aluminium alloys. These data can be used to un
derstand the deformation mechanisms of semi-solid materials as well as to build different casting process models and formulate hot
tearing criteria. Over the years, several equations have been developed to describe the constitutive behaviour of semi-solid aluminium
alloys. In principle, the ideal constitutive equation should be able to describe the complex behaviour of the mushy zone from the low
solid fraction at the rigidity point (Section 3.4) to the fully solid state. This complex behaviour embraces some features pertaining to
suspensions (close to the rigidity point) and the viscoplastic behaviour at high solid fractions.
5.1.1.1. The extended creep-law-based constitutive equation. Initially, a simple approach was developed by extending the creep law of
the solid materials to describe the semi-solid materials [18,19]. Braccini et al. [19] applied the exponential creep law of the solid phase
to describe the semi-solid constitutive behaviour by assuming that the solid skeletons can withstand all of the loadings. The extended
creep law is expressed as:
mQ
)(ε̇)m
RT

(5.1)

σ = σ o exp(αfs )exp(

where σ is the stress; σo and α are the materials constants; fs is the solid fraction; m and Q denote the strain rate sensitivity coefficient
and activation energy, respectively, which are obtained by the solid phase deformation experiments, R is the gas constant; T is the
temperature; ε̇ is the strain rate. This equation has been employed by Suyitno et al. [110,143–145] to simulate the DC casting process
by using a finite element method and laboratory-scale experiments [146]. The simulation results are presented in Section 5.1.2.

Fig. 5.1. Fraction of grain boundary area covered by liquid phases (fLGB ) from Wray method and tensile tests under solidification [111].
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Drezet and Eggeler [19] extended the exponential creep law to make the load-carrying area directly proportional to the solid
fraction. The equation is expressed as follows:

σ
Q
)
ε̇ = A( )n exp(−

(5.2)

RT

fs

where A is a material constant, fs is the solid fraction, and n is the stress exponent. Considering the phenomenon that the low melting
phases are located at grain boundaries, van Haaften et al. [18] replaced fs with (1 − fLGB ), where fLGB is the amount of grain boundary
area covered by the liquid phases. The improved equation is expressed as:

ε̇ = A(

σ

1 − fLGB

)n exp(−

Q
)
RT

(5.3)

The material parametersA, n, and Q can be determined by the tensile tests at the solidus temperature. fLGB is closely related to the
evolution of the liquid distribution with the solid fraction. Wray [111] derived the dependence of fLGB on the solid fraction (above 0.9)
by assuming the tetrahedral liquid pockets and perfect wettability of the solid by the liquid. The predictions obtained using Wray’s data
were in agreement with those obtained in the semi-solid tensile experiments under reheating for AA3104 and AA5182 (Fig. 3.23) [18]
and AA6056 with 2 wt% Si [41]. A rather poor prediction was obtained using Wray’s data in the tensile tests under solidification for
AA6056 [41] and AA6061 [34]. This is attributed to the difference in the number of grain boundaries wetted by the liquid in the two
conditions. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the liquid phases are more prone to stay as films along grain boundaries at the same solid
faction under solidification than under reheating. This results in different dependency on fLGB on the liquid fraction in two conditions,
as shown in Fig. 5.1. The variance of fLGB with the liquid fraction has been applied to model the hot tearing propagation along coalesced
grain boundaries in a recently proposed hot tearing criterion (Section 5.2.2.1).
In the modified creep laws, it was assumed that the load is transferred only by the solid phases. This assumption would become
unsuitable when a significant number of grain boundaries are wetted with the liquid phases, i.e., at the low solid fraction corre
sponding to the rigidity point, where the solid-liquid mixture tends to a Newtonian-like behaviour.
5.1.1.2. The viscoplastic based constitutive equation. Another approach to consider the effect of the liquid is based on the viscoplastic
solid mechanics. It is assumed that the cohesion of the solid network is reduced by the existence of liquid. The total strain (εtotal ) can be
divided into three parts: elastic (εe ), thermal (εT ), and viscoplastic (εP ) parts. Thus,
(5.4)

εtotal = εe + εT + εP
The elastic strain is calculated as:

(5.5)

σ = E εe

where E is Young’s modulus. The thermal strain can be calculated by Eq. (3.4). To describe the viscoplastic behaviour of semi-solid
materials, a cohesion constitutive equation was proposed by Martin and co-workers [20,21]. It is assumed that the semi-solid mate
rials consist of a porous solid skeleton filled with liquid phases. An internal variable C is introduced to describe the partial cohesion of
the porous material, i.e., the degree of dendrites interlocking. This viscoplastic equation is given:
[
][
]n−2 1
ε̇0
A2 (fs ) 2
3
2
ε̇P =
Ps I + A3 (fs )Ss A2 (fs )Ps + A3 (fs )σ2s
(5.6)
n −
3
2
(CS0 )
where S0 , ε̇0 , and n are material constants which can be obtained by the high-temperature tensile tests of the fully solid materials. Ps is
the effective pressure on the solid skeleton. Ss is the solid phase deviatoric effective stress tensor. σs is the Von Mises stress. The solid
( )
( )
fraction functions A2 fs and A3 fs represent the softening effect of the liquid in the form of pockets, while the softening effect due to
the existing of the liquid films at grain boundaries is considered by the internal variable C. The alloy-dependent parameter C can be
determined by rheological experiments. Recently, an additional internal variable D was introduced into this model to account for the
opening up, decohesion of the solid skeleton which is related to the initiation of hot tears during semi-solid tensile tests [147]. The
relevant semi-solid constitutive parameters for this viscoplastic model of Al-Cu [21], AA5182 [20], AA6061 [34], AA7050 [8] alloys
have been reported by researchers. The elastic-viscoplastic constitutive function has been applied to model both laboratory-scale
[63,69,148,149] and industrial DC casting [8,69,111,150,151] experiments. The simulation results are presented in Section 5.1.2.
In the two kinds of models, the development of the liquid distribution with the solid fraction has been considered by internal
variables such as fLGB for van Haaften’s model and C for the viscoplastic model. These variables need to be accurately measured by
semi-solid tensile experiments. Similar to the variances of fLGB in Fig. 5.1, the value of C in the reheating conditions is higher than that
in solidification conditions, suggesting that fewer liquid films exist at grain boundaries under the same solid fraction. Compared to
these two methods, the simple modified creep laws based model may fail at high liquid fractions while the complex-style viscoplastic
model is more appropriate to model the entire solidification process (both during and after solidification) via changing the value of C.
When the fully solid state is achieved, the value of C is equal to one.
5.1.1.3. Phillion et al.’s constitutive equation. The above-mentioned two models only consider the effect of the strain rate and tem
perature and not the influence of the microstructure features and defects. Based on the predictions from a finite element simulation of
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the semi-solid tensile deformation by using a sophisticated granular microstructure model [152], Phillion et al. [22] proposed a semi-

solid constitutive equation for AA5182 which firstly takes into account the effects of the solid fraction, fs , strain rate, ε̇, grain size, d,
and porosity fraction, fp , on the semi-solid tensile deformation. The new constitutive relationship for AA5182 in the solid fraction
range, 0.75 < fs < 0.95, is:
)n
(
σ = Kp (fs σs ) εp + ε0 (1 − fp /(1 − fs ))
(5.7)

σs = (483.5 − 0.77T)ε̇0.205+0.00006T

(5.8)

n = − 6.35 × 10− 4 h2 + 0.0202h

(5.9)
(5.10)

h = d(1 − fs 1/3 )

where σ is the stress; Kp is the porosity proportionality coefficient; σs is the solid flow stress; εp is the plastic strain; ε0 is the initial strain
(
)
such that σ εp = 0 = σ yield ; T is the temperature; and ε̇ is the strain rate. n is a function of the intergranular liquid channel thickness, h.
The solid fraction has the most important effect on the semi-solid constitutive behaviour, followed by the grain size and then porosity
fraction. Because the local values of the solid fraction, porosity fraction and grain size can be calculated by relevant methods, the
proposed constitutive equation allows the constitutive behaviour to change as a function of solidification conditions. The constitutive
law has been applied to simulate the DC casting process for AA5182 and investigate the effect of various microstructure features (grain
size and rigidity point) and process parameters (casting speed) [132], as discussed in Section 5.1.2.
5.1.2. Modelling results
Based on the aforementioned semi-solid constitutive models, many DC casting process simulations have been performed to predict
the temperature, fluid-flow, and stress/strain fields in a billet/ingot under different process parameters. The relevant results are
summarised in the following text.
5.1.2.1. Thermomechanical simulations in round billets. Suyitno et al. [143] predicted the temperature evolution of different locations
in a DC-casting 200-mm Al-4.5 wt% Cu round billet, as shown in Fig. 5.2. First, the computed result matches well with the experi
mental results (curves 4 and 5). The surface of the billet (curve 5) has a lower temperature and a higher cooling rate than the centre
(curve 1). Suyitno et al. [143] further predicted the stress distributions during the steady-state stage in this round billet using Eq. (5.1).
The results are shown in Fig. 5.3. During solidification, the radial (2) and circumferential (3) tensile stresses prevail at the centre of the
billet, while only the circumferential (6) tensile stresses occur at the periphery. This explains why the hot tear most likely occurs in the
centre of a billet and propagates along the axial (normal to radius) and radial (normal to circumference) directions, as shown in Fig. 4.7
(c).
5.1.2.2. Effect of the casting speed on the thermomechanical behaviour. Based on Eq. (5.1), Suyitno et al. [143,144] predicted the effect
of the casting speed-ramping on the thermomechanical and hot tearing behaviour in a DC-casting 200-mm Al-4.5 wt% Cu alloy round
billet. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. A strong relationship can be observed between the predicted hot tearing susceptibility

Fig. 5.2. Temperature evolutions with the time of different radial distances in a DC-casting 200-mm Al-4.5 wt% Cu round billet (casting speed: 120
mm/min): (1) 0 mm, (2) 50 mm, (3) 70 mm, (5) 90 mm and (4) measured temperature at 90 mm [143].
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Fig. 5.3. Calculated stresses development during steady-state stage in a DC-casting 200-mm Al-4.5 wt% Cu round billet (casting speed: 120 mm/
min): axial (1), radial (2) and circumferential (3) stresses at the centre of the billet, and axial (4), radial (5) and circumferential (6) stresses at the
periphery (10 mm from the surface) [143].

based on the SKK criterion (Section 5.2.2.1), development of tensile stresses and strains, depth of the sump, and length of the mushy
zone along the centre line of the billet. When the sump depth at the centre of the billet becomes wider, the thermal gradient between
the centre and surface of the billet increases, which leads to higher tensile stresses and strains. This will increase the possibility of the
occurrence of hot tearing. The start-up mode 3 in Fig. 5.4(a), which is the most rigid casting practice, shows the highest tensile stress
and strain (Fig. 5.4(c) and (d)) as well as the maximum sump depth and mushy zone length (Fig. 5.4(e) and (f)), leading to the
maximum hot cracking susceptibility (Fig. 5.4(b)). The slowest start-up mode 2 in Fig. 5.4(a) produces more moderate stresses and
strains (Fig. 5.4(c) and (d)) as well as the minimum sump depth and mushy zone length (Fig. 5.4(e) and (f)), which results in the
minimum hot cracking susceptibility. In addition, M’hamdi et al. [153] investigated the effect of different initial casting speeds on the
thermomechanical and hot tearing behaviour in the DC-casting of an AA6060 alloy using a simplified viscoplastic equation. The
calculated viscoplastic strain rate exhibits a good correlation with the measured hot tearing susceptibility, while the calculated
accumulated strain does not well predict the severity of the centre cracks. Similarly, based on Eq. (5.7), Mathier et al. [69] highlighted
that the calculated volumetric strain rate is a better indicator of the hot tearing susceptibility than the calculated accumulation strain
for DC-cast billets. It suggests that the strain rate plays a more prominent role in the formation of hot tears.
By comparing the thermomechanical situation at the steady state in Fig. 5.4, a common phenomenon can be observed that
increasing the casting speed promotes the stress/strain development, widens the depth of the sump and length of the mushy zone in the
centre of the billet, and thereby increases the hot tearing susceptibility.
Thermal inertia often occurs in the transient initial stage of a DC casting. The magnitude of the thermal inertia can be revealed by
the sump depth, as mentioned in Section 4.2.2. Du et al. [154] calculated the effect of different ramping rates on the evolutions of the
sump depth. The results are shown in Fig. 5.5. Nearly real-time response of the sump depth to the ramping casting rate is obtained in
mode 4, while mode 1 exhibits an extremely large delay. Thus, the ramping rate is an obvious controlling parameter that determines
the magnitude of the thermal inertia. As mentioned the sump depth is a better indicator of hot tearing than the casting speed.
5.1.2.3. Effect of the microstructure variations on the thermomechanical behaviour. Based on Eq. (5.7), Jamaly et al. [132] investigated
the effect of the fixed and variable grain size distributions on the thermomechanical behaviour in an AA5182 alloy billet. A “hot tearing
strain”, εHT BTR, was defined as the accumulated strain within the solid fraction of 0.98 and rigidity point where the ductility was close
to zero. If εHT BTR > 0, a hot tear was likely to occur. Fig. 5.6(a) shows the variation of the hot tearing strain in the cross-section close to
the bottom block. The maximum hot tearing strain occurs in the centre for all cases and is tensile. The hot tearing strain is also tensile
close to the surface of billet, which suggests that hot tearing is prone to occur in the centre and the surface. Case A with the variable
grain size exhibits the highest strain value, while case D shows the smallest value. This is due to the variation in the yield strength
existing in case A. Overall, this study stresses the importance of incorporating the grain size dependency into the constitutive equa
tions. This equation should be widely applied to more alloying systems considering the dramatic microstructure variances in DC
castings. In the future, it is suggested to couple reliable as-cast grain size prediction models [128,155] with this grain-size-dependent
constitutive equation to perform DC casting process simulations. Other microstructure features like dendritic grains and eutectics may
also be considered in the simulations.
Jamaly et al. [132] highlighted the effect of the rigidity point and casting speed on the hot tearing strain close to the bottom block,
as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). In the initial transient stage, εHT BTR increased as the rigidity temperature decreased from 602 to 580 ◦ C, which
suggested that hot tears are more prone to occur. This is contrary to the phenomenon observed in grain-refined alloys that a decreased
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Fig. 5.4. Thermomechanical simulations of a DC-casting 200-mm Al–4.5 wt% Cu alloy billet: (a) case studies on casting-speed ramping in the startup phase of casting; corresponding developments of (b) predicted HCS, (c) circumferential stress, (d) circumferential strain at solidus temperature,
(e) depth of sump, and (f) length of mushy zone in the centre of the billet [143,144].
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Fig. 5.5. (a) Four kinds of ramping casting modes, (b) effect of different ramping casting rates on the evolutions of the calculated sump depth in a
200-mm Al–4 wt% Cu billet [154].

Fig. 5.6. Variation of εHT BTR in the cross-section close to the bottom block: the effect of (a) grain size as well as (b) rigidity point and casting
speed [132].

rigidity temperature always accompanies with the lower hot tearing susceptibility, because the present simulations changed only the
rigidity point and not the grain size, while both of them changed in grain-refined alloys. In addition, only a small amount of εHT BTR is
accumulated at the low casting speed due to a low temperature gradient.
In summary, the state-of-the-art high-throughput computing techniques should be applied to multi-scale simulations to reduce the
calculation times. Machine learning has been playing important role in different research fields like molecular dynamics calculation
[156,157] and will also bring opportunities for multi-field simulations and hot tearing predictions.
5.2. Hot tearing criteria
5.2.1. Development history of hot tearing criteria
Various hot tearing criteria have been proposed in the past years. These criteria can be classified into two categories: mechanical
and nonmechanical criteria. The former criteria contain those based on the critical stress, critical strain, and critical strain rate. The
latter criteria involve the vulnerable temperature zone, phase diagram, and process parameters. Eskin et al. [15] have reviewed the
details of these criteria in 2004, as summarised in Table 5 along with their applications in hot tearing predictions. It can be found that
these criteria mostly succeed in predicting the effect of the compositions on the hot tearing susceptibility but fail to predict the effect of
the process parameters. Since 2004, the researchers have focused on both these aspects, and the hot tearing criteria have been
developed to predict both the severity and the initiation and propagation of hot tears, especially during DC casting. These studies have
advanced the domain beyond simple criteria to more quantitative hot tearing predictions.
5.2.2. Recent hot tearing criteria
5.2.2.1. SKK criterion. Suyitno et al. [144] proposed a micro porosity-related hot tearing criterion called SKK criterion. In this cri
terion, several phenomena are considered. When the coherency point is reached, the liquid becomes increasingly isolated in separate
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Table 5
Summary of hot tearing criteria before 2004 based on Ref. [15].
Category

Author(s)

Equation(s)

Comments

Stress-based
criteria

Novikov

σfr = 2γ/b

σfr is the fracture stress

Dickhaus
et al.

F =

Lahaie and
Bouchard

σfr =

Langlais
and
Gruzleski
Williams
and Singer

Strain rate-based
criteria

Fis the force required to
increase the thickness of
the liquid film from b1
to b2
μ is the dynamic
viscosity
t is the time required to
increase the film
thickness from b1 to b2
f s is the solid fraction
d is the average
thickness of a
solidifying grains
mis equal to 1/3 for
equiaxed and 1/2 for
columnar structure
ε is the strain

1

HTS = 1/themaximumtensilestrength

HTSis the hot tearing
susceptibility

Success in predicting the
effect of solid fraction,
grain morphologies and
size on the calculated
fracture stress, but failure
in their effect on the
calculated fracture strain
[15]
Al-Si system [15]

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
8Gγ
Modified equation:
π(1 − ν)AV0.5
L
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
16Gγ
=
0.5 0.25
π(1 − ν)(0.07D + 0.47AV0.5
VL )
L + 0.37D

σfr is the fracture stress

Al-Sn system [15];
Failure in predicting the
effect of grain size on the
calculated fracture stress
[15]

Novikov

S
If εth curve intersects εp curve in the vulnerable
ΔTbr
temperature range,
S1 − S2
Pr =
ΔTbr

Pr is the reserve of
plasticity in the
solidification range
S is the difference
between the average
integrated value of the
elongation to failure
(εp ) and the linear
contraction (εth )
ΔTbr is the vulnerable
temperature range
S1 is the area where εp
minus εth
S2 is the area where εth
minusεp

Al-Cu-Li-(Mn) and 7xxx
alloys [15]

Magnin
et al.

HTS = εθθ /εfr If HTS > 1, a hot tear will occur.

εθθ is the maximum

Success in predicting the
effect of casting speed in a
DC-cast Al-4.5 wt% Cu
alloy [15]

Prokhorov

Dmin − (Δεfree + Δεapp )
Δεres
=
ε̇res = ε̇min − ε̇free − ε̇app If ε̇res ≤ 0, a
ΔTbr
ΔTbr
hot tear will occur.

Dmin and ε̇min is the
minimum fracture
strain and strain rate in
ΔTbr , respectively

σfr =
σfr

Strain-based
criteria

γ is the surface tension
b is the film thickness

(
)
1 − fs d
3πμR4 1
1
( 2 − 2 )b =
2
8t
b1 b2

4μ
fm ε −
(1 + s m )
3b
1 − fs

Applications

Pr =

G is the shear modulus
γ is the effective fracture
surface energy
VL is the volume of
liquid
ν is Poisson’s ratio
A is a constant
dependent on the grain
size and the dihedral
angle
D is the grain diameter

principle plastic strain
at the solidus
temperature
εfr is the measured
strain at a temperature
close to the solidus
HTS is the hot tearing
susceptibility

(continued on next page)
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Table 5 (continued )
Category

Author(s)

Equation(s)

Comments

Applications

Δεres and ε̇res is the
reserve of hot tearing
strain and strain rate,
respectively
Δεfree and ε̇free is the free
linear contraction and
strain rate, respectively
Δεapp and ε̇app is the
actual strain in the
solidifying body and
strain rate, respectively
RDG
criterion

ΔP = ΔPsh + ΔPmech − ρghΔPsh + ΔPmech =
]
[
∫
180μΔT
(1 + β)ε̇ΔT
1 Tmf
f s (T)2
A =
AVT β +B
) dTB =
(
2
G
ΔT Tend 1 − f s (T) 2
Gλ2
∫ Tmf
∫T
2
1
f s (T) F(T)
1
dTF(T) =
f s (T)dTIf ΔP > ΔPc , a hot
ΔT Tend (1 − f s (T))3
ΔT end
tear will occur.

HTS = 1/ε̇max ε̇max =

Grandfield
et al.

Braccini
et al.

HTS = 1/ε̇max ε̇max =
⎡
2

λ22 G2
VT βAG
ΔPc −
(1 + β)BΔT
180(1 + β)BμΔT2

⎤

2

ρ G
4γ
VT βAG
⎢
⎥
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⎦ −
ρ =
⎣Pm +
(1 + β)BΔT
180(1 + β)BμΔT2
d(1 − 3 f s,co )
{
λ2 : equiaxedgrains
d : cellulargrains
1
⎞⎤
⎡
⎛
2
m
)
P
−
P
c
M
e λ − a ⎜3
e
2κ
Pc
⎥
) ⎟
ε̇c = 1 − ⎢
⎣
⎝ (
⎠⎦ +
l
λ
l (λ − a)2 μ
K T, f s
(

ΔPis the pressure drop
over mush
ΔPsh and ΔPmech is the
pressure drop
contributions in the
mush due to the
solidification shrinkage
and the deformation
induced liquid flow
G is the thermal
gradient
λ2 is the SDAS
VT is the casting speed
β is the volumetric
solidification shrinkage
factor
ε̇ is the viscoplastic
strain rate
Tmf is the massive
feeding temperature
Tend is the temperature
where bridging of the
dendrite arms between
grains occurs
f s is the volume fraction
of solid
ΔPc is the critical
cavitation pressure
ε̇max is the critical strain
rate beyond which
cavitation, i.e.,
nucleation of a first
void, occurs
HTS is the hot tearing
susceptibility

Al-Cu system [161,190]
Success in predicting the
effect of casting speed and
billet size in a DC-cast
AA6063 alloy [161]

Pm is the metal head
pressure
f s,co is the coalescence
solid fraction
d is the grain size

AA6061 with different Ti
contents [66] and cooling
rates [125]
Al-Mg-Si system [64]
AA6060 with different Fe
contents [29]
Al-Zn-Mg-Cu system [78]

ε̇c is the critical strain

rate for hot tearing
e is the liquid film
thickness
l is the gage length
λ is the half grain size
a is the length of the tear
K is the constitutive
parameter as a function
of temperature T and
solid fraction f s
m is strain-rate
sensitivity
κ is the permeability of
the mushy zone
Pc is the cavitation
(continued on next page)
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Table 5 (continued )
Category

Author(s)

Equation(s)

Comments

Applications

pressure
PM is the metallostatic
pressure
Nonmechanical
criteria

Feurer

Clyne and
Davies

Katgerman

f 2l λ22 Ps
∂lnV
1 ∂ρ
SRG =
= −
If SPV < SRG, a hot tear
∂t
ρ ∂t
24πC3 ηL2
will occur.
SPV =

HTS =

tv
t0.99 − t0.9
=
tr
t0.9 − t0.4

t0.99
tcr −
t0.99
HCS =
tcr −
HCS =

− tcr
Modified equation:
t0.4
− tcr
tcoh

SPV is the maximum
volumetric flow rate
(feeding term) through
a dendritic network
SRG is the volumetric
solidification shrinkage,
respectively (shrinkage
term)
f l is the volume liquid
fraction
Ps is the effective
feeding pressure
C is the tortuosity
constant of dendrite
network
L is the length of the
porous network
ρ is the average density
of the mush
V is the volume element
of the solidifying mush
with constant mass
t is the time

Al-5Si [15]

tv is the vulnerable time
period (hot tearing)
tr is the time available
for stress relief process
(mass and liquid
feeding)
t0.99 , t0.9 , and t0.4 is the
time when the volume
fraction of solid is 0.99,
0.9, and 0.4,
respectively

Al-Cu system [7]
Al-Mg system [15]
Various commercial
aluminium alloys (1xxx7xxx) [15]
Failure in predicting the
effect of casting speed and
billet size in DC-cast
AA6063 [161] and Al-4.5
wt% Mg alloys [15]

tcr is calculated using
Feurer’s criterion when
SPV is equal to SRG
tcoh is the time when the
coherency temperature
is achieved

Al-Mg system [15]
Various commercial
aluminium alloys (1xxx7xxx) [15]
Success in predicting the
effect of casting speed but
failure in the effect of
ingot size in a DC-cast Al4.5 wt% Mg alloy [15]

locations of the mush and eventually, cavities may form at the triple junctions of grain boundaries as a result of the solidification
shrinkage, thermal contraction, and low permeability [7]. Three possible phenomena may occur in the last solidification stage. First,
the liquid flow and later high-temperature creep completely compensate for the solidification shrinkage and thermal contraction and,
therefore, cavities are not formed and a fully dense porosity-free structure is generated. Second, the feeding capacity is limited and the
cavities develop into pores. The interplay between the feeding and shrinkage/contraction is responsible for the shift between the first
and second phenomena. The shrinkage/contraction rate fr is defined as
(
)
ρs
∂fl ρs
fr = −
− 1
(5.11)
+ ( )ε̇
ρl
∂t
ρl
where ρs and ρl denote the solid and liquid densities, respectively; fl is the liquid fraction; t is the time; ε̇ is the strain rate. The feeding
rate fe is expressed as:
fe = K

K=

P

(5.12)

ηL2

λ2 (1 − fs )3
180fs2

(5.13)
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P = Pa + Pm −

4γsl
λ

(5.14)

where K is the permeability; P is the feeding pressure; η is the viscosity of liquid; L is the mushy zone length; λ is the SDAS; fs is the solid
fraction; Pa and Pm are the atmospheric pressure and metallostatic pressure, respectively; and γsl is the solid-liquid interfacial energy.
The cavity fraction fv can be expressed as:
)
(
( )
ρ ∂fv
ρs
∂fl
ρ
− s
− 1
(5.15)
Ṫ =
Ṫ + s ε̇ − fe

ρl ∂T
∫T

fv =
Tcrit

ρl

∂T

ρl

∂fv
dT
∂T

(5.16)

where Ṫ is the cooling rate; Tcrit is the critical temperature where the feeding rate fe is equal to the shrinkage/contraction rate fr. The
cavity size d is given:
1/3
3c
d = ( fv dg3 )
2π

(5.17)

√̅̅̅
where c is chosen as 2 2 for aluminium alloys; dg is the grain size.

Fig. 5.7. (a) Three regions (A = micro-pores and hot tears are absent, B = micro-pores develop but hot tears do not form, and C = hot tears are
formed); (b) effect of grain size on the developed stress in the mush (1’ -4’ ) and the critical stress (1–4): 1,1’ , 600 μm; 2,2’ , 300 μm; 3,3’ , 100 μm; and
4,4’ , 30 μm; (c) effect of casting speed on the developed stress (dash line) in the mush and the critical stress (solid line): 1,1’ , 25 mm in− 1 and 2,2’ , 35
mm min− 1 [111,144].
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Third, when the cavity size d exceeds a critical size acrit , hot tearing occurs. acrit is determined by using the modified Griffith cri
terion:
acrit = 4γl

E

(5.18)

πσ 2

where γl is the surface energy of the liquid phase; E is Young’s modulus of the semi-solid; and σ is the tensile stress.
The hot tearing susceptibility (HTS) is defined as:
HTS =

d
acrit

(5.19)

When HTS > 1, hot tears occur. Otherwise, only micro-pores are generated. As a result, it is possible to simultaneously predict the
occurrence of micro-pores and hot tears, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). This criterion works well in considering the change in the deformation
rate, cooling rate, grain size, casting speed, and casting recipe [144]. An example of the effect of the grain size is shown in Fig. 5.7(b). It
is observed that the critical fracture stress increases obviously with the grain refinement and below a certain grain size, hot tearing does
not occur. Recently, the SKK criterion was applied to predict the compositional sensitivity of hot tearing in grain-refined Al-Mg-Zn-Cu
alloys using the measured load developments upon solidification [77]. The complex hot tearing tendency (Fig. 3.14) of this quaternary
system was successfully predicted.
The SKK criterion always predicts an increasing hot tearing tendency during solidification with a high value at the solidus tem
perature, which does not agree well with the casting practice. This is due to the assumption that all the grains are surrounded by a
liquid film during the entire solidification transformation. It is known that certain grain bridges are formed in the last stage of so
lidification. Recently, Bai et al. [111] improved this criterion by considering the effect of the solid bridging/grain coalescence, which
plays an important role during hot tear propagation. Two important parameters were introduced into the criterion, including the
fraction of the grain boundaries covered by liquid (fLGB in Eq. (5.3)) and the solid energy term (Us ), representing the energy to be
overcome for the hot tearing to propagate along the coalesced grain boundaries. The critical cavity dimension to cause hot tearing
under tensile stress σ is modified:
acrit = 4[γfLGB + Us (1 − fLGB )]

E

(5.20)

πσ 2

This modified criterion responses well to the change in the deformation rate, cooling rate, grain morphology and casting speed
[111]. An example of the effect of the grain size and casting speed is shown in Fig. 5.7(c). It can be seen that the critical stress displays
an irregular “U” type curve towards the end of solidification. In the left side of the curve, the critical stress decreases with the increase
of solid fraction while it increases on the right side. The former is due to the decreased liquid feeding while the latter is attributed to
more developed grain coalescence in the mushy zone. The evolution of the critical stresses obtained with the modified criterion is
different from the result from the original SKK criterion (Fig. 5.7(b)). It leads to a decreased hot tearing tendency close to the solidus,
which is in accordance with the industrial practice. Note that it is crucial to measure the variance of fLGB with liquid fractions (as in
Fig. 5.1) and consider the effect of the grain coalescence, especially when predicting the effect of the impurities (Section 4.1).
5.2.2.2. Two-phase model. A sophisticated two-phase model was suggested by M’Hamdi et al. [150]. In this strain-based criterion, the
initiation and propagation of pores due to the lack of feeding in the last stage of solidification and the localisation of viscoplastic
deformation was regarded as a potential trigger for hot tearing. Hot tearing will not occur if (1) the liquid pressure Pl is sufficiently high

Fig. 5.8. Effective tearing strain for (wv = 1, wd=0 ) when viscoplastic deformation is taken into account (Case 1), when pressure relaxation due to
microporosity is taken into account (Case 3), and when a non-grain-refined microstructure is considered (Case 4) [150].
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for feeding the thermal-contraction-induced deformation, or (2) the liquid pressure Pl is below the critical value Pc and the pores form
but do not reach the critical size, or (3) the pore forms at a very high solid fraction gsnof where the coalescence and bridging between the
grains occur such that the material exhibits sufficient ductility to prevent the formation of a hot tear. The effective tearing strain (Δε)
between the rigidity and coalescence points is regarded as the hot tearing indicator, which is expressed as:
⎧
0
⎪
⎨∫
forPl ≥ Pc
t(gs =gnof
( )
s )
P
Δε =
(5.21)
⎪
(wv .tr ε̇Ps + wd .ε̇s )dt forPl < Pc
⎩
t(Pl =Pc )

( )
where t is the time; wv and wd are the weighting factors; ε̇Ps is the effective viscoplastic strain rate; tr ε̇Ps is the volumetric part of the
P

viscoplastic strain rate; and ε̇s is the effective deviatoric viscoplastic strain rate.
If Δε > Δεc , hot tears occur. The value of Δεc depends on the microstructure, number of pores, i.e., potential hot tearing sites, extent
of the dendritic coalescence, distribution of the liquid films, and wetting conditions. For the grain-refined granular microstructures
relevant for DC casting, Δεc is approximately defined as [150]:
Δεc =

4π nρ nds 3
( ) min(χ , χ − 2 )
3
2

(5.22)

n ∈ [1, 10]
where nρ is the volume density of the pore nucleation sites; ds is the average grain size; and χ is the shape factor of the pores relevant to
the thickness of the liquid film, wetting conditions, and applied deformation. This equation has considered the importance of the pore
nucleation sites, grain size, and wetting conditions for the formation of hot tears, which should be refined to further consider the effect
of the dendritic coalescence.
The model has been successfully applied to study the formation of hot tears under different DC casting process parameters,
including the casting speed and its ramping rate, grain refinement, and kind of starting block [150]. An example of the effect of grain
refinement on the predicted effective tearing strain in a DC casting ingot is shown in Fig. 5.8. Compared with that in a non-refined
microstructure (Case 4), the effective tearing strain decreased due to grain refinement (Case 1). An interesting consequence from
Eq. (5.22) is that a large number of distributed pores nucleation sites can result in a distributed relaxation of the applied deformation
and, therefore, delay or even prevent the occurrence of hot tearing, as shown in Fig. 5.8 (Case 3). This is verified by the industrial
casting experience that adding hydrogen leads to larger micro porosities and thus has a beneficial effect on decreasing hot tearing
susceptibility [150]. For the compositional sensitivity, the model well predicts the “lambda” curve in the Al-Cu system [63]. Recently,
the model was applied to predict the effect of the Si contents on the hot tearing susceptibility of DC-cast AA7075 billets. The relevant
experimental phenomena have been described in Section 4.1.4. The larger Δε with increasing Si contents was attributed to the longer
solidification interval due to the precipitation of low-melting phases. However, the effect of impurity Si on grain coalescence was not
considered. This should be improved by considering the grain coalescence in Eq. (5.22).
5.2.2.3. Kou’s criterion. Kou [158] proposed a susceptibility criterion for the cracking in a columnar dendritic structure. Note that this
criterion is applicable for casting [158], welding [159,160], and even AM [115] processes. Unlike the entire mushy zone was dealt
with in the RDG model [15,161], this model only considers the events occurring at grain boundaries. It is assumed that a tear forms
when the tensile deformation separating two neighbouring grains exceeds the sum of the liquid feeding of the grain boundary area and
√̅̅̅̅
the growth of two grains towards each other. Since the hot tearing occurs near the end of solidification ( fs → 1), based on the analysis
√̅̅̅̅
of the space between two neighbouring columnar dendritic grains in a volume element near fs = 1, the following hot tearing cri
terion is derived:
⎧
⎫
√̅̅̅
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ √̅̅̅ ] ⎪
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ d fs
1 d [(
⎪
⎬
⎨ dεlocal
1
−
1
−
β
f
)v
s
z
+
1− β
dT/dt dz
dT
dT
(5.23)
>
⎪
⎪
⎭√̅̅̅
⎩ (separation)
(growth)
(feeding)
fs →1
where εlocal is the local strain; T is the temperature; fs is the volume solid fraction; dT/dt is the cooling rate; z is the growth direction of
the columnar dendritic grain; and vz is the velocity of the intergranular liquid flow in the negative z-direction. The three terms in this
⃒
⃒
⃒
1/2 ⃒
equation are positive and related to the strain rate, growth rate and feeding rate. The steepness ⃒dT/d(fs )⃒ near (fs )1/2 = 1 is proposed
as an index for the hot tearing susceptibility.
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
1/2 ⃒
1/2 ⃒
The reasons ⃒dT/d(fs )⃒ near (fs )1/2 = 1 can be regarded as the susceptibility index are as follows. First, the higher ⃒dT/d(fs )⃒ is,
the slower the lateral growth rate becomes, i.e. the slower the two neighbouring grains grow towards each other to bond together and
resist hot tearing. Second, under a slow lateral growth rate, the columnar grains can grow very long without bridging. This means that
the intergranular liquid channel can be very long and hence making it difficult for the fluid to flow through to feed the shrinkage and
resist cracking. Third, a long intergranular liquid channel may act as a long sharp notch to promote crack initiation.
1/2

Initially, to calculate the index, a short interval of fs

near (fs )1/2 = 1 can be taken as Δ(fs )1/2 and the corresponding temperature
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⃒
⃒
⃒
1/2 ⃒
interval can be taken as ΔT to calculate the ⃒ΔT/Δ(fs )⃒ near (fs )1/2 = 1 [158]. There is no theoretical basis on how to choose the
⃒
⃒
⃒
1/2
1/2 ⃒
interval of fs for each alloy. Alternatively, the maximum steepness ⃒dT/d(fs )⃒
near (fs )1/2 = 1 was used and its validity was
peak

verified by its successful application to binary, ternary, and commercial wrought Al alloys [159,162–164] and some magnesium alloys
[165].
This criterion was initially proposed for the columnar dendritic structure, and it could be extended to the equiaxed grain structure
in the future. Considering the simple form of the hot tearing susceptibility index, this criterion is promising to be widely adopted to
different alloys and manufacturing processes.
5.2.2.4. 3D coupled hydromechanical granular model. Over the past few years, many studies have been carried out with the aim to
couple granular mechanics with the thermomechanical behaviour of the solidifying alloys [148,149,152,166–168]. Compared to the
macro-scale average methods [69,144,150], the granular approach can simulate the interactions between the liquid and solid phases at
the microstructure scale while at the same time taking into account the long-range stresses and strains. This model consists of four
separate modules [149]: (1) a solidification module used to calculate the liquid-solid geometry at a given solid fraction; (2) a fluid-flow
module used to calculate the liquid pressure drop; (3) a semi-solid deformation module that simulates the rheological behaviour of the
granular structure; and (4) a failure module that simulates the crack initiation and propagation.
In principle, a hot tear initiates in a liquid channel connected to the atmosphere once the liquid pressure Pl reaches a critical
pressure Pcl . The liquid pressure in the semi-solid medium is computed by the following equation:
2h3 2
2h ∂Pl
∇ Pl = 2βv* + Δvsn +
kl ∂t
3μ

(5.24)

where h is the half-width of the liquid channel; v* is the solidification speed of the solid-liquid interface; vsn is the normal velocity
difference of the solid grains; and kl is the bulk modulus of the liquid. Moreover, the critical pressure Pcl is given by:
Pcl = Pa −

λcosθ
h

(5.25)

where Pa is the atmospheric pressure; λ is the surface tension at the void-liquid interface; and θ is the dihedral angle. This model was
successfully applied to predict the hot tearing observed using the X-ray micro tomography technique, as shown in Fig. 5.9 [167]. The
small figure shows the three calculated curves as a function of the tensile displacement: the stress-strain, intergranular liquid pressure
Pl (downward curve), and capillary pressure Pcl associated with the air-liquid interface (air-oxide skin) in the widest liquid channel
connected to the exterior (upward curve). When the two curves corresponding to Pl and Pcl intersect, the first void initiates at the

Fig. 5.9. In situ X-ray micro tomography imaging the microstructure of an Al-8 wt% Cu cylindrical specimen under semi-solid tensile test (top left);
corresponding microstructure simulation using the 3D granular model (light); predicted stress-strain curve, liquid pressure (Pl ) and critical pressure
(Pcl,max ) developments at fs = 0.91 (bottom left) [167]. Note that the white parts represent the intergranular liquid, the dark parts the voids and the
grey parts the solid phase.
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Fig. 5.10. 3D granular model predictions of the liquid pressure in a representative volume located at the centre of a round billet at two casting
speeds [170].

surface of the specimen in the widest channel and then propagates inside. Different from the above macro-scale average methods, this
model can predict the sites of hot tearing initiation and propagation at a finer scale.
The granular model can provide the inputs for hot tearing criteria at the microstructure scale, along with the spatial variations in
these parameters [169]. This allows the formation of hot tearing in grain boundaries by considering both the stochastic variations in
grain morphology and the process parameters in DC casting [166,170]. As shown in Fig. 5.10, at a low casting speed, only the in
dividual pores form in the widest channels because the liquid feeding is efficient. As the casting speed increases, the flow of liquid
required to compensate for the solidification shrinkage increases and as a result, the pores initiate, propagate and coalesce to form a
centreline crack. The criterion can accurately predict whether centreline hot tears will be generated by adjusting only one parameter,
λcosθ.
Zareie and Phillion extended this granular approach to the welding of Al-Mg-Si alloys[169]. The modified model involves (1) a
welding solidification module which simulates both the columnar and equiaxed microstructures as a function of the welding pa
rameters; (2) a fluid-flow module to calculate the variation in the pressure within the liquid channels; (3) semi-solid deformation
module that predicts the solidification contraction in welding; and (4) Kou’s criterion to predict the crack initiation. This approach well
links the welding process parameters, external restraints, and hot tearing susceptibility. Because the AM exhibits certain similar
characteristics to those of welding [124], in the future, this granular approach can be extended to the AM process to predict the

Table 6
Sensitivity of hot tearing criteria to process parameters and practice during DC casting [144,145].
Criterion

Hot tearing increases with
casting speed

More hot tears in the
billet centre

Ramping casting speed during start-up of the
casting reduces hot tearing

Correlation with actual cracking
observed in practice

Clyne and
Davies
Katgerman
Feurer
Novikov
Magnin et al.
Prokhorov
Rappaz et al.
Braccini et al.
Suyitno et al.

No

No

No

N/A

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

N/A
N/A
N/A
No
No
No
N/A
Yes
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occurrence of hot tears.
5.3. Comparison of hot tearing criteria
The shape casting and DC casting impose their specific requirements on the hot tearing criteria. A reasonable criterion for DC
casting should respond well to the alloy compositions and process parameters and predict the vulnerable locations in a casting. Most of
the existing criteria have been tested for the compositional sensitivity by predicting the so-called “lambda” curve in several binary and
ternary alloys and their predictions are often successful (Table 5). Apart from some scattered reports on the process parameters
sensitivity of the above-mentioned hot tearing criteria, Suyitno et al. [144,145] systematically evaluated the process parameter
sensitivity of several commonly used hot tearing criteria by implementing them in a thermomechanical model of DC casting. The
results are presented in Table 6.
The criteria of Clyne and Davies and Novikov give results that are inconsistent with the casting practice and do not exhibit any
sensitivity to the casting speed and position within the billet volume. These criteria work well in predicting the compositional
dependence of hot tearing and are often applied to shape casting (Table 5). The criteria proposed by Katgerman, Feurer, Magnin et al.,
Braccini et al., Suyitno et al., Rappaz et al., and Prokhorov are sensitive to the casting parameters, showing that the rise in the casting
speed leads to higher susceptibility to hot tearing in the centre of the round billet, which matches well with the casting practice
(Section 4.2.2). But most of these criteria do not consider the effect of the ramping of casting speed during the starting stage except for
the criteria proposed by Rappaz et al. and Suyitno et al.. The criteria developed by Prokhorov, Rappaz et al., and Magnin et al. predict
the occurrence of hot tearing whereas no tears have been observed in billets. Only the criterion proposed by Suyitno et al. responds
correctly to all the tested parameters. Bai et al. [111] further enhanced the SKK criterion by considering the effect of the solid bridging/
grain coalescence, and the improved SKK criterion predicts better with the DC casting practice, especially close to the solidus (Fig. 5.7
(c)). The sensitivities of the two SKK criteria are dependent on the correct values of properties such as Young’s modulus of the mushy
zone, the surface tension between the solid and liquid phases, fraction of grain boundaries covered by the liquid, and solid energy term
(Us ) [7,77,111,144]. These parameters must be accurately measured in the future.
The two-phase model predicts well on the effect of both the compositions and casting parameters during DC casting, as mentioned
in Section 5.2.2.2. However, unlike the SKK criterion, the two-phase model does not distinguish between the pore formation and crack
initiation. The voids are regarded as the crack nucleus, although the pores should not necessarily develop into hot tears. Another
important microscopic factor, the grain coalescence, needs to be integrated into Eq. (5.22).
Different from the two-phase model based on the macro-scale average methods, the granular model highlights the hot tearing
mechanism at a more microscopic scale. In the future, the granular model can be combined with the two-phase model or SKK criterion
[171]. First, the two-phase model or SKK criterion can be applied to determine the critical regions where hot tears could mostly occur.
Table 7
Summary of hot tearing mechanisms and conditions based on Ref. [23].
Mechanisms and conditions
Cause of hot tearing
Solidification shrinkage and thermal contraction
Liquid film distribution
Liquid pressure drop
Vacancy supersaturation
Nucleation
Liquid film or pore as a stress concentrator
Oxide bi-film or intermetallic particle
Vacancy clusters at a grain boundary or solid/liquid interface
Propagation
By liquid film sliding
By liquid film rupture
By liquid metal embrittlement
By liquid film or solid bridge depending on the temperature range
Diffusion of vacancies from the solid to the crack
Conditions
Thermal stress exceeds the rupture stress of the liquid film
Thermal stress exceed rupture or local critical stress
Thermal strain cannot be accommodated by liquid flow and mush
ductility
Strain rate reaches a critical value that cannot be compensated by liquid
feeding and much ductility
Stresses and insufficient feeding in the vulnerable temperature range
Pressure drop over the mush reaches a critical value for cavity
nucleation
*

Suggested and developed by*
Heine (1935), Pellini (1952), Dobatkin (1948)
Verö (1936)
Prokhorov (1962), Niyama (1977)
Fredriksson et al. (2005)
Patterson et al. (1953, 1967); Niyama (1977); Rappaz et al. (1999); Braccini et al.
(2000); Suyitno et al. (2009)
Campbell (1991)
Fredriksson et al. (2005)
Patterson (1953); Williams and Singer; Novikov and Novik (1963)
Pellini (1952); Patterson (1953); Saveiko (1961); Dickhaus (1994); Suyitno et al. (2009)
Novikov (1966); Sigworth (1996)
Guven and Hunt (1988); Bai et al. (2016)
Fredriksson et al. (2005)
Saveiko (1961)
Lees (1946); Langlais and Gruzleski, (2000); Lahaie and Bauchard (2001); Suyitno et al.
(2009)
Pellini (1952); Prokhorov (1962); Novikov (1966); Magnin et al. (1996)
Pellini (1952); Prokhorov (1962); Rappaz et al. (1999); Braccini et al. (2000); Kou
(2015)
Bochvar (1942); Lees (1946); Pumphrey and Lyons (1948); Clyne and Davies (1975);
Feurer (1977); Katgerman (1982)
Niyama (1977); Guven and Hunt (1988); Rappaz et al. (1999); Farup and Mo (2000);
M’Hamdi et al. (2006); Sistaninia (2012)

The list of the authors is by no means complete.
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Fig. 5.11. Mechanisms and conditions of hot tearing based on Ref. [23].

Then, the granular model can make a finer microscopic simulation in such critical zones at the grain scale. In fact, similar approaches
have been applied to study the crack propagation in solids [172–174].
5.4. Mechanisms of hot tearing
To develop a more powerful hot tearing criterion for casting, a comprehensive summary of the mechanisms of hot tearing is
necessary. Great efforts have been made to investigate the mechanisms of hot tearing. Several mechanisms of hot tearing and some
conditions for hot tears to occur are summarised in Table 7 and Fig. 5.11. It can be seen that the mechanisms of hot tearing, including
the nucleation and propagation of hot tears, have received only limited attention, and most of the research efforts have been devoted to
surveying the conditions required to trigger hot tearing. These conditions are considered from different scales, including macroscopic,
mesoscopic, and microscopic aspects (Fig. 5.11).
Initially, the macroscopic thermal contraction and mesoscopic/microscopic parameters ((local) stress/strain) were considered as
the critical factors for the occurrence of hot tearing. Afterwards, the mesoscopic parameter (strain rate) was regarded as an important
factor for the occurrence of hot tearing. It was thought that the liquid films need to take a certain time to accommodate the strains from
the solidification shrinkage and thermal contraction. There exists a critical strain rate above which a hot tear can occur. Another
important mesoscopic parameter is liquid feeding. The criteria of Feurer, Clyne and Davies, and Katgerman were based on the
consideration that hot tearing does not occur under sufficient feeding during solidification. Finally, the (local) pressure drop over the
mushy zone was considered as a critical mesoscopic/microscopic parameter for the occurrence of hot tearing in the RDG, two-phase,
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and 3D coupled hydromechanical granular models. Note that the pressure drop originates from the solidification shrinkage and
thermal contraction.
Many previous hot tearing criteria were based on the conditions that may cause hot tearing and ignore the mechanisms of hot tear
nucleation and propagation. An improved hot tear criterion should include fracture mechanics to describe the nucleation and prop
agation of hot tears, as listed in Table 7 and shown in Fig. 5.11. Suyitno et al. [144] proposed the SKK criterion based on this
methodology to simultaneously predict the occurrence of micro-pores and hot tears, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). This model considers the
insufficient feeding as a starting point of the cavity nucleation. Whether the growing cavity becomes a micro-pore or hot tear is
determined by the modified Griffith fracture criterion. Bai et al. [111] went further to consider the propagation of hot tears through
solid bridges by introducing two parameters (fLGB and Us ), which is an important step to embrace the multi-phase fracture
mechanisms.
In a quest for a new hot tearing criterion, Eskin and Katgerman [23] considered different nucleation and propagation mechanisms
of the hot cracks at different temperature or solid fraction ranges, as listed in Table 8. The crack initiator could be represented by pore,
liquid pool or film, interface with an intermetallic particle, or non-metallic inclusion. At relatively low solid fractions below the co
herency point, no tensile stresses have formed, and the permeability of the mushy zone enables the liquid to feed the solidification
shrinkage. Most of the precipitating gas can float to the liquid phase of samples. After the coherency point is reached, the tensile
stresses caused by the non-uniform thermal contraction of the coherent dendrites may induce the formation of cavities and gaps that
are immediately filled with liquid, or “healed”. Upon a further decrease in the temperature, the tensile stress accumulates to such an
extent that the liquid film separating the grains ruptures, and the gap cannot be filled with the liquid due to the increasing capillary
pressures required to fill the increasingly narrowing openings between the grains. When the material is further cooled to the rigidity
point, the former entanglement and contact of the grains are replaced by the grain bridging phenomenon. Moreover, the stress can be
transmitted over larger distances through the rigid solid skeleton; hence, the semi-solid body acquires macroscopic strength. Moreover,
the decreased permeability of the mushy zone in combination with the thermal shrinkage leads to a local pressure drop over the semisolid region, which, in combination with the evolving gas, promotes the formation of the voids on grain boundaries and the interfaces
with the inclusions. The non-uniform thermal stress causes significant strains in the semi-solid body that may not be sustained by the
solid bridges. Moreover, the limited liquid flow to the solid bridge may lead to its brittle fracture by the mechanism of the liquid-metal
embrittlement. It is possible that the semi-solid body fails macroscopically in a brittle manner (because of the film rupturing and liquidmetal embrittlement) with a ductile rupture of certain solid bridges at the microscopic level [7]. Finally, the bridged grain boundaries
become excessively large, and the remaining liquid phases scatter at the grain boundary triple junctions. The semi-solid materials
behave completely as solid materials and fail in a ductile manner owing to pore coalescence and high-temperature creep.
6. Future prospects
6.1. Development of hot tearing criteria
An ideal hot tearing criterion should be able to predict not only the probability but also the nucleation and propagation of hot
tearing. Despite many hot tearing mechanisms listed in Table 8, the lack of knowledge on nucleation and propagation mechanisms is
still a big challenge to the development of the ideal hot tearing criterion. To reveal the nature of hot tearing, several suggestions are
provided herein. First, in addition to the SKK criterion to calculate the critical pore size, it is important to further study the critical
dimensions of the defects or structural characteristics that can cause the nucleation of hot tears, like oxide bi-films or intermetallic
particles. Second, it should be acknowledged that the mechanisms of the hot tearing propagation are dependent on the solid fractions.
Different models or variable parameters should be established or adopted depending on the grain structure, composition, and level of
stresses/strains. For example, for a coarse grain structure with a high coherency temperature, hot tears can occur early due to the
rupture of the liquid films. When considerable amounts of eutectics exist, e.g., in the Al-Si alloys, the hot tears may be healed. For a fine
Table 8
Possible mechanisms acting in the hot tearing phenomenon [23].
Temperature range/solid
fraction

Nucleation of crack

Propagation of crack

Fracture mode

Between coherency and
rigidity temperatures;
50–80% solid
Below rigidity
temperature;
80–99% solid
Close to the solidus;
98–100% solid

Grain boundary covered with liquid, shrinkage or gas
pore

a. Liquid film rupture
b. Filled gap

a. Brittle, intergranular
b. Healed crack

Pore, surface of particle or inclusion, liquid film or pool,
vacancy clusters

a. Liquid film rupture; liquid metal
embrittlement of solid bridges
b. Plastic deformation of bridges
a. Liquid metal embrittlement of
solid ridges
b. Plastic deformation of bridges,
creep

a. Brittle, intergranular
b. Ductile failure of bridges
possible
a. Brittle, intergranular,
transgranular propagation is
possible
b. Macroscopically
brittle or ductile,
intergranular;
transgranular
propagation is possible

Pore, surface of particle or inclusion, segregates at grain
boundary, liquid at stress concentration point, vacancy
clusters
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equiaxed structure with a low coherency temperature and a small amount of eutectics, e.g., some commercial wrought alloys, several
fracture mechanics may co-exist, including liquid-metal embrittlement and plastic deformation of solid bridges with a mixed brittle/
ductile fracture. Third, the multi-stage mechanism of the hot tearing propagation should be simulated to predict the crack propagation
based on the granular approach (Section 5.2.2.4) or phase field simulations. The size and morphology of the grains, distributions of
eutectic liquid, grain bridging, and stochastic effects should be considered. A combination of the hot tearing simulations and machine
learning algorithms can be used to predict the hot tearing patterns, which has been achieved in solid-state fracture phenomena recently
[175].
6.2. Measurement prospects
As indicated at the end of Section 2, a standard testing framework to characterise the hot tearing behaviour under DC casting
conditions is needed, including the hot tearing susceptibility, thermomechanical behaviour of semi-solid materials, and initiation and
propagation of hot tears. It does not imply that one apparatus is omnipotent to simulate different DC casting conditions and can
evaluate all the influencing factors. Several standard testing apparatus or functional components should be established corresponding
to DC casting practice. Thus, the experimental data from different researchers can be compared when included in a hot tearing
database of different aluminium alloys. An outline of this testing framework is given in Fig. 6.1, which is expected to possess the
following features and functions:

Fig. 6.1. An outline of the standard hot tearing testing framework for DC casting.
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• Ability to simulate the DC casting conditions. It can accurately evaluate and differentiate the hot tearing susceptibility of alloys
with different alloying compositions. The effect of different process parameters on hot tearing susceptibility should be evaluated.
The authors propose to further improve the CHT rig (Fig. 2.7) into the main testing unit based on other testing devices (Section
2.2.1), which is attributed to its existing advantages (Fig. 2.5).
• Advanced visualisation technology to be applied to the testing apparatus to in situ characterise the nucleation and propagation of
hot tears in 3D space during continuous cooling instead of testing them under isothermal conditions [86]. This can accurately
reveal the intrinsic mechanisms of hot tearing. This technology can be applied to in situ measure the defect characteristics and hot
tears including surface and interior defects, which can yield an accurate hot tearing rating. The 3D synchrotron X-ray micro to
mography technique (Section 2.2.2) is a promising candidate but still need to be improved to overcome the current drawbacks
pertaining to the characterisation of hot tears (Fig. 2.10).
• Ability to in situ capture the load development, thermal contraction behaviour, and stress/strain distribution during solidification.
These data can be compared with the hot tearing susceptibility and can be used as an input for the hot tearing criteria. This part is
easier to be achieved with reference to the existing design concepts (Section 2.2.1).
• The framework must be able to realise semi-solid isothermal tensile testing upon solidification, which can mimic the real mushy
zone microstructure evolution during DC casting and determine the semi-solid mechanical properties reliably. The modified Instron
mechanical testing machine (Fig. 2.2) combined with the reheating-cooling method is a promising choice, as mentioned in Section
2.1.2.
• Include different functional components, which can be easily assembled to meet different demands.
It is necessary to verify the influence trends of the alloying elements and process parameters from the ideal testing framework by
using a trial DC casting machine and subsequent industrial DC casting practices.
6.3. Modelling prospects
Over the years, large amounts of data from different experimental setups and modelling tools have been obtained under different
compositions and process parameters, including the as-cast structures, mushy zone mechanical properties, and hot tearing suscepti
bility. To further understand the mechanisms governing the associated relationships, a comprehensive database needs to be built and
analysed by machine learning. Ultimately, such work will enable the efficient casting of aluminium alloys with a high susceptibility to
hot tearing and the design of new aluminium alloys considering the hot tearing susceptibility. The database should consist of four parts.
An overview of the database is shown in Fig. 6.2. The details are as follows.
1) Composition and processing dataset. It contains different alloying elements and various process parameters. The alloying elements
include the major elements, minor elements, and grain refiners. The processing parameters are complex and contain various
influencing factors, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
2) Property dataset. It mainly contains the information related to the thermal contraction behaviour, load behaviour upon solidifi
cation, semi-solid mechanical properties, distributions of multi-physical fields in castings, and mushy-zone permeability of
different alloys. As summarised in Section 3, many relevant data are available and can be collected. One needs to distinguish their
sources and measurement setups when employing these data. Great efforts need to be further made to step-wise feed this dataset

Fig. 6.2. An outline of the hot tearing database. It contains four databases: composition & Processing dataset, properties dataset, structure dataset,
and performance dataset.
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using the proposed standard testing method in Section 6.2. For the distributions of the multi-physical fields (temperature, flow,
strain, stress fields) in castings, some existing experimental methods can ex situ measure them [93,94,176]. Modelling of these
multi-physical fields can be done by finite element methods combined with the semi-solid constitutive equations [19,21]. Note that
the mesoscopic strain and stress phenomena in castings during solidification are reflected by their macroscopic contraction and
load behaviour.
3) Structure dataset. It includes the grain characteristics, distribution of the eutectics, features of the secondary phases, pore/inclusion
characteristics, and fracture surfaces.
4) Performance dataset. It includes whether hot tearing occurs or not, the size/volume, and distribution/location of the hot tears.
At present, experimental methods are the main approach to obtain relevant data, some of which are used as an input to modelling
tools to predict the distribution of the temperature, flow, stress, and strain fields as well as the sizes of pores and hot tears. It is
recommended to analyse these existing large amounts of data using machine learning and feed the database with the help of the
proposed standard testing framework and simulation. Several important aspects are worthy of noting. First, the database should
include experimental and simulation data from different sources, e.g., alloy systems and processing data from different DC casting
process parameters, structure and mechanical properties data, and image data from OM, SEM, TEM, X-ray tomography techniques and
other sources. It is required to develop a fundamental concept of the database considering the very different data sources and iden
tifying their common features. Due to the inconsistency of data in such a big database, data cleansing must be performed to pre-process
the database by using intelligent machine learning classification/clustering algorithms. Moreover, it is indeed that some data are
difficult to be measured (like semi-solid ductility) or simulated (like stress/strain). Some cutting-edge deep learning algorithms could
be helpful to solve these questions and push the field to a new level. For example, it can be thought that the semi-solid strength could be
closely related to its semi-solid ductility. Thus, a regression prediction model obtained from the semi-solid strength could be “grafted”
to describe the semi-solid ductility via a transfer learning neural network [177,178] and a small amount of ductility data. Another
example is to predict the stress, strain, and fluid-flow fields only based on the easily predicted temperature field in DC-cast ingots. A
deep-learning framework combined with some existing physics-based constitutive or fluid-flow equations could handle this challenge
[179]. Finally, the complex relationships in the big database should be analysed using machine learning. The machine-learningderived correlations can be transformed into formulations and compared with the existing physics-based hot tearing models to
verify the consistency. If a good correlation could be obtained, one could further apply machine learning to explore new hot tearing

Fig. 6.3. Probably used machine learning algorithms in physical metallurgy. Note that the artificial neural network belongs to both supervised and
unsupervised learnings depending on whether the labelled data are provided or not.
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models.
Here, some commonly used machine learning algorithms in physical metallurgy are shown in Fig. 6.3. They can be classified as
regression, classification/clustering, and other data-processing algorithms. For example, the classification/clustering algorithms can
be used for data purification [156,180–182], whereas the regression algorithms [183–186] can be used for building the relationships
among compositions/processing parameters, as-cast microstructures, semi-solid mechanical properties, and hot tearing susceptibility.
Note that no single algorithm is appropriate for all situations, and selecting a suitable algorithm is essential to achieve a high prediction
accuracy [187,188].
The thermomechanical simulation in a large-scale DC casting billet is computationally intensive. Often it takes considerable time to
perform a calculation, which restricts a quick hot tearing prediction. To accelerate this timeframe, high-throughput computational
approaches should be designed, which includes the integration with multi-scale simulation software, hot tearing big data, parallel
computing techniques, machine learning, and computer hardware.
The current hot tearing prediction software for DC casting is rarely coupled with an as-cast microstructure simulation software. The
microstructural features in a large-scale DC casting billet, like the distribution of the grain size and morphology, precipitation
sequence, size, and morphology of the secondary phases, as well as macrosegregation phenomena are not included. Multi-scale
simulation software is required to accurately predict the hot tearing susceptibilities. For example, the macro-scale average methods
should be coupled with the micro-scale granular model to make accurate hot tearing predictions.
Finally, consistent modelling requires accurate thermophysical data. To date, only limited data are fairly well known, like latent
heat of fusion, but many important parameters need to be accurately measured, especially the parameters related to the solid/liquid
and solid/solid interfaces. Their temperature dependences are often ignored but could have a big influence on the final predictions
under certain conditions.
7. Concluding remarks
In this review, research after 2004 on the hot tearing characterisation methods, semi-solid behaviour and properties, compositions
and process conditions affecting hot tearing, and the developments in hot tearing criteria are evaluated.
With the progress of material characterisation techniques and the comprehensive understanding of the hot tearing phenomena, a
series of hot tearing measurement devices and techniques were developed, focusing on rating the hot tearing susceptibility, observing
the developments of micro-pores and hot tears, and measuring the semi-solid properties of aluminium alloys. After a critical evalu
ation, a set of standard hot tearing testing frameworks with various functional components is suggested to physically simulate DC
casting. This will standardize data generation, collection, and comparison.
The semi-solid properties of materials are not only composition-dependent but also process parameter dependent. In addition to the
semi-solid mechanical properties, the development of real-time macroscopic load/contraction or mesoscopic stress/strain measure
ments were evaluated. These properties are often regarded as important parameters for constructing constitutive equations and
predicting hot tearing susceptibilities. These valuable property data should be collated into a database to be further analysed and
exploited with the help of machine learning.
The correlations among the composition, processing parameters, as-cast microstructures, and hot tearing susceptibilities are
summarised for both shape casting and DC casting. The differences in the same materials for different casting methods are highlighted.
The progress in the fundamental understanding of hot tearing will enable new hot tearing criteria to be formulated for quantitative
predictions, which will be a milestone in the field of hot tearing research. With the development of a comprehensive hot tearing
database and the help of state-of-the-art materials informatics, an omnipotent hot tearing criterion is promising to be obtained in the
future.
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